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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report is a preliminary investigation of the nature of on-road testing and its function
within the Victorian driver licensing system. The investigation incorporates a literature
review of recent developments in on-road licence testing, and documentation of some
current licensing practices within Australia and overseas.

It was evident from the literature review that the majority of recent work in the area has
been concerned with the development of graduated licensing systems. Work specifically
concerned with on-road testing has focussed primarily on test reliability. The need for
greater reliability is universally accepted. The best means of achieving greater reliability is
confirmed to be the use of set test routes, with observations of driver behaviour made at set
locations according to clearly defined criteria. Such a test procedure needs to be supported
by a carefully planned and implemented performance monitoring and training program for
licence testing officers if high levels of reliability are to be achieved and maintained.

The results of such research are gradually becoming evident in testing practices.
Information from a number of jurisdictions within Australia and overseas indicates that in
most places the on-road test procedure is of the traditional variety in use in Victoria.
However, other aspects of overseas testing - the use of set test routes, and the greater
emphasis on training of LTOs, would tend to produce better reliability than in the standard
Victorian on-road test. It is noteworthy that in Victoria the on-road components of the
heavy vehicle licence test, the motorcycle licence test and the driving instructor licence test,
all make use of set routes with set observations at set locations; the standard car driver test
is the odd one out in this respect.

No immediate changes to existing Victorian test procedures were recommended. The issues
identified as requiring resolution as a basis for future changes are the following:

(1) Who should be responsible for assessing whether a driver is sufficiently competent
to be issued with a probationary licence?

The suggested options are:

(a) employees of the licensing authority whose main skill is in driver assessment
(i.e. LTOs), or

(b) both LTOs and employees of private driver training companies whose skills
include both driver training and driver assessment. (This second alternative
is believed to be the option chosen by South Australia.)

(2) What formes) of testing or assessment procedure are able to achieve satisfactory
reliability?

(3) What forms of test, of test content (and of training curriculum content, if applicable)
should be included within the licensing system (or training/licensing system) to
maximise content validity from a road safety viewpoint?

The primary aims of the next stage of this investigation should be to provide answers
to the above questions. In order to achieve these aims, the following recommendations
are made.

* The South Australian plans for standard driver licensing should be formally
documented and evaluated within a broad framework, taking account of the multi
factorial and interactive nature of the driver licensing system, and the implications
of proposed changes for all significant interest groups. The extent to which the South
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Australian rationale is translatable to Victorian conditions should be determined.

A detailed post-hoc evaluation should be conducted of the processes involved in the
previous attempt to implement the Car On-Road Test (CORT) in Victoria, to
determine:

how, in the future, the implementation process for a new road test could be
improved;

necessary conditions to achieve the future acceptance of a more reliable test.

Ifnecessary, and ifpossible without unduly compromising reliability, the CORT
should be modified to increase its acceptability to LTOs.

The content validity of the resultant test should be evaluated in terms of the criteria
established by McKnight and Stewart (1990), further modifications made if
necessary, and the reliability of the resulting test empirically confirmed.

The improved form of test should be introduced as the standard form of on-road test
used by LTOs.

If driving instructors are to assess driver competence for the purpose of licensing, a
form of assessment should be established which is comparable in its reliability and
content validity to that used by LTOs.

The training requirements necessary for LTOs (and driving instructors if applicable)
to attain and maintain adequate test reliability should be specified.

The contribution to the overall content validity of the licence testing system of the
other tests which are currently used (knowledge, visual acuity and colour vision) or
which it is planned to introduce (hazard perception) should be evaluated, and
changes recommended ifnecessary.



1 INTRODUCTION

The present investigation was undertaken as a preliminary stage in a more extensive
evaluation of the Victorian driver licensing system. People applying for a licence in the
State of Victoria are required to undergo various procedures to establish their competence
as drivers, including an on-road test. The study to date has focussed on the nature of on
road testing, and the functions of such testing within the total licensing system.

Aims of the present study:

1

*
to identify possible changes to the present testing system which might be
implemented in the short-term;

*
to provide a basis and suggest appropriate objectives for a more comprehensive
evaluation of the licence testing system in Victoria.

Components of the study:

*

*

*

a review of available literature on recent developments in on-road driver licence
testing;

collection of information concerning current Victorian licence testing procedures,
from documents supplied by Vic Roads staff and by visits to two Vic Roads testing
offices (Broadmeadows and Oakleigh South) for informal observation of testing
practices;

collection of information concerning other current licence testing procedures, by use
of questionnaires to all Australian State authorities and a selection of overseas
licensing authorities.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW - ON-ROAD LICENCE TESTS

The major focus of attention for most licensing authorities in recent years has been the
development and evaluation of graduated licensing systems. There appears to have been
relatively little research on methods of on-road testing since this topic was reviewed by
Macdonald (1987).

Macdonald's literature review was conducted as part of a wider evaluation of the Victorian
on-road licence test. The other major component in the evaluation was an investigation of
the reliability of the existing Victorian road test; the results of this investigation were
reported by Fabre, Christie and Frank (1988).

Over 16,000 Victorian licence test score sheets from the early to mid 1980s were analysed.
Large and consistent differences in scoring patterns were found between different licence
testing officers (LTOs). LTOs differed from each other significantly both in the percentage
of applicants they passed, and the frequency with which they penalised applicants for
different types of errors. Thus, among the 68 LTOs whose records were investigated,
average pass rates varied from 55% to 97%. And taking the error category 'Starting' as an
example, it was found that the frequency with which different LTOs recorded errors in this
category ranged from 0% of tests to 99% of tests.

From this evidence it was clear that the reliability of the Victorian on-road licence test was
very low. In the light of this finding and the conclusions of the 1987 literature review, it
was decided to trial in Victoria a test based on the' ADOPT' (McPherson and McKnight,
1981) - a new form of on-road licence test which had been shown to be highly reliable
when administered by appropriately trained testers. The trial was subsequently abandoned.

However, in the meantime there has been widespread recognition of the need for greater
reliability in licence testing. For example, McKnight (1989) wrote that:

"Where the purpose of a road test is solely educational, and the results will simply be used
to improve performance, inconsistency is not of concern. However, when a license is at
stake, consistency is paramount. First, a test that gives inconsistent results cannot be valid.
Examiners cannot give different scores and all be correct. Second, an inconsistent test
cannot be fair, and fairness is probably as important to the average citizen as validity. "
(McKnight, 1989, p.6)

During the last three or four years (since the completion of the evaluation of licence testing
in Victoria, described above), the only significant new reports to have become available are
one by Glad (1984), describing a trial of a new Norwegian on-road licence test, and studies
carried out by McKnight (1989) and McKnight and Stewart (1990) for the California
Department of Motor Vehicles. All of these authors placed major emphasis on the need for
reliability.

Glad (1984)

In Norway, concern at the large variation in failure rates between different licence testing
offices (from less than 10% to around 30%) prompted the development of a more
standardized method of testing (Glad, 1984). The new test procedure was based on one
developed by Jones (1978; see Macdonald, 1987 for a review), using set routes where
specific types of behaviour are recorded at pre-determined locations along the route.

The Norwegian method differed from that developed by Jones in that it was found
necessary for the examiner to sit in the front of the car beside the driver, rather than in the
back seat, and it was found that five performance categories (rather than ten) was the
maximum which testers could comfortably handle.
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The five categories of performance evaluated in the Norwegian test were: Indication (use of
indicators), Observation (what the driver looks at), Positioning (in relation to the road,
markings, other road users), Speed (including acceleration/deceleration), and Traffic
Adaptation (use of gaps in traffic flow, following distance, co-operating with other road
users, etc.). At set route locations for specific categories of performance, driver behaviour
was judged as acceptable (scoring 1 point) or not acceptable, according to definitions of
acceptability for each performance category.

For a given route there were 90 to 100 separate evaluations which were intended to be
distributed as follows: 10% Indication, 30% Observation, 25% Positioning, 25% Speed,
and 10% Traffic Adaptation.

In addition, testers evaluated the driver's vehicle control skill (operation of clutch, gears,
etc.), based on performance throughout the test. They also evaluated the driver's
preparation of the car (adjusts mirrors, seat, etc.), safety checks of the car and use of
accessories such as the defroster. The weighting given to these aspects of performance was
low relative to the five main categories described above.

Each testing office had at least four set routes, each taking no more than 30 minutes to
negotiate. Each route contained a variety of driving conditions (city and country where
possible), and there were 40 to 50 locations along the route where some aspects of
performance were evaluated.

Each route had its own score sheet, containing a simple map of the route showing locations
where performance was to be evaluated and for each location, which performance
categories to be evaluated. There was space for writing down the points given at each
location (1 or 0 per performance category), and for calculating the final score as a
percentage. Vehicle control was scored on a simple 4-point scale. Some driving faults were
the basis of an immediate failure and termination of the test at that point.

During the process of developing this test a working party was created, consisting of
representatives from the Norwegian licensing authority, the Department for Main Roads
(the funding body), driving schools, the Government Traffic Teachers' School, and the
Research Institute responsible for management and reporting of the project. This working
party developed standards for the routes and definitions of acceptability for each
performance category. The constitution of this working party ensured that various forms of
the test were able to be developed and trialled with full co-operation from both driving
schools and testing officers.

The test was trialled at 13 different testing offices. Testers at each office were trained in the
new method by one of their number who had attended a central training course. It appears
that this method of training in the new system was inadequate, because while variation in
test scores within offices was quite small, there was much larger variation between offices
than had existed with the conventional testing system. Variation was greatest for behaviour
in the 'Observation' category. Test scores also varied considerably according to the
particular route used, even for the same testers at the same office.

The author said, "With development of standards for the routes and criteria for the
examiners' evaluation of the performance of the candidates, one is hoping to reduce the
variation that is caused by the routes and the examiners. The results from the main trial
show that there is, after all, considerable variation in the results." (pp.54-55)

Problems were evidently caused by vagueness in the performance criteria (there was no
specification of 'appropriate' speed, 'appropriate' distance from the kerb, 'appropriate' gap
in the traffic, etc.), and by the unacceptability of some of the criteria (e.g. the requirement
always to check the blind spot to the right before turning right was felt in some
circumstances to be unnecessary and unnatural).
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It was also found, not surprisingly in view of the above, that degree of compliance with the
criteria as originally taught at the central course was low. In fact, the initial training course,
for the testers who became the instructors for their separate offices, lasted only five days
and it appears that many of these instructors did not retain and implement the criteria
taught. The author recommended that future training should be three weeks, and should be
conducted centrally for all testers.

"To summarise it all, the variation in the percentage of failures at the standardised test
appears to a large degree to be caused by differences in the examiners' evaluations of the
candidates I perfomances. This is further caused by imprecise criteria and poor training in
the utilisation of the criteria. By improving the criteria and especially the education of the
examiners, one may assume a considerably improved conformity between the examiners
and the licence testing offices compared to the present situation." (p.60)

McKnight (1989)

The Norwegian experience emphasizes the difficulties which may be expected in
implementing and maintaining a more reliable testing system. Nevertheless, recent work in
the U.S.A. by McKnight re-affirms the need to do so.

McKnight (1989) reported a small but well controlled study which aimed to answer the
question:

"What is the relative effect of programmed vs. extemporaneous observations upon:

*
Inter-observer reliability, as reflected in the degree of agreement between different
examiners observing the same performance

*
The validity of the observations, as determined by the correlation of observed
performance with a record of actual road test performance." (p.6)

In this study 16 licence testers, divided into two groups of eight each, observed a videotape
record of motorcycle licence applicants taking road tests. One group was free to look for
and record errors regardless of where they occurred (extemporaneous observations), and the
other group were taught to look for specific errors at preselected points along the route
(programmed observations).

A total of 53 licence tests were recorded, all using the same 10 minute route. Motorcyclists
were used because with this vehicle it is possible to observe from one videotape both rider
actions and vehicle movements, which is not possible with enclosed vehicles. The licence
applicants represented a cross-section of the applicant population at a particular testing
station.

The examiners were experienced in motorcycle licence testing, but were unfamiliar both
with the route shown on the tapes and with the method of programmed observations.

The programmed observation method was the Motorcyclist In Traffic test (MIT;
McPherson, McKnight and Knipper, 1978). Specific behaviours observed were: Search
(similar to Observation in the Norwegian test), Position (similar to Norwegian test, but
more specific), Signals (like Indicators in the Norwegian test), Gap selection (part of
Adaptation in the Norwegian test), Lane Usage, Legal Stop (coming to a complete stop
where legally required). 'Speed' is normally part of the MIT (and the Norwegian test), but
was not included because the tester's speedometer could not be included on tape, and 'Use
of the front brake' was similarly excluded (insufficient image resolution).

All examiners observed all 53 licence applicants. Prior to this they viewed a special
videotape of the route itself, to familiarize themselves with it. Examiners in the
programmed observation group memorized the locations of observation points, and which
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observations were to be made at each point. They were not given the extensive training and
supervised practice which people using the MIT normally receive.

The 'actual performance' of each applicant was determined by researchers observing all of
the videotape in detail, and recording all errors which occurred anywhere along the route.
These errors were scored according to the MIT scoring criteria. They used slow motion,
stop frame and repetitions of sections as necessary to ensure that all errors were scored.
Performances were scored independently by two researchers, and any disagreements
resolved in a joint review involving the principal researcher.

The validity of the two groups of examiners' scores were then evaluated in terms of their
correspondence to the researchers' record of actual performance. Total scores of examiners
were correlated with these criterion scores; correlations for examiners using the
programmed observations averaged .36 (.41 if one aberrant examiner was excluded), as
compared with .24 for the extemporaneous observations group (p < .01).

As expected, examiners scoring on the basis of programmed observations (and therefore
confining their attention to pre-determined locations), tended to under-report errors relative
to actual performance (mean of 4.1 compared with 7.0 per test). Extemporaneous
observations, on the other hand, were associated with over-reporting (7.5 compared with
7). Rather disturbingly, errors reported by the latter group were not necessarily actual
errors; these examiners frequently reported errors in categories where detailed analysis of
the videotape showed that no error occurred.

The reliability of examiners' scoring was evaluated by correlating scores within each group
of eight. The average correlation for the programmed observations group was .42, and for
the extemporaneous observations group it was .29 (p=.02).

Reliability was also assessed by an analysis of variance for programmed and
extemporaneous test scores. Both scoring systems produced larger variance among
examiners than among subjects. However, the effect of examiner differences on test scores
was considerably smaller in the programmed observations group. Ratio of
examiner/applicant variance with programmed observations was about 2/1, whereas with
extemporaneous observations it was about 5/1.

McKnight concluded that the programmed observations lead to significantly greater inter
tester reliability and signficantly greater correlation with the actual performances being
observed (approximately twice those of the other group in both cases). Individual examiner
bias was "unacceptably large" in both groups, but was two and a half times as great under
extemporaneous as under programmed observations. He commented that "Finding large
consistent differences among examiners points to a need to review scoring procedures and
to schedule supervised road test administrations for the more deviant examiners." (p.9)

The present Victorian test is one in which the testers' observations of driver behaviour are
'extemporaneous' rather than 'programmed', so its low level of reliability is not surprising.
This situation gives particular relevance to McKnight's conclusions; they are quoted in full
below.

"( 1) Current road testing practices lead to low correspondence between examiner scores
and actual applicant performance, resulting in low agreement among examiners and
consistent differences in examiner scoring practices, i.e. examiner bias.

(2) The use of programmed observations leads to closer correspondence between
examiner scores and actual applicant performance, leading to higher agreement
among examiners and reduction in the magnitude of examiner bias.

(3) License administrators need to institute periodic reviews of examiners to detect the
nature and extent of examiner error and to provide the training and supervision
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needed to increase the accuracy of examiner scores.

(4) To be effective, programmed observations need to be accompanied by extensive
examiner training and practice test administration." (p.9)

The last two points, in particular, are consistent with the Norwegian experience reported by
Glad (1984). Clearly, the introduction of a more 'programmed' and systematic testing
procedure is unlikely to produce significant improvements in test reliability unless it is
supported by an extensive, and probably ongoing, training program for licence testing
officers.

McKnight and Stewart (1990)

A detailed analysis of this major report is beyond the scope of these preliminary
investigations. The objectives of the work were:

"(I) Develop definitions of driver competency and translation of these defining attributes
into measurable operations.

(2) Identify potential modifications of, and additions to California's current driver
license exam process that are likely to enhance driver competency.

(3) Develop a plan for field testing and validating the instruments identified in (2).

(4) Develop a plan for periodic monitoring (statistical quality control) of the
competency level of the driving public." (p.2)

To achieve these objectives they drew upon information from published literature (their
main source), a panel of experts, analysis of approximately 1000 Californian accident
reports, and analysis of a sample of Californian written and drive test results.

The latter component of their work was a smaller scale version of the recent Victorian
work, and it found a similar situation to exist in California as was found in Victoria (Fabre
et al, 1988). For a sample of 25 licence testers, pass rate ranged from 28.5 % to 100%, and
a highly significant interaction was found between examiner and the frequency of recording
particular error types. Thus:

"It was common for the same error to be observed in only 10% or 20% of one examiner's
subjects, while another observed the same error in 50% or 60% of the subjects. Some
errors were observed over 80 % of the time by some examiners and never once by others. "
(p.62)

The form of the analysis made clear that this variation between examiners in the types of
errors recorded was not associated with differences between testing stations. Very clearly:

" ... the tendency for different examiners to see different errors is a function of the
examiners and not the types of applicants they test." (p.62)

In relation to the Drive Test component of the testing system, McKnight and Stewart
recommended that California should make changes to improve the accuracy and uniformity
of the process. Commenting on the large differences among the pass/fail rates of different
examiners in the same testing office, as well as between different offices, the authors stated
that:

"These differences in failure rates resulted primarily from wide differences in the types of
driver errors that different examiners reported. It was apparent that examiners tended to
have 'pet' errors that they were on the look-out for." (p.126)



To overcome this problem a fundamental change in the test procedure was proposed,
11 calling upon examiners to observe specific performances at designated points along a test
route." (p.126)

Thus, McKnight and Stewart reached the same conclusion, on much the same grounds, as
was reached in Victoria two to three years earlier.

7
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3 SURVEY OF DRIVER LICENSING PRACTICES IN AUSTRALIA AND
OVERSEAS

A questionnaire was designed to obtain information relating to tests taken at each stage of
the licensing system, and to the processes involved in training and testing of the licence
testing officers (LTOs) themselves. It was forwarded to the following licensing authorities
during June/July 1991:

*

*

*

*

Australia - all States

Canada - Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba, New Brunswick, Newfoundland,
Northwest Territories, Nova Scotia, Ontario, Prince Edward Island, Quebec,
Saskatchewan, Yukon

USA - Arizona, California, Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon,
Maryland, Michigan, New York, Tennessee, Washington

New Zealand

*

*
Europe - Denmark, France (Paris), Norway, Spain, Sweden

Asia - Hong Kong, Japan, Malaysia, Singapore

A problem became apparent in the questionnaire, in that it failed to request information on
any testing that may take place between the learner's permit knowledge test and the on-road
test, unless that test is taken concurrently with the practical test. This omission will need to
be rectified if a more comprehensive study is undertaken.

For clarity of presentation, the results of the survey are presented in four sections: the
Australian data, the Canadian data, the US data, and the data received from other
countries.

3.1 THE AUSTRALIAN LICENSING SYSTEM

Results of the Australian survey appear in Table 1; the major findings are discussed below.

3.1.1 Learnerls Permit

All Australian States and Territories require that a learner's permit be obtained in order to
learn to drive, with the minimum age ranging from 15 years 11 months (Tasmania) to 17
years (Queensland). In each case, the learner's permit is obtained by successfully passing a
multiple-choice test examining aspects of road law, road signs, safety, etc. Only New
South Wales uses a computer-based assessment - the remaining States and Territories all use
paper-and-pencil tests.

The stringency of the pass mark varies from State to State. New South Wales, for
example, sets the highest number of questions (45) and requires that 91.1 % be answered
correctly in order to pass. In contrast, South Australia only requires a 60 % correct
response rate despite also setting a high number of questions relative to other States (40).
The percentage correct response rates for the other States are: Victoria (87.5%), Australian
Capital Territory, Tasmania (86.6%), and Western Australia, Northern Territory (80.0%).

Queensland is in the process of changing its sequence of testing prior to the practical on
road test. Currently, the learner's permit test consists of ten questions which must all be
answered correctly to pass. After a six month period, another knowledge test consisting of
30 questions (25 correct to pass) can be sat a minimum of two days prior to taking the on
road test. The new system, which is to be implemented in the next month or so, will



Table 1
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VICNSWSAACTWAQLDTASNT

LEARNER'S PERMIT Is a permit required to leam to drive?

YesYesYesYesYesYesYesYes

Must a test be passed to obtain the permit?

YesYesYesYesYesYesYesYes

Minimum age to obtain leamer's permit

16 years16 years16 years16 yrs 9 mths16 yrs 9 mths17 years15 yrs 11 mths16 years

Form 01 test

WrittenComputer-basedWrittenWrittenWrittenWrittenWrittenWritten

Number 01 questions on test

324540 plus 103030303030

diagrams
Number 01 questions oorrect to pass

2841302624The pass rate has2624

yet to be decided;

10 compulsory

some questions will questions must allbe compulsory and be correct; 16 01 themust be answered remaining 20 mustcorrectly to pass

also be correct

Time limit on test

NoneNoneNoneNoneNoneNoneNoneNone

Questions in multiple choice lormat

YesYesYes; IncludesYesYesYesYesYes

diagrams In which the car that mustgive way Is circled
ON-ROAD TEST Minimum age required to take test

18 years17 years16 yrs6 mths17 years17 years17 yrs 6 mths17 years16 years 14 days

Requirement that testing take place at

No, but must not beYesYesNoNoNo, unless done atYesYes

testing station closest to place 01 residence

too distant police station

1..0



Table 1 (cant)
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VlCNSWSAACTWAOLDTASNT

ON-ROAD TEST CONT ••• Driving instructors allowed In car at time

YesNoNoNoNoYes, but preferYes, if they are fromYes

of test
that they do nota driving school

accompany driver
Transmission Type Manual or automatic transmission allowed

YesYesYesYesYesYesYesYes

Different scoring for each transmission type

NoNoNoNoNoAutomatic requiresNoNo

a gear shift test
Separate licences Issued for the driving

Licence has 'autoNoNoNoNoLicence has 'autoLicence has 'autoNo

of manual and automatic transmission cars
only' concfrtlon If only' condition Ifonly' condition if

test taken in

test taken Intest taken In

an automatic car .

an automatic caran automatic car

Scoring Standard form used

YesYesYesYesYesYesYesNo

Method of scoring

PoIrrts dedJctedAccumulation ofAccumulation ofAccumulation ofAccumulation ofAccumulation ofAccumulation ofProficiency must be

from commencemerrt polrrts for faults;

polrrts for faults;polrrts IOf faults;polrrts fOf faults;points for faults;points fOf faults;demonstrated on

SCOfe01100; a score 8 points Indicates

8 polrrts lndIcaIes10 poIrrts Indicates4 'poor' ratings4 major faults10 points Indicatesset criteria

0170 polrrts

failureIallureIallureIndicates IallureIndicates failureIallurePasslfall estimated

Indicates Iallure
by LTO

Do grounds exist lor Immediate failure?

YesYesYesYesYesYesYesYes

Is there an Immediate halt to the test when the

YesLeft to clscretlon 01 Left to discretion 01 Left to dlscretlon of Left to discretion of Left to discretion 01 Left to discretion of Left to discretion of

applicant has Ialled?
LTO; generally noLTO; generally noLTO; generally noLTO; generally noLTO; generally noLTO; generally noLTO; generally no

unless conllnuatlon unless continuation unless continuation unless continuation unless continuation unless conllnuatlon unless continuationlikely to be unsafe

likely to be unsafelikely to be unsafelikely to be unsafelikely to be unsafelikely to be unsafelikely to be unsafe
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Table 1 (cont)
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vIeNSWSAACTWAQLDTASHT

ON-ROAD TEST CONT ••• Set manoewres in test:• hill start

NoYesYesYesYesYesYesYes

• three point turn

YesYesYesYesYesEither 2- or 3-pointYesYes

tum is allowed
• reverse (paralleQ parking

YesYesYesYesYesYesYesYes

• other low speed manoeuvres:

U-tumReversingReversing

Reverse Into limited opening on Iell
Set locations along route where LTO

observes and scores drMng behavtour

NoNoNoNoNoNoNoNo

LTO scores faults whenever and wherever
they occur

YesYesYesYesYesYesYesYes

Test Route Set driving routes for each testing station

NoYesYesNoNoNoNoNo

Who determines the routes taken

LTOsSenIorLTOsLTOsLTOsLTOsLTOsLTOsLTOs

Criteria used to determine routes

Inclusion of asInclusion 01asInclusion of asInclusion 01asInclusion of asInclusion 01asInclusion of asInclusion of as

many traffic

many situations asmany trafficmany trafficmany trafficmany trafficmany trafficmany traffic
conditions as

possible from aconditions asconditions asconditions asconditions asconditions asconditions as

possible

set listpossiblepoSSiblepossiblepossiblepossiblepossible

~
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Table 1 (cont)
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VICNSWSAACTWAOLDTASNT

OTHER TESTS Other tests to be completed at time of
on-road test

YesNoNoNoNoNoYesNo

Tests taken before or after on-road test

Alter Before

Form of test

Wrtten Oral

Number of questions on test

15 Approx. 10

Number of questions oorrect to pass

12 All

Time limit on test

No No

Questions in multiple choice format

Yes N/A

Is the on-road test still taken if this test falled?

N/A No

LTO attend to other test requirements

No Yes

If no, who does?

One LTO will hancle

all written tests forone day
ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION Time taken lor:• administrative requirements

10 minutes15 minutes5 minutes5 minutes5 minutes10 minutes7-8 minutes15 minutes

• on-road test

25 minutes25-30 minutes30 minutes30 minutes30 minutes25 minutes45 minutes30-40 minutes

• other tests(s)

20 - 30 minutesN/AN/AN/AN/AN/Aabove Includes oralN/A

test - done in car
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Table 1 (cant)
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VlCNSWSAACTWAQLDTASNT

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION CONT ••• Total time booked Ior each applicant

45 minutes45-50 minutes40 minutes60 minutes35 minutes40 minutes50 minutes30 minutes

Maximum time allowed on road-test

20 minutes25 minutes40 minutes40 minutes35 minutes40 minutes45 minutes40 minutes

LTO attend to administrative requirements

VesVesVes, but mostlyVesVesVes depending onVesVes

undertaken by

time available

olflce staff
Provisions made to have an Interpreter in

Ves, but organizedVesVesVes, but only JarNoVes, but organized Yes, but for writtenVes

attendance when appncant requires one

by applicanttheory testby applicantand oral tests only

Interpreter available from within licensing

Ves, but mostlyNoNoNoNoNoNoNo

authority

Eu~languages

Subsequent testing belore the granting of a

Not at present; in'NoNoNoNoNoNoNo

full licence
process of change

Costs Charge to applicant for:• learner's permit

$20$10$18$18$43, Includes$11.50$10$12

learner's permit and 2 on-road tests
• main test

$37$25$22$23(see above)$25.20$20$19

• subsequent main tests If failed

$17 written test$25$22$23$19$25.20$20 (applicant does$19
$27 on-road test

not pay again If
failed on oral test)

·othertest(s)

(see above)N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/A
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Table 1 (cant)
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UCENCE TESTING OFACERS

VlC NSW SA ACT WA QLD TAS NT

LTOs are employed by licensing authority,

except In remote

areas where pollee

carry out this
function

LIcensing authority Ucenslng authority,

except In remote

areas where police

carry out this

function

LIcencing authority Licensing authority Licensing authority Licensing authority, Licensing authority,

except in remote except In remote

areas where police areas where police

carry out this carry out this

function function

Training period for LTOs 2 weeks

plus 1 week at

testing station

1 week

plus 2 weeks at

testing station

2 weeks 6 weeks 7 days approx. 2 weeks 1 week followed by Variable, depends

on-site supervision on applicant's

ability & knowledge

Training Involves: Road law

Road Safety Act
Roadaall

Prcx:ec1Jres

Practice

Public relations

Road law Road law

Safe driving Interpretation of

practices laws and

. Practlceslprocedure: assessment sheet

Court procedures Developing a test
Public Relations route

Simulated licence ~erIcaI requirements

tests Observation skins

Plus others

Operation practices
Simulated and live

on-road training

Driving skills
Examination

procedures
Road traffic code

Road Traffic Act

Regulations

Traffic law Road law

Policies, procedures Policies/procedures

Standards Guest speakers, eg

Public relations liaising with ethnic

Car control applicants

Note: prospective
LTOs must have

certain skills and

knowledge prior to

this, eg advanced

driving skills

Observing other

testers then under

going a period of

supervised testing

LTOs undergo fonnal testing Yes Yes Yes Yes No, competence

assessed by training
officer or senior

MDL examiner

Yes No, competence

assessed by

qualified LTO

No, competence

assessed by

senior LTO
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Table 1 (cant)
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VlCNSWSAACTWAOLDTASNT

UCENCE TESTING OFFICERS CONT ••• Type of tests:• oral

NoYesYesYesNoNoNoNo

• written

YesYesYesYesNoYesNoNo

• on-road

YesYesYesYesNoYesNoNo

• other

On-th&-job practical

test
Refresher training available

NoYesNoYesNoYesYesNo

How olten refresher taken

N/AAs reqUired;NlAAs required;N/AFrequentlyAs requiredAs required

ldentllled by on-the-

specialized training

job evaluation

every 18 months

Form of refresher training

N/ARevision ofN/AIn-house;N/AAs requiredAs requiredAs required
skills

specialized at DECA

Proportion of time spent by l TOs on duties

VariableVariable100/05%Variable5%VariableVariable

other than on-road testing duties
Maximum number of applicants lTO can

9141010131011No limit

test In one day

l-'
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consist of only one knowledge test of 30 questions which will be taken to obtain a learner's
permit. The pass mark has yet to be confirmed but will probably be 25 correct responses,
and it is certain that some of the questions will be classed as requiring a compulsory pass.

3.1.2 On-Road Test

Minimum Age

The minimum age required to be able to take the practical on-road test in Australia ranges
from 16 years 14 days (Northern Territory) to 18 years (Victoria). While this represents a
difference of approximately two years, the differences of greater interest occur in the
possible amount of exposure to driving experience prior to the on-road test. In the
Northern Territory, it is possible to gain a driver's licence within a period of 14 days.
Only a little different are the Australian Capital Territory and Western Australia, which
require a three month gap between learner's permit and driving licence. Both South
Australia and Queensland require that novice drivers wait for a period of six months before
taking the practical test, while New South Wales has set a minimum period of 12 months
and Tasmania 13 months. The longest period a novice driver must wait in Australia is two
years - the minimum time allowed in Victoria.

Testing Station

The States are equally divided on where the road-test must be taken. Victoria, the
Australian Capital Territory, Western Australia and Queensland are flexible in allowing the
applicant to choose which testing station to attend, while the remaining States stipulate that
the test must be taken at the station closest to the applicant's place of residence.

In Queensland, testing can also be conducted by the police, in which case the test must take
place at the local police station. Victoria also added a caveat stating that any applicants
approaching a testing station some distance from their home would be asked to explain why
they were not being tested in their local area.

Driving Instructors

The trend in Australia is not to allow any passengers while the on-road test is being
conducted, other than the testing officer. New South Wales, South Australia, the
Australian Capital Territory and Western Australia do not allow a third person in the car,
while Queensland discourages the applicant from being accompanied. Tasmania will only
allow the applicant to be accompanied by an instructor from a driving school. Hence, only
Victoria and the Northern Territory allow a second passenger unequivocally.

Transmission Type

The on-road test may be taken in either a manual or automatic transmission car in all States
and Territories and, ostensibly, the scoring of the test does not differ according to
transmission type. The exceptions to this are Queensland, which requires applicants in an
automatic car to demonstrate gear shift skills, and Victoria, which does not include a gear
shift/clutch checklist on the score sheet. Information was not provided by Tasmania or
New South Wales.

Although it is claimed that scoring does not differ, an examination of the standard score
sheets reveals that gear shift and clutch skills are often included. As a consequence,
applicants in manual cars are scored using a slightly longer checklist and hence can lose
more points than the applicant in an automatic car. For example, the following is the gear
changing items of the Australian Capital Territory score sheet.
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Gear Changing:
Number of points lost for fault

Fails to change when necessary
Fails to engage appropriate gear
Clashes gear excessively
Jerks vehicle on clutch engagement
Looks at gear lever when changing
Fails to return hands to steering

wheel after changing gear

1
1
1
1
2
1

An error on each of the above would accrue a total of seven points with only three points
remaining before a failure is recorded. The situation is similar for South Australia where
six error points can be lost for faulty or incorrect gear changes when a failure is recorded at
eight points, and in Western Australia, where inadequate gear skills can lose the applicant
seven 'fair' ratings and 2 'poor' ratings. One extra 'poor' or 'fair' rating will result in a
failure. In the Northern Territory there is no itemized checklist of faults.

Obviously, an applicant driving an automatic car is less likely to be penalized for gear
changing errors, although in Queensland, applicants driving automatic cars must
demonstrate gear shift skills, and licences for these people are endorsed 'automatic only'.
This endorsement is also used in Victoria and Tasmania. In Victoria, this endorsement is
valid only for the first year of driving.

Fabre et al (1988) found significantly different scoring patterns for candidates tested in
automatic transmission versus manual vehicles. As would be expected, drivers in manuals
were more often penalized for faults related to engine control, use of brakes and grade
control, but they were less often penalized in most other error categories. Overall the
average pass rates for drivers in the two different types of vehicle were virtually identical.

Scoring

In all Australian States except the Northern Territory, errors are scored on a standard form.
The Northern Territory uses a checklist of areas lacking proficiency rather than the more
refined itemized forms used by other States. For example, item 11 on the Northern
Territory sheet gives the very general description of "(c)orrect use of handbrake, brakes,
gear changes and clutch control" .

The scoring system is most closely specified in Victoria, South Australia and the Australian
Capital Territory. In Victoria, each item on the score sheet has a value from between one
and eight, or ten depending on the overall severity of the fault. For example, speed errors
have a higher assigned value than signalling errors. An applicant begins with a score of 100
points and will pass the test if the accumulation of error points sums to less than 30 points.

The range of values for the score sheet items is narrower for South Australia: each item has
a value of either one, two or eight, and success on the test is attained with a score of seven
points or less. In the Australian Capital Territory, items have a value of one through five,
or ten. The pass level in this instance is a score of under ten points.

In Queensland and Western Australia, the testing officer scores any faults according to two
levels of severity. For a minor fault in Queensland, a single 'F' is recorded while a major
fault scores a double 'FF'. Four faults will result in failure of the test. Similarly, the
testing officer in Western Australia assesses whether the applicant's ability on an item is
'fair' or 'poor'. Four 'fair' ratings are equal to one 'poor' rating and four 'poor' ratings
indicate a failure on the test.

Specific scoring information was not provided by New South Wales or Tasmania, although
the failure levels are eight and ten respectively.
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In all Australian States there are driving errors which are considered sufficiently dangerous,
or indicative of such a low level of driving competence, that they warrant an immediate
failure. Actions such as failing to obey a traffic signal/sign or striking another vehicle are
in this category.

When failure occurs simply due to the deduction of points, testing officers often allow the
test to continue. There are at least two reasons for this: one is that the test experience is
viewed as beneficial to the applicant and will perhaps alleviate nervousness at the resit; the
second is that it is not always possible for the testing officer to monitor the applicant's total
score during the actual test. Despite this, Victoria is the only State which officially states
that the test discontinues immediately the accrued points indicate a failure. The reason
given for this position is that it is a fairer system: while the option is left to the testing
officers, some will continue the test, others will not. Hence some applicants would get a
'full test' experience while others would not.

Set Manoeuvres

Reverse (parallel) parking is required by all States. Victoria is the only State which does
not require a hill start. Queensland allows a two-point rather than a three-point turn if the
street has sufficient width to allow this. South Australia, Queensland and the Northern
Territory also list reversing as a tested skill, with the manoeuvre being more complex in
South Australia - the applicant must reverse into a limited opening. South Australia also
stated that a U-turn is part of the practical on-road test.

Test Route

In all States/Territories except New South Wales, the test routes are selected by the
individual testing officers and are designed to include as many traffic situations as possible
given the locality.

The test routes in New South Wales are determined by senior officers who design routes
using a list of set criteria. For example, where possible the route should be such that
applicants are not subjected to heavy traffic for the first one or two kilometres of the test,
and the following situations should also be included:

Number of occurences in test

Left turns
Right turns
Roundabouts
Traffic lights
Pedestrian crossings
Stop sign
Give way sign
Railway crossing
Laned carriageway
Regulatory road markings
Warning signs
T and Y type intersections

When a route has been devised, the information is recorded on a standard form (including
the time needed to run the course and accurate distance) and a copy forwarded to the Motor
Registry Manager. The senior officer is responsible for periodic checks that the routes are
being followed as planned and must review each route annually.
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3.1.3 Other Tests Accompanying Practical Test

There are only two States in Australia which set a further knowledge test at the time of the
practical test: Victoria and Tasmania. In the case of Tasmania, a short oral test consisting
of approximately ten questions (which must all be answered correctly for the on-road test to
proceed) is administered by the testing officer. If the oral test is not passed successfully,
the applicant does not pay another test fee at the resit.

Victoria, on the other hand, gives applicants a written test of 15 multiple choice questions
(12 correct to pass) after the on-road test has been completed. The written test is
supervised by the testing officer allocated to supervision duties that day. There is no time
limit on the written test, but it is usually completed within 20 to 30 minutes. Both the
knowledge and practical tests must be passed to obtain a provisional licence.

3.1.4 Administrative Information

Time Allocation

Generally, all States/territories allow a similar space of time for the components of the on
road test. 'Generally' is an appropriate term here, as it was apparent through conversations
with some of the licensing authority contacts that the times given were estimates only,
particularly the times given for the completion of the administrative requirements. Greater
confidence can be placed in the times for the on-road test itself.

Administrative requirements, such as the completion of forms, payment of fees,
explanations and debriefing of applicants post-test, take between five and 15 minutes.
These requirements are undertaken by a testing officer except in South Australia where
clerical staff are responsible for the paperwork.

The practical test itself normally runs for 20 to 30 minutes and, if necessary, can run to 40
minutes. The exceptions to this are Victoria and New South Wales where the maximum
on-road test times are kept to the lower limit. The 45 minutes recorded for Tasmania also
includes the oral test given by the examiner while in the car.

The usual practice appears to be one of booking enough time per applicant to allow a spare
five to ten minutes between applicants. The Australian Capital Territory allocates one hour
per applicant, leaving 25 minutes between appointments.

It appears that Western Australia and Tasmania conduct their tests within a tight time frame
with no spare time allowed between applicants. Also, according to Table 1, it appears that
the Northern Territory takes longer on the administrative and test requirements than is
actually booked. This is, in fact, misleading as these time allocations were only given
when the Northern Territory licensing contact was pressed into giving estimated times,
having said that she really did not know as it varied a good deal. Furthermore, formal
bookings are not made: the applicant arrives at the testing station and waits in a queue.

Interpreters

The multicultural nature of Australia is reflected in the fact that all States/Territories, apart
from Western Australia, allow an interpreter to be present when the main language of the
applicant is not English. Victoria, New South Wales, Queensland and Tasmania stated that
the interpreter must be accredited (information on this point was not provided by other
States).

The Australian Capital Territory and Tasmania stipulated that interpreter assistance was
only permitted for the theoretical tests and not the practical, and this must also apply for
New South Wales and South Australia as no other person besides the applicant and
examiner are allowed in the car at the time of the test. Hence it appears that only Victoria,
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and perhaps the Northern Territory, allow interpreter assistance during the on-road test. It
was stated that most offices in Victoria would have personnel who could act as interpreters,
but that the majority were speakers of European languages.

The issue of interpreter availability was not examined in great detail for this survey, but
could warrant further investigation. For example, the question of who pays for the
interpreter service was not examined, although it was discovered that the licensing authority
in New South Wales covers this cost.

Subsequent Testing

At present, no State has futher testing beyond the practical on-road test. Victoria is
planning to introduce a Hazard Perception Test which will be taken after the provisional
licence has been granted but before the issue of a full licence.

Costs

The breakdown of charges for each of the testing stages are shown in Table 1, where it can
be seen that there is some variation in charges for both the learner's permit test and the
practical test. In the case of the learner's permit test, Tasmania charges the least at $10.00
while Victoria is the most expensive at $20.00. This pattern is replicated for the main test
costs: Tasmania charges $20.00 and this includes the oral test; Victoria charges a total of
$37.00 which comprises $7.00 appointment fee, $10.00 for the written test and $20.00 for
the practical test. If the on-road test costs only are considered, then New South Wales is
the most expensive with a charge of $25.00.

Given the variation in prices, it is perhaps more meaningful to sum the costs to represent
the total charge made to an applicant in each State. These summed figures are presented
below.

Total Test Charges

Victoria
Western Australia
Australian Capital Territory
South Australia
Queensland
New South Wales
Northern Territory
Tasmania

$57.00
$43.00
$41.00
$40.00
$36.70
$35.00
$31.00
$30.00

Thus, a Victorian must pay $27.00 more than his/her Tasmanian counterpart. Even if the
second knowledge test is excluded, the total charge to a Victorian applicant is $47.00,
making it still the most expensive in Australia.

Two States have a variation in the system of charges which may hold appeal for the fee
paying public. In Western Australia, a $43.00 charge is paid up-front, and this includes
costs for the learner's permit test and two on-road tests. This represents real value for
money for the applicant who fails the practical test on the first attempt. In contrast, the
Victorian who resits the on-road test pays total test charges of $84.00.

The other State with a different system of charging is Queensland. In this State, no charge
is levied for the learner's permit test itself; instead a charge of $11.50 is made for the
actual permit. Hence, an applicant can resit the learner's permit test as many times as is
necessary free of charge, while the fee for the practical test remains constant 6at $25.20.
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3.1.5 Licence Testing Officers

The questionnaire included questions on the training process of the licence testing officers,
since adequate training is an essential element in achieving and maintaining test reliability.
Some interesting differences between States were found. The survey results on this aspect
of licensing are shown in Table 1.

Throughout Australia, testing officers are employees of the State licensing authority,
although Victoria, South Australia, Tasmania and the Northern Territory reported that
members of the State police carry out this function in country or remote areas. This is
probably also true for some of the other States, but was not reported as being the case.

All States/Territories set aside a period for the initial training of testing officers but the
amount of time varies from State to State. By far the longest training period occurs in the
Australian Capital Territory where six weeks is spent learning the job requirements;
training during that period includes both simulated and actual on-road tests. This contrasts
with the Northern Territory where duration and nature of training depends on the skills and
knowledge of the new testing officer. For example, someone whose prior occupation was
driving instruction would be expected to spend less on-the-job training than other people.

The training periods for the other States lie somewhere between these two extremes.
Victoria reported a two-week period followed by one week of on-the-job training at the
testing station where the officer will be employed. The converse occurs in New South
Wales: one week is spent training with two weeks on site. This also applies in Tasmania
where one week of training at the police academy is followed by on-site supervision but in
this State, prospective testing officers are expected to have certain skills and knowledge,
such as advanced driving capabilities, prior to being employed. South Australia and
Queensland gave the training period as two weeks but did not indicate the duration of on
site supervision. Finally, Western Australia trains testing officers for approximately seven
days.

Training content includes road law, administrative procedures and public relations.
Knowledge and performance is formally tested through oral, written and on-road tests in all
States except Western Australia, Tasmania and the Northern Territory. These States rely
on assessment by senior testing officers who observe the novice testing officer's progress.

Licensing authorities were questioned on the availability of refresher training, but it became
apparent that these questions were ambiguous as they were sometimes interpreted to mean a
formal training period, and sometimes an informal in-house session. Hence, although
Table 1 shows that refresher training is not available for Victoria, South Australia, Western
Australia and the Northern Territory, this refers only to formal training.

Despite this confusion, it can be said that the Australian Capital Territory takes refresher
training very seriously and requires testing officers to present themselves every 18 months
or so for specialized tuition at DECA in Shepparton, Victoria. If at any other time it is felt
that other training is needed, this can be provided in-house. Tasmania offers on-going
training in the form of periodic seminars.

Licensing authorities were also asked how much time was spent by testing officers on duties
other than those associated directly with the on-road test. If a percentage of time was
given, it was small: 5-10 % . However, the more common response was that this time
would vary as a function of the location of the testing centre. It appears that metropolitan
testing officers are more likely to conduct on-road tests for the majority of their time, and
only to assist with clerical duties during less busy periods. Testing officers based in outer
suburban and rural areas appear to be often required to undertake all office duties.

Finally, information was requested on the maximum number of applicants a testing officer
can examine in one day, and once again there was variation between States. New South
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Wales reported the highest limit of 14, and Victoria reported the lowest limit of 9. Western
Australia allows 13 tests per examiner, Tasmania allows 11, while South Australia, the
Australian Capital Territory and Queensland allow ten tests per examiner. The Northern
Territory stated there was no limit but this would be dicated by the number of working
hours in a day and tests running on time.

3.1.6 Additional Information from Visits to Melbourne Testing Offices and
Discussions with Vic Roads Staff

During the visits licence testing offices, licence testing officers and management staff were
informally interviewed, and the researchers rode as passengers during some road tests to
observe the procedure at first hand.

It was noted that the current Victorian road test differs slightly in its scoring from the
version found in 1988 to be of very low reliability. As a consequence of the 1988 report,
and in particular the finding that large differences exist between LTOs in their frequency of
use of different error categories, some changes have been made.

Definitions of 'errors' for each category have been produced, and the method of deducting
points has been changed slightly, as follows. Previously there were two possible grades of
error: 'improvement needed' and 'poor'. A rating of 'poor' resulted in the loss of double or
triple the number of points for a given error category compared with a rating of
'improvement needed'. There is now only one grade of error for all categories except two,
so the scope for variation between LTOs has been reduced. However, there is still no limit
to the number of times that an error in a given category can be scored, so it seems unlikely
that inter-tester differences would now be significantly reduced relative to 1988.

It was evident that there is considerable variation between offices in the manner in which
testing is organized, the number of tests per officer per day, the time allowed for each, the
LTO refresher training program, etc. Such a situation is consistent with a policy of
devolving significant authority and responsibility to local managers, but it means that some
of the information provided centrally in response to the questionnaire does not hold for all
Victorian offices.

In reporting the questionnaire results it was noted that Victoria and the Northern Territory
are the only two Australian States which allow a second passenger as a matter of course. In
Victoria the presence of a second passenger who is an experienced, licensed driver is
mandatory, since in the event of an 'Immediate Fail' the accompanying driver is required to
drive the car back to the testing office.

The test procedure requires the LTO to pass directions to the applicant via the
accompanying driver, although observations suggested that this practice is not generally
followed. Also, it was reported that sometimes the accompanying driver is suspected (or
observed) to be "cheating" by giving the applicant handsignals to assist in the parallel
parking manoeuvre.

It was learned that the current form of parking test is to be reviewed, with a view to its
possible replacement by an alternative form of low speed manoeuvre to demonstrate
competence in this aspect of driving. In terms of the test's content validity this is probably a
reasonable option.

However, such a decision should also be evaluated in terms of its effect on the validity of
the test as a means of 'filtering outs' drivers with inadequate competence. In studies of the
relationship between licence test performance and subsequent accident record, the only
licence test items singled out as having any significance have been parallel parking (Lauer,
1970) and backing/parking (Coppin, 1977). From this it seems that some such manoeuvre
should be retained; the reliability with which performance of the manoeuvre can be scored
may be a deciding factor in determining its exact nature.
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The attention of the researchers was also drawn to the existence of a recently developed
driving instructor road test, based on the current Victorian motorcycle test, which in turn
was based on the Motorcyclist In Traffic test (MIT; McPherson et al, 1978). The MIT was
the 'programmed observation' test method which McKnight (1989) found to be significantly
more reliable than 'extemporaneous' observations. Thus, the Victorian road test for driving
instructors is based on use of a set route, with defined aspects of behaviour to be observed
at set locations along the route. It is worth noting that the on-road components of the
Victorian heavy vehicle licence test and the Victorian motorcycle licence test also make use
of a set route with set observations at set locations. The standard driver licence test is the

only one which does not.

As mentioned in the Literature Review, a 'set route, systematic observations' form of
standard on-road licence test (the Car On Road Test - CaRT) was trialled in Victoria
during the late 1980s. The CaRT was based on the ADOPT, a test developed by
McPherson and McKnight (1981). The ADOPT was one of the three recommended by
Macdonald (1987) for further evaluation and possible implementation in Victoria. The
CaRT was trialled and developed in Ballarat and Dandenong. In spite of being found to be
equally or more reliable than the ADOPT (Newland, personal communication), it was
discarded, apparently because of its unacceptability to a significant proportion of LTOs.

In view of this, it is interesting that one senior LTO interviewed, who held a very negative
opinion of the CORT, expressed the view that the driving instructor road test is better than
the current standard licence test because of its more systematic nature. Its perceived
advantage over the CORT was the claimed greater frequency with which behaviour is
sampled. In contrast to this view, one of the problems found by Glad (1984) in the
Norwegian trial of a 'set route, set sampling points' test was that testers felt overloaded
when sampling points were too close together. It seems likely that there were reasons for
the unpopularity of the CORT other than its technical suitability. Many informal comments
have suggested that the process by which it was implemented was less than ideal. More
information is needed on this point, so it is suggested that a detailed evaluation should be
conducted of the previously attempted implementation process and the issues surrounding it,
to provide a better basis for the implementation of any future changes to the test.

From the very limited discussions with LTOs and other VicRoads staff which have so far
taken place, it appears that LTOs are more concerned with the perceived validity of the test
than with its reliability. Their view of the test appears to be the same as that of Californian
licence testers, as described by McKnight and Stewart (1990):

"It is apparent that many examiners do not view the drive test as an objective measure of
competency itself but rather see it as a means by which a skillful examiner can judge
competency." (p.62)

Given that this is a common attitude among Victorian LTOs, it is not surprising that the
CORT was not immediately popular with them. Tests such as this achieve their reliability
by imposing systematic procedures, which by their nature decrease the autonomy of LTOs;
they have less scope to exercise what they perceive as their skill in judging driving
competence. They may well experience a significant loss of job satisfaction as a result. In
view of this, it is clear that the way in which such a test is introduced and implemented,
and concomitant changes to the job design of LTOs, will be critical in determining its level
of acceptance.

3.2 THE CANADIAN LICENSING SYSTEM

Questionnaires were forwarded to 12 Canadian Provinces: Alberta, British Columbia,
Manitoba, Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, Quebec, New Brunswick,
Northwest Territories, Ontario, Saskatchewan and Yukon Territory. The results received
from all 12 Provinces are presented in Table 2 with the major findings discussed below.



Table 2

BRITISHNEW-

ONTARIO

NOVASCOTIACOLUMBIAALBERTAMANITOBAFOUNDLANDSASKATCHEWAN

LEARNER'S PERMIT Is a permit required to learn to drive?

YesYesYesYesYesYesYes

Must a test be passed to obtain the permit?

YesYesYesYesYesYesYes

Minimum age to obtain learner's permit

16 years16 years16 years14 years16 yrs, 15yrs 6 mths17 years16 yrs, 15 years if

if enrolled in driver

enrolled in gov't

education course

approved high
school drivereducation program

Form of test

Computer-based inWrittenComputer-basedAutomated slides In?WrittenWritten

some areas,

in written formwritten form; rural

otherwise written

areas have a written

test only
Number of questions on test

40202020302550

20 on road law

20 on road law

plus 20 road signs

plus 30 road signs

Number of questions correct to pass

32161617242141

Time limit on test

NoneNoneNoneNoneNoneNoneNone

Questions in multiple choice format

YesYesYesYesYesYesYes

Note: a question mark indicates that the information was either not given or was ambiguous.
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Table 2 (cont)

PRINCENEWNORTHWESTYUKON

EDWARDIS.

QUEBECBRUNSWICKTERRITORIESTERRITORY

LEARNER'S PERMIT Is a permit required to learn to drive?

YesYesYesYesYes

Must a test be passed to obtain the permit?

YesYesYesYesYes

Minimum age to obtain learner's permit

16 yrs, 15 yrs 6 mths16 years16 years15 years15 years

if enrolled in driver education course
Form of test

WrittenWritten andWrittenWrittenWritten

computer-based versions
Number of questions on test

503220 on road law20 on road law20 on road law

plus identification

plus 10 roadplus 30 roadplus 25 road signs

of 20 road signs

signssigns

Number of questions correct to pass

402416 on road law16 on road law16 on road law

8 on road signs

24 on road signs20 on road signs

Time limit on test

30 minutesNone10 minutes for roadNoNone

law test; 5 minutes for road sign test
Questions in multiple choice format

YesYesYes (road lawYesYes

test only)

Note: a question mark indicates that the information was either not given or was ambiguous.

~
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Table 2 (cont)

ON-ROAD TEST

ONTARIO NOVASCOTlA

BRITISH

COLUMBIA ALBERTA MANITOBA

NEW-

FOUNDLAND SASKATCHEWAN

Minimum age required to take test 16 years 16 years 16 years 16 years 16 years 17 years 16 years

Requirement that testing take place at NoYesNoYesYesYesNo

testing station closest to place of residence
Driving instructors allowed in car at time

NoNoNoNoNoNoNo

of test
Transmission TypeManual or automatic transmission allowed

YesYesYesYesYesYesYes

Different scoring for each transmission type

NoYesNoYes, applicants inNoNoYes; applicants in
Score sheet includes

manual cars must manual cars must

items for errors in
demonstrate ability to demonstrate proper

manual car

co-ordinate use of use of gear selection

clutch, transmission

(shifting and clutch)
and accelerator

Separate licences issued for the driving

NoNoNoNoNoNoNo

of manual and automatic transmission cars

Note: a question mark indicates that the information was either not given or was ambiguous.
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Table 2 (cont)

ON-ROAD TEST

Minimum age required to take test

Requirement that testing take place at

testing station closest to place of residence

Driving instructors allowed in car at time

of test

Transmission Type

Manual or automatic transmission allowed

Different scoring for each transmission type

Separate licences issued for the driving

of manual and automatic transmission cars

PRINCE

EDWARDIS.

16 years

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

QUEBEC

16 years

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Score sheet

Includes items for

errors in manual

car

No

NEW

BRUNSWICK

16 years

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

NORTHWEST

TERRITORIES

16 years

No

No

Yes

No

No

YUKON

TERRITORY

16 years

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Note: a question mark indicates that the information was either not given or was ambiguous.

N
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Table 2 (cont)

BRITISHNEW-

ONTARIO

NOVASCOTIACOLUMBIAALBERTAMANITOBAFOUNDLANDSASKATCHEWAN

ON-ROAD TEST CONT ••. ScoringStandard form used

YesYesYesYesYesYesYes

Method of scoring

LTO uses ownAccumulation ofAccumulation ofAccumulation ofAccumulation ofAccumulation ofAccumulation of

discretion on ability

points for faults;points for faults;points for faults;points for faults;points for faults;points for faults;

of applicant

12 points indicates40 points Indicates50 points indicates50 points Indicates50 points Indicates9 points Indicates

failure

failurefailurefailurefailurefailure

Do grounds exist for immediate failure?

YesYesYesYesYesYesYes

Is there an immediate halt to the test when

Left to discretionLeft to discretionYesYes?YesLeft to discretion of

the applicant has failed?

ofLTOofLTO LTO

Set manoeuvres In test: • hill start

YesYesYesYesNoYesNo

• three point turn

YesNoNoNoNoNoYes

• reverse (parallel) parking

YesYesYesYesYesYesYes

• other low speed manoeuvres:

Angle parking

Set locations along route where LTO NoNoNoNoNoNoNo

observes and scores driving behaviour
LTO scores faults whenever and wherever

YesYesYesYesYesYesYes

they occur

Note: a question mark indicates that the information was either not given or was ambiguous.
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Table 2 (cont)

PRINCENEWNORTHWESTYUKON

EDWARDIS.

QUEBECBRUNSWICKTERRITORIESTERRITORY

ON-ROAD TEST CONT ... ScoringStandard form used

YesYesYesYesYes

Method of scoring

LTO uses ownAccumulation of??Accumulation of

discretion on
points for faults;Pass level is 85% points for faults;

ability of applicant

pass level is 70% 30 points indicates

failure
Do grounds exist for immediate failure?

YesYesYesYesYes

Is there an immediate halt to the test when

Left to discretionNoLeft to discretionYesLeft to discretion

the applicant has failed?

of LTOofLTOofLTO

Set manoeuvres in test: * hill start

NoNoYesYesNo

* three point turn

NoNoNoNoNo

* reverse (parallel) parking

NoYesYesYesYes

* other low speed manoeuvres:

Reverse parking

Set locations along route where LTO

NoNoNoNoNo

observes and scores driving behaviour
LTO scores faults whenever and wherever

YesYesYesYesYes

they occur

Note: a question mark indicates that the information was either not given or was ambiguous.
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Table 2 (cant)

BRITISHNEW-

ONTARIO

NOVASCOTIACOLUMBIAALBERTAMANITOBAFOUNDLANDSASKATCHEWAN

ON-ROAD TEST CONT ••• Test RouteSet driving routes for each testing station

YesYesYesYesYesYesYes

Who determines the routes

Centre SupervisorSupervisorSupervisorLTOs andArea ManagerLTO with approvalLTO with approval
and District

supervisorslof Registrar ofof Chief Driver

Examiner

managementMotor VehiclesExaminer

Criteria used to determine routes

Inclusion of asTraffic volumes,Subject to location:Inclusion of asMinimum 4 rightTo select theRoute must include

many traffic

ruraVurban areas,3 - 6 km in lengthmany trafficand 4 left turns,shortest route thatminimum number of

conditions as

controlledlplayground/schoolconditions as2 intersectionsincorporates therightlleft turns,

possible

uncontrolledzonespossiblecontrolled by stopminimum requiredcontrolled and

intersections,

lane change signs,traffic situationsuncontrolled

one way streets,

left/right turns inclusion of laneintersections, traffic

hills, divided roads,

parellellhill park changes, trafficand speed variety,
residential and

stop/start lights, railwayetc

commercial areas

traffic control crossings and
school zones

OTHER TESTS Other tests to be completed at time of

NoNoNoNoNoNoNo

on-road test
Tests taken before or after on-road testForm of testNumber of questions on testNumber of questions correct to pass

Note: a question mark indicates that the information was either not given or was ambiguous.
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Table 2 (cont)

PRINCENEWNORTHWESTYUKON

EDWARDIS.

QUEBECBRUNSWICKTERRITORIESTERRITORY

ON-ROAD TEST CONT ••• Test RouteSet driving routes for each testing station

YesYesYesYesNo

Who determines the routes

LTOsEach testing stationLTOwithLTO with approval

with approval of

approval ofof Chief Examiner

Vice President -

Supervisor

Regional Operations
Criteria used to determine routes

Inlcusion of asInclusion of asInclusion of as??
many traffic

many trafficmany traffic
conditions as

conditions asconditions as

possible

possiblepossible

OTHER TESTS Other tests to be completed at time of

?NoNoNoNo

on-road test
Tests taken before or after on-road testForm of testNumber of questions on testNumber of questions correct to pass

Note: a question mark indicates that the information was either not given or was ambiguous.

w
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Table 2 (cant)

BRITISHNEW-

ONTARIO

NOVASCOTIACOLUMBIAALBERTAMANITOBAFOUNDLANDSASKATCHEWAN

OTHER TESTS CONT ••• Time limit on testQuestions In multiple choice formatIs the on-road test still taken If this test falled?LTO attend to other test requirementsIf no, who does?ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATIONTime taken for:• administrative requirements

20 minutesN/A10 minutes2 minutes10 minutes5 minutes5 minutes

• on-road test

20 minutes30 minutes20 minutes25 - 30 minutes20 minutes25 minutes15 - 20 minutes

• other tests(s)

N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/A

Total time booked for each applicant

Depends on whether30 minutes30 minutes35 minutes30 minutes30 minutes30 minutes

written and on-road test done together
Maximum time allowed on road-test

20 minutes30 minutesNo limit, but booking30 minutes20 minutesNo limit, but booking30 minutes

made for 30 minutes

made for 30 minutes

LTO attend to administrative requirements

Only in smallerNoYesNot in metro areasYes, together withYesYes

offices

where undertakenclerical staff

by clerical staff

Note: a question mark indicates that the information was either not given or was ambiguous.
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Table 2 (cont)
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PRINCENEWNORTHWESTYUKON

EDWARDIS.

QUEBECBRUNSWICKTERRITORIESTERRITORY

OTHER TESTS CONT ••• Time limit on testQuestions in multiple choice formatIs the on-road test still taken if this test failed?LTO attend to other test requirementsIf no, who does?ADMINISTRA nVE INFORMA nONTime taken for:* administrative requirements

5 minutes10 minutes15 minutes30 minutes10 minutes

• on-road test

25-30 minutes20 minutes15 minutes30 minutes20 minutes

• other tests( s)

?

Total time booked for each applicant

30 minutes???30 minutes

Maximum time allowed on road-test

30 minutes15-20 minutes20 minutes30 minutes30 minutes

LTO attend to administrative requirements

YesYesYesYesYes

Note: a question mark indicates that the information was either not given or was ambiguous.
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Table 2 (cant)

BRITISHNEW-

ONTARIO

NOVASCOTlACOLUMBIAALBERTAMANITOBAFOUNDLANDSASKATCHEWAN

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION CONT ... Provisions made to have an interpreter in

Yes, but for writtenNoYesNoYesNoNo

attendance when applicant requires one

test only

Interpreter available from within licensing

NoNoNoNoNoNoNo

authority
Subsequent testing before the granting of a

NoNoNoNoNoNoNo

tulllicence
COSTSCharge to applicant for:* learner's permit

Can$20Can$10Can$10Can$5Can$8Can$10Can$20

* main test

Included in aboveCan$15Can$30Can$15Can$16Can$15Can$15

* subsequent main tests if failed

Written - Can$5None - fee chargedAs aboveAs aboveAs above?Written - Can$10

On-road - Can$14

when test passed On-road - Can$15

* other test(s)

N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/A

LICENCE TESTING OFFICERS LTOs are employed by

Licensing authority Licensing authorityLicensing authorityLicensing authorityLicensing authorityLicensing authorityLicensing authority

Training period for LTOs

5 weeks2 months2 weeks plusOne year18 months2 weeksUp to one year

on-job training

Note: a question mark indicates that the information was either not given or was ambiguous.
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Table 2 (cant)

PRINCENEWNORTHWESTYUKON

EDWARDIS.

QUEBECBRUNSWICKTERRITORIESTERRITORY

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION CONT ••• Provisions made to have an interpreter in

YesYes, but for writtenYesYesNo

attendance when applicant requires one

test only

Interpreter available from within licensing

NoNoNoNoNo

authority
Subsequent testing before the granting of a

NoNoNoNoNo

full licence
COSTSCharge to applicant for:* learner's permit

Can$10Ucence - Can$25Can$7?Licence - Can$9

Test- Can$10

Test- Can$1

* main test

Can$20On-road - Can$25Can$14.98?Can$1

* subsequent main tests if failed

No chargeAs aboveNo charge?C8O$1

* other test( s)

?N/AN/AN/AN/A

LICENCE TESTING OFFICERS LTOs are employed by

Ucensing authority Ucensing authorityUcensing authorityUcensing authority Ucensing authority

Training period for LTOs

6 weeks to one year4 days6 - 8 weeks3 months12 - 18 months

Note: a question mark indicates that the information was either not given or was ambiguous.
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Table 2 (cont)

BRITISHNEW-

ONTARIO

NOVASC011ACOLUMBIAALBERTAMANITOBAFOUNDLANDSASKATCHEWAN

LICENCE TESTING OFFICERS CONT ••• Training involves:

Part 1 - learningOn-the-job trainingAdministrativeAll aspects of driverIn-vehicle driverTraining courseAll aspects of driver

road test marking

with seniorprocedures;examinationstesting,at Westernexaminations,

guide, on-site

examinerconducting vision! administrativeCommunity College driver Improvement
observation and

road tests;procedures,

practice

public relations;driver records.

Part 2 - Driver
interviewing driversdriver Improvement

Examiners'
with poor drivingInterview,

Indoctrination Course

recordsvehicle classes

LTOs undergo formal testing

No, competenceYesYesYesNo, evaluation ofNo, evaluation ofNo, evaluation of

assessed by

competence basedcompetence based competence based

reviewing LTOs

on observationon Interview andon Interviews, job

score sheets plus

training courseslmulations, referees

observation
Type of tests: • oral

NoYesYes

• written

YesYesYes

• on-road

YesYesYes

• other Refresher training available

YesYesYesYesYesNoYes

How often refresher Iaken

Every 4 yearsBi-annuallySubject to workApproximatelyBi-annuallyN/AAs required

loads but usually

annually for a one
informal checks

week period

Note: a question mark indicates that the information was either not given or was ambiguous.
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Table 2 (cant)
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PRINCENEWNORllIWESTYUKON

EDWARDIS.

QUEBECBRUNSWICKTERRITORIESTERRITORY

LICENCE TESTING OFFICERS CONT ••• Training involves:

Close supervisionIdentification of thePublic relations;?Courses on air

by a senior LTO for reasons for testing;

policies andbrakes, first aid

initial 6 weeks,

explanation ofprocedures; and tractorltraller

limited but regular testing components;

scoringoperation; on-the-

supervision

practical experienceprocedures job training

thereafter
LTOs undergo formal testing

YesNo; tester mustYes, plus on siteYesNo, evaluation of

hold licence of

supervision competence

appropriate class;

based on interview,

on-the-job training

driving test, and

given

simulated

examination ofan applicant
Type of tests: • oral

YesYesYes

• written

YesYesYes

* on-road

YesYesYes

• other Refresher training avaiiable

NoYesYesYesNo

How often refresher taken

N/A?One weekAnnually or as

annually

required

Note: a question mark indicates that the information was either not given or was ambiguous.
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Table 2 (cant)

BRITISHNEW-

ONTARIO

NOVASCOTlACOLUMBIAALBERTAMANITOBAFOUNDLANDSASKATCHEWAN

LICENCE TESTING OFFICERS CONT ••• Form of refresher training

WorkshopsConferencesAs requiredReview of policiesSeminars,N/AIn-house workshops

and procedures,

hands-on training,

discussions on

lectures, videos

uniformity on road test evaluations,advanced publicrelations,guest speakers, etc.
Proportion of time spent by LTOs on duties

Subject to location10%Subject to location10%??10%

other than on-road testing duties
Maximum number of applicants LTO can

No limit12No limitNo limitNo limitNo limit14

test in one day

Note: a question mark indicates that the information was either not given or was ambiguous.
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Table 2 (cont)

PRINCENEWNORTHWESTYUKON

EDWARDIS.

QUEBECBRUNSWICKTERRITORIESTERRITORY

LICENCE TESTING OFFICERS CONT ••• Form of refresher training

N/AA program calledPublic relation?
Perforev which

practices due

covers highway

to complaints

safety, driving

from public;

techniques, road

legislative and

signs and signals

policy changes;
discussion ofproblem areas

Proportion of time spent by LTOs on duties

50%?50%25%5%

other than on-road testing duties
Maximum number of applicants LTO can

126toS20 road tests, orNo limit14

test in one day

14 full tests, or

42 permits

Note: a question mark indicates that the information was either not given or was ambiguous.
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It should be noted that a question mark is recorded in Table 2 where the information
provided was ambiguous or simply not given.

3.2.1 Learner's Permit

Each of the Provinces requires that a knowledge test be passed prior to the issuing of a
learner's permit. The minimum age to be able to take the test ranges from 14 years
(Alberta) to 17 years (Newfoundland) with the mode being 16 years. In some Provinces
this age limit is lowered (six months in Manitoba and Prince Edward Island and 12 months
in Saskatchewan) for novice drivers who are enrolled in a driver education program.
Quebec also has the requirement that applicants demonstrate they have enrolled in a
practical driving course before being permitted to sit for the knowledge test. This driving
course consists of at least 12 x 55 minutes sessions which are grouped into four levels: the
first is introduction to driving (5 sessions), the second is driving on public highways (4
sessions), the third is further driving practice (2 sessions) and the final session is on
evaluation. Applicants must pass through each level in the order stated above.

The knowledge tests for each state are all presented in a multiple choice format and are
generally either computer-based or paper and pencil in form. In Alberta, automated slides
are used. The number of questions appearing on the test varies a great deal with the lowest
being 20 (Nova Scotia, British Columbia and Alberta) and the highest being 70 (Prince
Edward Island). The response from Quebec shows some discrepancy as the respondent
stated that the test consists of 32 questions, whilst a poster describing the licensing process
for this Province states that the learner's permit test is made up of 64 questions presented in
three parts. Given that there are three sections, it may be that the 32 questions as stated by
the respondent are on road law with a vision and sign test making up the remainder.

Only two Provinces set a time limit on the knowledge test: the test must be completed
within 30 minutes on Prince Edward Island whereas New Brunswick requires the road law
and sign test to be completed within 15 minutes.

Unlike the variation found in Australia for the percentage correct to pass rate, the rate in
Canada ranges only from 75 - 85 %. Specifically, the rates are: Quebec - 75 %, Ontario,
New Brunswick, Northwest Territories, Nova Scotia, British Columbia, Manitoba, Prince
Edward Island and Yukon Territory - 80%, Saskatchewan - 82%, Newfoundland - 84% and
Alberta - 85 %. It should be noted that the rate for Prince Edward Island is given only for
the written test of 50 questions and does not include the identification test of 20 signs as the
pass rate for the latter was not given.

3.2.2 On-Road Test

Minimum Age

The minimum age to be able to take the on-road test in Canada is 16 years, except in
Newfoundland which has an age limit of 17 years. In the main, these age limits are the
same for the learner's permit, suggesting a fairly short on-road exposure period between
learner's permit and driver's licence. This is the situation in all the Provinces sampled
except for Alberta where novice drivers who gain their learner's permit soon after turning
the minimum age need to wait two years before taking the on-road test, and the Northwest
Territories and the Yukon Territory which has a waiting period of one year.

Those Provinces which lower the minimum age for the learner's permit for people enrolled
in driver education courses require a delay of either six or 12 months before the on-road
test, while people not enrolled do not appear to be subjected to this restriction. However, it
may be that some restrictions are in force which were not elicited by the questions in the
survey. For example, in most of these Provinces a period of, say, six months may have to
elapse between taking the knowledge and practical tests. Nevertheless, this is not the case
for Ontario as both the knowledge and practical tests can be taken in the one session.
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Testing Station

The situation in regard to choice of testing station is as divided in Canada as it is in
Australia. Nova Scotia, Alberta, Manitoba, Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island, New
Brunswick and the Yukon Territory state that the testing station nearest to the place of
residence must be approached, while Ontario, British Columbia, Saskatchewan, Quebec and
the Northwest Territories allow the applicant to choose.

Driving Instructors

With the exception of Quebec, none of the Provinces sampled allows a second passenger in
the car while the on-road test is in progress.

Transmission Type

No restrictions are placed on transmission type for the vehicle used in the practical test and
different licences are not issued for manual and automatic cars. While eight of the twelve
Provinces reported that different scoring methods for each transmission type are not
practised (Ontario, British Columbia, Manitoba, Newfoundland,Prince Edward Island, New
Brunswick, Northwest Territories and Yukon Territory), the remaining four are aware that
manual car drivers necessarily are tested and scored on gear shift and clutch skills (Nova
Scotia, Alberta, Saskatchewan and Quebec). In reality, manual car tests are scored
differently in the other Provinces also. In Ontario, for example, incorrect use of clutch and
gears can lose points in starting, backing, driving, turning, parking and 'stop, park and
start on a grade'. Only New Brunswick has a score sheet which does not differentiate
between skills for each transmission type.

Scoring

In all Provinces a standard score sheet is used to check errors as they occur, and in nearly
all cases failure on the test is achieved through losing a set number of error points. This
cut-off point varies from Province to Province, depending on how each individual error is
scored. For example, the cut-off point in Alberta is an accumulation of 50 error points
with either five or ten points lost per error depending on the severityof the fault. As is the
case in Victoria, these point allocations are predetermined. Predetermined scores for
individual items are also used in Manitoba (1, 3, 5 or 10 points), the Yukon Territory(2, 5
or 10 points), and Quebec (1, 2 3, or 5 points). This contrasts with Ontario and Prince
Edward Island where the testing officer is simply required to determine whether the driving
ability of the applicant is of a satisfactory standard, and New Brunswick and Northwest
Territories where a dual rating systems such as fair/poor applies.

Certain driving errors result in an immediate failure on the road test in all Provinces.
Where failure is a result of points accumulated, six Provinces (Saskatchewan, Prince
Edward Island, Ontario, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Yukon) give total discretion to
the testing officer on whether the test continues and four Provinces (British Columbia,
Alberta, Newfoundland and the Northwest Territories) stated that the test must halt
immediately when an applicant fails.

Set Manoeuvres

Although the low speed manoeuvres of hill start, three-point turn and reverse (parallel)
parking are almost standard practice throughout Australia, the inclusion of these skills
varies from Province to Province in Canada. Ontario is the only jurisdiction to require all
three whereas Prince Edward Island does not include any. The most common practice
appears to be the requirement of a hill start and reverse (parallel) parking but not a three
point turn (Nova Scotia, British Columbia, Alberta, Newfoundland, New Brunswick and
Northwest Territories). In the case of Alberta, angle parking ability is also tested.
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Saskatchewan requires a three-point turn and reverse (parallel) parking but not a hill start,
while Manitoba and the Yukon Territory includes only reverse (parallel) parking in the
practical test.

Test Route

In Australia the determination of test routes is most frequently the responsibility of the
individual testing officer. However, in Canada this task is usually undertaken by a senior
officer, or by the testing officer with approval from a more senior person. Only Prince
Edward Island Is testing officers are solely responsible for selecting test routes. The
respondent from the Yukon Territory stated that there are no set routes for each testing
station in that Province.

A questionnaire is not an adequate means of obtaining a comprehensive account of the
processes involved in devising a route and the criteria which must be included.
Nevertheless, Table 2 lists the criteria as given by each licensing authority. It appears that
Manitoba and Saskatchewan have very specific traffic situations which must be included in
any test route.

3.2.3 Other Tests Accompanying Practical Test

None of the sampled Provinces has a second knowledge test which must be undertaken at
the time of the practical test. Although Table 2 records a question mark for Prince Edward
Island, it appears that the test taken in conjunction with the on-road test is a vision test
only. The respondent stated that there is a written test, but it seems that this refers to the
vision test being in a written form. Clarification of this point was sought, but no reply has
been received to date.

3.2.4 Administrative Information

Time Allocation

There is greater consistency among Canadian Provinces than Australian States in the times
taken for the components of the on-road test. An appointment time of 30 minutes is made
per applicant (35 minutes for Alberta) with between two minutes (Alberta) and 30 minutes
(Northwest Territories) of this being for the completion of the necessary administrative
work.

The maximum time allowed for the on-road test itself is 20 minutes for Ontario, Manitoba,
Quebec and New Brunswick and 30 minutes for Nova Scotia, Alberta, Saskatchewan,
Prince Edward Island, Northwest Territories and Yukon Territory. British Columbia and
Newfoundland stated that there were no time restrictions, but as 30 minute bookings are
made, it would seem reasonable to expect that the tests would not extend beyond 40 to 45
minutes.

The procedure in Ontario varies from the other Provinces. Administrative time was given
as 20 minutes, which is presumably because the knowledge test can be sat immediately
prior to the practical test. When this occurs, the entire test procedure takes between 40 and
70 minutes.

The testing officers are often required to attend to administrative duties. In the larger
metropolitan offices in Ontario and Alberta this work is done by clerical staff, leaving the
testing officers free to examine applicants.

Interpreters

There is an almost equal division on whether an interpreter can be utilized to assist a non
English speaking applicant. Five Provinces do not have a procedure which allows an
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interpreter (Nova Scotia, Alberta, Newfoundland, Saskatchewan and Yukon Territory),
while seven do (Ontario, British Columbia, Manitoba, Prince Edward Island, Quebec, New
Brunswick, Northwest Territories). Because none of the Provinces allow a second
passenger in the car during the practical test (apart from Quebec), this assistance with
language can only apply to the written tests and administrative procedures. In no case is
the interpreter available from within the licensing authority.

Subsequent Testing

No further tests form part of the licensing process once the practical test has been
successfully completed.

Costs

Table 2 lists the costs involved (in Canadian dollars) for the knowledge and practical tests,

as well as for any tests subsequently taken due to failure on an earlier attempt.

The charges vary a great deal with the learner's permit ranging from $5.00 (Alberta) to
$20.00 (Ontario, Saskatchewan) and the main test from $1.00 (Yukon Territory) to $30.00
(British Columbia). Some Provinces have separate charges for the knowledge test and the
actual permit and these are shown in Table 2. The costs per applicant when summed are
listed below. For the sake of consistency, the amounts include test fees only and not
charges for permits or licences. The conversion into Australian dollars is based on the
selling rate of .873 (26th July 1991).

British Columbia
Nova Scotia, Newfoundland,

Saskatchewan, Quebec
Prince Edward Island
Manitoba
New Brunswick
Ontario, Alberta
Yukon Territory

Total Test Charges
(Canadian)

$40.00

$35.00
$30.00
$24.00
$21.98
$20.00
$ 2.00

(Australian)

$45.82

$40.09
$34.36
$27.49
$25.18
$22.91
$ 2.29

Thus it can be seen that, similar to the situation in Australia, there is variation from
Province to Province in the total charges paid in obtaining a driver's licence. For example,
in British Columbia the charges are double those for Ontario and Alberta.

The best 'deals' in the licensing system for the applicant who fails are to be found in Nova
Scotia, Prince Edward Island, amd New Brunswick. The fee for the practical test in Nova
Scotia is not paid until the practical test has been successfully completed, while there are no
retest fees for Prince Edward Island and New Brunswick. In most cases, the re-test fees
remain identical to the initial charges (British Columbia, Alberta, Manitoba, Quebec) but in
other instances the fees can be lower on the second attempt (Ontario, Saskatchewan).

3.2.5 Licence Testing Officers

All testing officers in the sampled Provinces are employed by the provincial licensing
authority - if police fill this function in remote areas, it was not reported by any of the
respondents. A period of training is undertaken, but the length of time varies substantially.
Officers are trained for four days in Quebec whereas training continues for 18 months in
Manitoba and the Yukon Territory. It seems logical to assume that those Provinces
specifying extended training periods (eg. Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Yukon Territory) are
referring to a provisional working period rather than training per se. This is certainly true
for Prince Edward Island where regular supervision continues up to one year after the
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initial six week intensive supervision and training period.

The formality of the training could not be ascertained through the survey responses,
although Newfoundland sends its recruits to a college, which is in contrast to Prince
Edward Island and Nova Scotia where recruits are trained on a one-to-one basis by a
qualified and experienced testing officer. Nova Scotia, British Columbia, Alberta, Prince
Edward Island, New Brunswick and Northwest Territories all have a formal testing process
for trainee testing officers, incorporating oral (except Nova Scotia), written and on-road
exams. Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island and the Yukon Territory were the only
Provinces to state that refresher training was not available, but as was the case for the
~ustralian data, this could be interpreted as meaning that no formal refresher training is
gIven.

Refresher training workshops are held every four years in Ontario, conferences bi-annually
in Nova Scotia, reviews, discussions and guest speakers for a one-week period annually in
Alberta, and seminars, lectures and videos bi-annually in Manitoba. New Brunswick has
an annual review of public relations, legislative and policy changes, etc, while
Saskatchewan offers in-house workshops as required. Quebec has a formal program called
Perforev, but it is not known how frequently this is undertaken.

The proportion of time spent by testing officers on duties other than conducting on-road
tests is as low as 5% for the Yukon Territory and 10% for Nova Scotia, Alberta and
Saskatchewan. For Ontario and British Columbia, this time depends on the location of the
testing centre; it may be assumed that testing officers in rural areas must attend to many of
the tasks associated with the functioning of a testing centre. Prince Edward Island gave the
proportion of time as 50%, suggesting that in these Provinces testing officers are 'multi
skilled' .

In contrast to the Australian situation, there was no limit on the maximum number of
applicants a testing officer can examine in anyone day in six of the Provinces (Ontario,
British Columbia, Alberta, Manitoba, Newfoundland, Northwest Territories). The upper
limit is six to eight in Quebec, 12 in Nova Scotia and on Prince Edward Island, and 14 in
Saskatchewan and Yukon Territory. New Brunswick has the most specific delineation of
time as LTOs can conduct either 20 road tests, 14 full tests or 42 permits in anyone day.

3.3 THE US LICENSING SYSTEM

Questionnaires were forwarded to Arizona, California, Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio,
Oklahoma, Oregon, Maryland, Michigan, New York, Tennessee and Washington.
Although responses were received from Arizona, California, Maryland, New York,
Oregon, Tennessee and Washington, the results from Arizona and Tennessee are not
presented due to insufficient information being provided. Results for the remaining states
are presented in Table 3 with the major findings discussed below. It should be noted that a
question mark is recorded in Table 3 where the information provided was ambiguous or
simply not given.

3.3.1 Learner's Permit

Each of the five states requires successful completion of a knowledge test prior to the
issuance of a learner's permit, although this test is waived in the state of Washington for
any applicant who is enrolled in a driver education course. It appears that the general trend
in the United States is to set the minimum age to be eligible to sit the knowledge test at an
earlier age than most of the jurisdications surveyed for this report with the minimum age
being 15 (California and Oregon) and the maximum age 16 (New York).

All of the states offer the test in a multiple-choice, written form but Maryland, Oregon and
Washington also have computer-based versions. Directives in Oregon state that the
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CALIFORNIAMARYLANDNEW YORKOREGONWASHINGTON

LEARNER'S PERMIT Is a permit required to learn to drive?

YesYesYesYes Yes

Must a test be passed to obtain the permit?

YesYesYesYesYes, although this
is waived forapplicantsenrolled in drivereducation course

Minimumage to obtain learner's permit

15 years15 yrs 9 mths16 years15years15 yrs 6 mths

Form of test

WrittenWritten orWrittenWritten, computer-Written, computer-
computer-based

based or oralbased or oral

Number of questions on test 46202025 25

Number of questions correct to pass

39171419 20

Time limit on test

None15 minutesNoneNoneNone

Questions in multiplechoice format

YesYesYesYesYes

ON-ROAD TEST Minimum age requiredto take test

16years16 years16 years16years18 years; 16 years

for applicants whohave completed adriver educationcourse
Requirement that testing take place at

NoNoNoNo No

testing station closest to place of residence
Driving instructors allowed in car at time

YesNoYesNo No
of test

.,.
V\

Note: a question mark indicates that the informationwas either not given or was ambiguous.
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CALIFORNIAMARYLANDNEW YORKOREGONWASHINGTON

ON-ROAD TEST CONT ... Transmission Type
Manual or automatic transmission allowed

YesYesYesYesYes

Different scoring for each transmission type

YesYes; applicants inNoNoNo

manual cars scored on clutch and gear control
Separate licences issued for the driving

NoNoNoNoNo

of manual and automatic transmission cars

Scoring
Standard form used

YesYesYesYesYes

Method of scoring

Points deductedAccumulation of?Points deductedPoints

from commencement

points for faults; from commencementaccumulated for

score of 100; a score

16 points indicates score of 100; a scoreerrors; pass rate

of less than 70 points

failure of less than 75 pointsof 80% required
indicates failure

indicates failure

Do grounds exist for immediate failure?

YesYesYesYesYes

Is there an immediate halt to the test when the

Left to discretion ofYesYesNot when applicantYes

applicant has failed?

LTO; generally no has failed due to

unless continuation

accumulation of

likely to be unsafe

points

Set manoeuvres in test:
• hill start

YesNoNoNoYes

• three point turn

YesYesYesNoNo

• reverse (parallel) parking

NoYesYesNoYes

• other low speed manoeuvres:

ReversingReversing TurnaboutReversing out of a
manoeuvre

driveway •..~

Note: a question mark indicates that the information was either not given or was ambiguous.
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CALIFORNIAMARYLANDNEW YORKOREGONWASHINGTON

ON-ROAD TEST CONT... Set locations along route where LTO

No?NoNo No

observes and scores driving behaviour LTO scores faults whenever and wherever

Yes?YesYes Yes

they occur
Test RouteSet driving routes for each testing station

YesNoYesYes: 2 'prescribed' Yes

and 2 'open' coursesWho determines the routes

LTO with approval?LTO with approvalOffice managerOffice supervisor
of Regional

of principle LTOand training unitwith approval of
Manager

Regional Manager

Criteria used to determine routes

Inclusion of as many??Inclusion of as manyInclusion of as many
traffic conditions as

traffic conditions astraffic conditions as

possible; length
possiblepossible; length

between 1.7 and 2.2
approx. 2 miles

miles
OTHER TESTS Other tests to be completed at time of

NoNoNoYes: 'Safe Driving No
on-road test

Practices'

Tests taken before or after on-road test

Either before or after

Form of test

Written, computer-
based or oral

Number of questions on test

20

Number of questions correct to pass

16
~Time limit on test

No
-.J

Note: a Questionmark indicates that the informationwas either not aiven or was ambiaul.lus.
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CALIFORNIAMARYLANDNEW YORKOREGONWASHINGTON

OTHER TESTS CONT... Questions in multiple choice format

Yes

Is the on-road test still taken if this test failed?

Yes

LTO attend to other test requirements

Varies for each

testing station
If no, who does?

Other Authority staff

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION Time taken for:• administrative requirements

5 minutes5-10 minutes20 minutes5 minutes30-40 minutes

(includes written test)• on-road test

12-15 minutes15 minutes15 minutes20 minutes15-20 minutes

• other tests(s)

N/AN/AN/A30 minutesN/A

Total time booked for each applicant

20 minutesNo time limit?55 minutes45-60 minutes

Maximum time allowed on road-test

15 minutesNo limit15 minutesNo limit15-20 minutes

LTO attend to administrative requirements

YesNot when assignedNo; attended toVaries for eachYes

to on-road testing

by office stafftesting station

Provisions made to have an interpreter in

NoYesNoFor knowledgeFor knowledge

attendance when applicant requires one

tests onlytest only

Interpreter available from within licensing

YesNoNoNoNo

authority
Subsequent testing before the granting of a

NoNoNoNoNo

full licence
J:;.00

Note: a question mark indicates that the information was either not given or was ambiguous.
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CALIFORNIAMARYLANDNEW YORKOREGONWASHINGTON

COSTS Charge to applicant for:* learner's permit

US$10US$30 if applicantUS$10US$13US$4

under 21; US$24 if over 21
* main test

Included in aboveIncluded in aboveIncluded in aboveUS$26US$7

* subsequent main tests if failed

The initial $10 allowsApplicant pays fee???

3 attempts at written

when knowledge
or on-road test

test has been passed

* other test( s)

N/AN/AN/A

LICENCE TESTING OFFICERS LTOs are employed by

Licensing AuthorityLicensing AuthorityLicensing AuthorityLicensing AuthorityLicensing Authority

Training period for LTOs

3 -7 weeksNo set time1-2 months2 weeks80 hours plus

period

6 months

probation
Training involves:

All aspects ofAll aspects ofOn-road trainingDefensive driving,?
testing and licensing

vehicle testingand instructionroutes, scoring,

according to

from senior LTOsafety, history of

written procedures;

driver licensing and

periodic in-service

practical training

training by senior examiners

Note: a question mark indicates that the information was either not given or was ambiguous.

~\0
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CALIFORNIAMARYLANDNEW YORKOREGONWASHINGTON

LICENCE TESTING OFFICERS CONT ... LTOs undergo formal testing

YesYesYesYesYes

Type of tests: * oral

YesNoNoNoNo

* written

YesYesYesYesYes

* on-road

YesNoNoYesNo

* other

NoNoNoNoNo

Refresher training available

NoYesNoYesYes

How often refresher taken

AnnuallyBi-annuallyOne week per
annum

Form of refresher training Instruction and

observation by
senior examiner

Training class in

conducting exams,

plus 2 supervised

drive tests per annum

In-service training

at central training

facility

Proportion of time spent by LTOs on duties 50%Approx. 3%?50% ?

other than on-road testing duties
Maximum number of applicants LTO can

No limitNo limit35No limit18

test in one day

Note: a question mark indicates that the information was either not given or was ambiguous.

V1o
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automated version should be used where possible. Maryland and New York have a 20
question test with a pass rate of 70% required for New York and 85% for Maryland.
Oregon and Washington have a 25 question version with a pass rate of 76% for Oregon and
80% for Washington. California has the longest test with 46 questions of which 84.8%
must be answered correctly to pass the test. A time limit only applies in the state of
Maryland where the test must be completed in 15 minutes.

3.3.2 On-Road Test

Minimum Age

The minimum age to be able to take the on-road test is a standard 16 years apart from
Washington where the minimum age is 18 years. However, this is reduced to 16 years for
applicants enrolled in a driver education course. These age limits indicate that novice

drivers are exposed to one year of driving practice between learner's permit and driver's
licence in California and Oregon. This period is reduced to three months in Maryland, and
to no required exposure period in New York. The longest period spent on a learner's
permit is in Washington (two years and six months), but as the incentive is for novice
drivers to enrol in a formal driving course, the exposure period is more likely to be six
months.

Testing Station

In each of the sampled states, applicants are free to choose which testing station they attend
for the on-road test.

Driving Instructors

Driving instructors are permitted to ride in the vehicle during the on-road test in California
and New York. The remaining states only allow the examiner and the applicant.

Transmission Type

Although the practical test can be taken in either a manual or automatic transmission vehicle
in each of the five states, none of the states issue separate licences for each transmission
type. Only the respondents from California and Maryland stated that scoring differed on
the basis of transmission, but in fact, the score sheet for New York also includes items for
clutch control and correct use of gears - items which cannot apply for automatic cars.
However, the items listed on the score sheets for Washington and Oregon are such that they
apply equally to drivers of either transmission type.

Scoring

The normal practice among the sampled states is to use a standard score sheet for the on
road test and all include actions which are considered sufficiently dangerous to merit
immediate failure. The LTO also scores faults as they occur rather than at designated
points along the test route. The test is halted immediately upon failure (whether for
dangerous action or accumulation of points) in Maryland, New York and Washington while
California and Oregon leave this decision to the discretion of the licensing examiner.

The scoring system utilized in California is such that each item can be scored according to
whether the examiner feels that improvement is needed or that the applicant's ability for
that item is poor. The marks in the 'improvement needed' category range from one
through to five and are doubled if the error is classified as 'poor' - the marks to be
deducted for each error are predetermined and printed on the form. The final grade is
obtained by deducting the number of error points from a commencement score of 100 with
a pass level set at 70 points.
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A commencement score of 100 is also used in Oregon although a final score of 75 points is
required to pass the test. An examination of the score sheet used (see Appendix 2) suggests
that the values for each error are predetermined, but it is not clear how much discretion is
left to the licensing examiner in deciding the degree of the error. For example, under the
category of 'speed', the item 'too fast' is accompanied by what appears to be a range of
five to 25 points. There is no indication whether only increments of five are used, or
whether the full range is available depending on the examiner's perception of the error.

In Maryland, each item listed on the score sheet has a predetermined point value of either
two through to five, 10, 13, or 16 with 16 or more points indicating failure. The score
sheet for New York does not display points which must be deducted for each error; instead
each item is checked as being 'unsatisfactory' when any error on that item is made.
However, it is not clear how the final decision regarding pass or fail is derived and,
unfortunately, this was not clarified by the New York respondent.

Finally, each item listed on the score sheet for Washington has an assigned point value of
either one through four, or six. The pass level was not given by the respondent other than
to state it is set at 80%. The system of assessing the applicant's driving performance in this
state differs from other jurisdictions in that items are evaluated according to: 'lack of skill' ,
'congestion potential' and 'danger potential', although each item is not necessarily assessed
for all three categories. While 'lack of skill' and 'danger potential' are self-explanatory,
'congestion potential' indicates an action which is not necessarily dangerous, nor indicative
of lack of skill, but which has the potential to congest traffic flow.

Manoeuvres

Each of the states differ on which low-speed manoeuvre skills are included in the on-road
test. California incorporates a hill start, a three-point turn and reversing in a straight line
and into an alley; Maryland includes a three-point turn, parallel parking and reversing in a
straight line; New York tests for three-point turn and parallel parking skills; Oregon
includes only a turnabout maneouvre which consists of turning left or right into a space (eg
a driveway) and then reversing out to face the direction opposite to that when entering the
space; finally, the test in Washington includes a hill start, parallel parking and reversing
from a driveway.

Test Route

Maryland was the only state to report that each testing station does not have set driving
routes, which suggests that each LTO is free to determine the route while the test is in
progress. Responsibility for developing test routes in California and New York lies with
the LTOs with final approval of more senior personnel. In Oregon the route is devised by
office managers together with training units (presumably these are the trainers of LTOs),
and in Washington, the office supervisor plans routes which are then submitted to the
regional manager for approval.

Three of the states (California, Oregon, and Washington) indicated that the criteria for
devising routes is to include as many traffic conditions as possible and in most cases
specific items for inclusion are set out in manuals.

An interesting variation on the manner in which applicants negotiate the test route occurs in
Oregon. In this state, two types of routes are available: 'prescribed' routes and 'open'
routes. The 'prescribed' route is simply the format followed by most jurisdictions where
directions are given by the LTO to the applicant according to whichever pre-set route has
been chosen. Each office must have at least two 'prescribed' routes, and the furthest
landmark from the commencement point in each of the 'prescribed' routes forms the basis
for the 'open' route. In this case, before the test commences, the LTO asks the applicant to
drive to the landmark and may stipulate that certain roads be taken. Apart from these
minimal instructions, how the landmark is reached is left to the individual applicant.
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Although this type of testing is designed to assist those applicants who may have some
language difficulties, it appears that any applicant can select the 'open' route method of
testing.

3.3.3 Other Tests Accompanying Practical Test

Oregon includes a Safe Driving Practices Test for all applicants who are less than 18 years
old at the time of the on-road test. The test comprises 20 multiple-choice questions (the
pass level is 80%) and is presented in either written, computer-based or oral form. It can
be taken before or after the practical test but the usual practice is for it to be completed
beforehand. Whichever is the case, this test must be passed to obtain a provisional licence.

None of the other states includes a second knowledge test.

3.3.4 Administrative Information

Time Allocation

The total time booked for each applicant varies from state to state as a function of whether
the on-road test is accompanied by other tests. For example, the time booked in California
is only 20 minutes - five minutes to complete administrative paperwork and 15 minutes for
the on-road test - because no other tests are taken at this time. Maryland does not allocate a
set period of time per applicant which suggests that this state operates on a first-come, first
served basis. Generally, five to ten minutes is needed for administrative requirements and
15 minutes for the on-road test.

It is also not clear how much time must elapse between learner's permit stage and taking
the on-road test in New York as the minimum age for each is 16 years. The knowledge test
and completion of the necessary paper-work takes 20 minutes while the on-road test takes
15 minutes (the maximum time allowable). In Oregon, a booking of 55 minutes per
applicant is made which is taken up with five minutes of administrative work, 20 minutes
for the on-road test and 30 minutes for the Safe Driving Practices Test. However, there is
no maximum time limit applied for either the Safe Driving Practices Test or the on-road
test.

The situation in Washington is also a little ambiguous. The booking time was given as
being between 45 and 60 minutes which suggests that the total time taken lies between these
two figures. This is indicated by the 30 to 40 minute time taken for administrative
requirements (which no doubt includes the knowledge test if this needs to be taken,
although this was not stated by the respondent), and the 15 to 20 minutes required for the
on-road test.

LTOs attend to the administrative requirements in California and Washington, but not in
New York where office staff attend to these duties. Any LTO assigned to on-road testing
in Maryland is not required to carry out administrative work, but obviously undertakes
these duties at other times. In Oregon, this requirement varies from testing station to
testing station. As has been noted previously, smaller offices often require their officers to
undertake a range of duties while larger centres carry staff to attend to different job
requirements.

Interpreters

California and New York were the only US jurisdications in the sample to state that no
provisions for interpreter assistance for those applicants who may need it were available.
Of the remaining states, Oregon and Washington stipulated that such assistance was only
available for the knowlege tests. Only California has interpreters available within the
licensing authority.
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Subsequent Testing

None of the states sampled include testing beyond the on-road test stage.

Costs

Table 3 lists the costs involved (in US dollars) for the knowledge and practical tests, as well
as for any tests subsequently taken due to failure on an earlier attempt. Generally, the
charges are very reasonable. The cheapest state for licence test fees is California, where a
payment of $10 covers both knowledge and practical tests, plus three attempts if either of
these tests are failed. New York also charges a $10 fee which covers both tests, but it is
not known what charges apply for retests in the case of failure. This applies equally to
Washington where the total test charges are $11.00.

Maryland has a pricing system which is dependent on the age of the applicant: applicants

under 21 years of age must pay a charge of $30.00 which covers both tests, whereas
applicants over the age of 21 need only pay a total of $24.00. The reason for this was not
explained by the respondent, but it seems doubtful that the higher charge would seriously
deter applicants from gaining their licence until they were eligible for the lower fee.

The dearest state in the US sample was Oregon, where the learner's permit knowledge test
costs $13 and the on-road test $26.00.

The costs per applicant when summed are listed below together with the Australian
conversion. The conversion into Australian dollars is based on the selling rate of .764
(26th July 1991).

Oregon
Maryland under 21 years of age

over 21 years of age
Washington
California
New York

Total Test Charges
(US)

$39.00
$30.00
$24.00
$11.00
$10.00
$10.00

(Australian)

$51.05
$39.27
$31.41
$14.40
$13.09
$13.09

3.3.5 Licence Testing Officers

LTOs are employees of the state licensing authority in all of the states sampled, and all
undergo some form of formal training to the extent that each state require at least one test
to be passed. The training period itself ranges from two weeks in Oregon to no set time
period in Maryland.

An examination of Table 3 shows that training includes the predictable subject areas,
however it appears that training in New York is mostly one-on-one supervision. Despite
this, a written exam must still be passed by the potential LTO. A written exam is also a
requirement in Washington, Maryland and Oregon, although the latter state also requires
that an on-road test be passed. California has the most intensive testing process with the
inclusion of oral, written and on-road tests.

Neither California nor New York offers refresher training. Of the remaining states that do
offer revision, the formalty of the process varies from state to state. For example,
Maryland has an annual check on LTOs that is simply observation and instruction from a
senior examiner; Washington has in-service training for one week of every year; whereas
Oregon has bi-annual revision in conducting exams together with a supervised drive test.
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LTOs in Maryland spend a significant proportion of time conducting on-road tests with only
3 % of their time being spent on other duties. This contrasts with California and Oregon
where LTOs spend 50% of their time on duties other than those directly associated with on
road tests.

Finally, only Washington and New York have a limit on the number of on-road tests that
can be conducted by an LTO in one day: in Washington, the limit is 18 tests; in New York
is it 35.

3.4 OmER OVERSEASLICENSINGSYSTEMS

Of the remaining countries which were forwarded questionnaires, New Zealand, Singapore,
Hong Kong, Japan, Sweden, Norway and France returned them completed. A completed
questionnaire was also received from Spain, but insufficient information precluded its
inclusion in this report. Results from the former countries are presented in Table 4 with the
major findings discussed below and it should be noted that a question mark is recorded in
Table 4 where the information provided was ambiguous or simply not given.

It should also be noted that only one jurisdiction within each country was forwarded a
questionnaire and so the information provided may not be truly representative of all the
licensing systems within that country. This is less true for France where the licensing
system (explained below) is a nationally-based program. For ease of discussion, however,
results are presented as though they apply to all of that particular country.

3.4.1 Learner's Permit

The majority of respondents indicated that a learner's permit is issued to novice drivers
with the minimum ages being 15 (New Zealand), 17 (Singapore) and 18 (Hong Kong,
Japan). The minimum age for Sweden was not reported. Only Norway and France stated
that a learner's permit does not form part of the licensing system, nor is any test sat prior to
being permitted to learn to drive. Hong Kong and Sweden reported that issuance of the
permit is not dependent on passing a knowledge test; applicants simply apply for the permit
when they are of an appropriate age. A knowledge test does form part of the licensing
process for these two countries, as it does in Norway and France, but it is taken in
conjunction with the practical test (Sweden) or sometime prior to the practical test (Hong
Kong,Norway,Franc~.

Successful completion of multiple choice, paper-and-pencil tests are required in New
Zealand, Singapore and Japan. In New Zealand, the test consists of 25 questions of which
23 (92 %) must be answered correctly to pass. Included in the 23 correct responses must be
five correct in a group of six compulsory questions. Further, applicants must correctly
answer four out of five oral questions pertaining to 'equipment and operation of a motor
vehicle'. We have been advised that the Road User Standards section of Land Transport is
"looking into standardising the (oral) questions asked as some Testing Officers seem to be
biased towards particular questions" (Evans, 1991: personal communication). There is no
time limit imposed for the knowledge test.

Singapore and Japan both set a test comprising 50 questions of which 45 (90%) must be
correct to pass. However, the test must be completed within one hour in Singapore and 30
minutes in Japan.

3.4.2 On-Road Test

Minimum Age

The minimum age to be qualified to take the on-road test is 18 years in Hong Kong, Japan,
Sweden, Norway and France, 17 years in Singapore and 15 years 6 months in New



Table 4

NEW ZEALANDSINGAPOREHONG KONGJAPANSWEDENNORWAYFRANCE

LEARNER'S PERMIT Is a permit required to learn to drive?

YesYesYesYesYesNoNo

Must a test be passed to obtain the permit?

YesYesNoYesNoNoNo

Minimum age to obtain learner's permit

15 years17 years18 years18 years?

Form of test

Written, plus 5 oralWritten Written

questions of which 4 must be answeredcorrectly
Number of questions on test

2550 50

Number of questions correct to pass

2345 45

There are 6 specific questions of which5 must be answeredcorrectly
Time limit on test

NoneOne hour 30 minutes

Questions in multiple choice format

YesYes Yes

ON-ROAD TEST Minimum age required to take test

15 yrs 6 mths;17 years18 years18 years18 years18 years18 years;

if applicant attends

16 years if

a driving school

registered with the

the age is lowered

early learning

to 15 yrs 3 mths

program

Requirement that testing take place at

YesNoNoYesNo?No

testing station closest to place of residence
Driving instructors allowed in car at time

YesNoNoNoYes ?Yes

of test

V\
0'0

Note: a question mark indicates that the information was either not given or was ambiguous.
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NEW ZEALANDSINGAPOREHONG KONGJAPANSWEDENNORWAYFRANCE

ON-ROAD TEST CONT ... Transmission Type
Manual or automatic transmission allowed

YesManual onlyYesYesYesYesYes

Different scoring for each transmission type

NoN/ANoNo? NoNo

Separate licences issued for the driving

NoNoYesYesYesLicence has 'autoLicence has 'auto

of manual and automatic transmission cars

only' condition ifonly' condition if
test taken in

test taken in

an automatic car

an automatic car

Scoring
Standard form used

YesYesYesYesNoYesYes

Method of scoring

Accumulation ofAccumulation ofApplicant passesPoints areA standardizedFive categories ofLTO makes a

points for faults;

points for faults;if there are nodeducted fromjudgement basedbehaviour are scoredglobal assessment

4 'poor' ratings

20 points indicates'serious' faultsa commencementon pre-set of applicant's

indicates failure

failure score; pass raterequirements of ability

of 70% required

knowledge and skills

Do grounds exist for immediate failure?

YesYesYesYesYesYesYes

Is there an immediate halt to the test when the

Left to discretionNo, but applicantLeft to discretionNoLeft to discretionLeft to discretionLeft to discretion

applicant has failed?

ofLTOmay request a haltofLTO ofLTOof LTOof LTO

Set manoeuvres in test: • hill start

YesYesYesYesYesYesYes

• three point turn

YesNoYesYesYesYesYes

• reverse (parallel) parking

YesYesYesYesYesYesYes

• other low speed manoeuvres:

S and crank course U-turn, angle

parking
Vl-.J

Note: a question mark indicates that the information was either not given or was ambiguous.



Table 4 (cant)

NEW ZEALANDSINGAPOREHONG KONGJAPANSWEDENNORWAYFRANCE

ON-ROAD TEST CONT ... Set locations along route where LTO

YesNoNoNoNo ?No

observes and scores driving behaviour
LTO scores faults whenever and wherever

NoYesYesYesNo?Yes

they occur
Test RouteSet driving routes for each testing station

YesMinimum of 10YesYesNoYesYes

Who determines the routes

Initially Traffic SafetySenior LTOLTODirector ofLTOLTO with approvalLTO

Branch, now Driver

(L TOs are rotated Licence Examof head of testing
Education Services

on the routes) Divisionstation

Criteria used to determine routes

Inclusion of asRoads with moderateRoute should?Route should ?Inclusion of as

many traffic

traffic flow, 20-30 mins include a number of include city trafficmany traffic
conditions as

travelling time, 2 left/left/right turns, and rural roadsconditions as

possible

right turns, distance oftraffic lights/signs possible

approx 6 km, 1 about

and gradient

turn/slip road 4-6 traffic lights, 1-2pedestrian crossings
OTHER TESTS Other tests to be completed at time of

NoNoNoYesYesYesYes

on-road test
(see text)

Tests taken before or after on-road test

BeforeBeforeBeforeBefore

Form of test

WrittenWrittenWrittenWritten

Number of questions on test

100405040

Number of questions correct to pass

90304135

V1
Time limit on test

50 minutes45 minutes45 minutes90 minutes00

Note: a question mark indicates that the information was either not given or was ambiguous.
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NEW ZEALANDSINGAPOREHONG KONGJAPANSWEDENNORWAYFRANCE

OTHER TESTS CONT... Questions in multiple choice format

YesYesYesYes

Is the on-road test still taken if this test failed?

NoNo ?No

LTO attend to other test requirements

NoNoYes Yes?

If no, who does?

Office staffOther LTOsN/A

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION Time taken for:
• administrative requirements

N/A10 minutesN/A30 minutes15 minutes??

• on-road test

Variable30 - 40 minutes30 minutes30 minutes30 minutes30 minutes22 minutes

• other tests(s)

N/AN/A20 minutes1 hour45 minutes45 minutes90 minutes

Total time booked for each applicant

40 minutesNo limited time??1 hour 30 minutes45 minutes (each)2 hours

Maximum time allowed on road-test

40 minutesNo limitDepends on testingNo limit40 minutes45 minutes22 minutes

centre
LTO attend to administrative requirements

No, except in someYesNoNoNoYes, together withNo, undertaken

country areas

other staffby driving school

Provisions made to have an interpreter in

Yes, but organizedNoNoNoYes YesNo

attendance when applicant requires one

by applicant

Interpreter available from within licensing

Available throughNoNoNoNo NoNo

authority

Ministry of Transport

Subsequent testing before the granting of a

Yes; time spent onNoNoNoNo, but there isNo, but in order toNo

full licence
graduated licensing a compulsory skidobtain a full licence

system can be

training coursefurther training

shortened by gaining

within 2 years is

a certificate in driving

required

competence or advanced driving

Vl
\0

Note: a question mark indicates that the information was either not given or was ambiguous.
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NEW ZEALANDSINGAPOREHONG KONGJAPANSWEDENNORWAYFRANCE

COSTS Charge to applicant for:• learner's permit

Oral- NZ$10Basic - S$3HK$526$24US$36N/AN/A

Written - NZ$12.50

Final- S$3(for permit not test) (for permit not test)

• main test

NZ$27.50S$12HK$510$29US$75NAK300FRF4.000

• subsequent main tests if failed

Oral- NZ$13As aboveHK$510As above?No charge?
Written - NZ$15.50 Practical- NZ$27.50

• other test(s)

N/AN/AIncluded in above??Included in abovePossibly included

charge

chargein above charge

LICENCE TESTING OFFICERS LTOs are employed by

Licensing authority;Licensing authorityLicensing authorityLicensing is theLicensing authorityLicensing authorityLicensing authority
some civilians are

function of the

used
police department

Training period for LTOs

LTOs - 20 weeks atOne month3 weeksVaries?3 weeks plus 16 months

college of which 5

year at Norwegian

and a half days is

National Training

driver testing training

School for Driving
Instructors andExaminers

Training involves:

Persons attendUpgrading ofProcedures,?Legislation,Educational and?
a traffic officer

driving skill,documentation and regulations,traffic psychology,
course of which

observation ofinstructions psychology,traffic law, car

one part is licence

actual tests,regarding driving teaching andtechnology, lab

testing

evaluation oftest, test routes interviewing,sessions, principles

applicants skills,

knowledge, test testing techniquesof reliability and

on-the-job training

forms for vehicles, and proceduresvalidity in regard to 0-standard wordings,
driving tests, etc

0

practical training
Note: a question mark indicates that the information was either not given or was ambiguous.
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NEW ZEALANDSINGAPOREHONG KONGJAPANSWEDENNORWAYFRANCE

LICENCE TESTING OFFICERS CONT ... LTOs undergo formal testing

YesYesYesNo, selection isYes?Yes

based on rank, age, licence held,and aptitude
Type of tests: * oral

YesNoNo Yes Yes

* written

YesYesNo Yes Yes

* on-road

YesYesYes Yes Yes

* other

Interview

Refresher training available

YesYesYesYesNoNoYes

How often refresher taken

LTOs - as requiredAnnuallyAnnually10 hours per 4 - 5 days
Civilians - 3 months

monthannually

after initial training then as required
Form of refresher training

As requiredSeminars on:Practical driving? Revision of all

uniformity of

training and aspects of the

assessment,

seminars initial course

review of test routes, driving skills
Proportion of time spent by LTOs on duties

VariableNoneNone?None60-70%10%

other than on-road testing duties
Maximum number of applicants LTO can

No limit918No limit12720

test in one day

Note: a question mark indicates that the information was either not given or was ambiguous.
0\-
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Zealand. In order to encourage applicants to be taught driving skills by qualified
instructors, New Zealand allows the test to be taken at 15 years 3 months if the applicant is
attending a driving school. France also has an incentive program whereby the on-road test
can be taken at 16 years if the applicant has registered as being part of the program. In
fact, there are two methods for obtaining a driver's licence in France. The traditional
method involves learning both the theoretical and practical components of driving through a
driving school (approximately 20 hours or 300 km) and being tested in these areas. The
newer method is similar except that during a two year period after the knowledge test has
been passed, the applicant must drive accompanied by one or more drivers aged above 28
years and with a minimum of three years driving experience. At least 3,000 kilometres
must be driven during this time, and in the second year the applicant must return twice to
the driving school for an evaluation of progress. Only after all these requirements have
been met satisfactorily will a full licence be issued.

Testing Station

Applicants in New Zealand and Japan must attend the testing centre closest to their
residential address. This restriction does not apply in Singapore, Hong Kong, Sweden or
France.

Driving Instructors

New Zealand, Sweden and France permit the applicant's instructor to ride in the car during
the test; Singapore, Hong Kong and Japan do not.

Transmission Type

With the exception of Singapore, all the licensing jurisdictions stated that different scoring
methods for different types of vehicle transmission are not used despite allowing tests to be
undertaken in cars of either transmission type. Singapore requires that the test be taken in a
manual car, and presumably a licence holder may then drive a car of either transmission
type. New Zealand does not issue separate licences based on transmission type, while
Hong Kong, Sweden, and Japan do. Norway and France endorse licences obtained from a
practical test undertaken in an automatic car with 'automatic only'.

Scoring

A standard score sheet is used by testing examiners for the on-road test in all the sampled
jurisdictions, apart from Sweden where assessment is based on 'a standardized judgement
based on pre-set requirements of knowledge and skills' by the testing officer. Whether the
Swedish respondent to the survey is using the term 'standardized' to indicate a process
whereby testing officers are trained and checked for inter-rater reliability is not known.
Although France uses a standard score sheet, the actual assessment is also made via the
judgement of the applicant's ability by the examiner through observing faults as they occur.

New Zealand is currently using two types of on-road licence test: a conventional variety
similar to that used in most jurisdictions, and a newly developed test, known as the
'Michigan' in reference to its place of origin (Vanosdall et al, 1977). It is believed that this
is an interim stage in a changeover to total use of the Michigan test. This test was reviewed
by Macdonald (1987), who rejected it for adoption in Victoria on the grounds that several
studies of its criterion validity indicated negative values; that is, groups of 'good' drivers
(in terms of accident risk) achieved lower scores on this test than inexperienced drivers.
McKnight and Stewart (1990) eliminated the Driver Performance Measure (DPM;closely
related to the 'Michigan' test) from consideration on the grounds that:

"This test was developed primarily to serve as an intermediate criterion evaluating driver
oriented safety programs. While extensive literature exists on the DPM, it does not identify
the specific performances assessed. The authors view driving as a dynamic, complex
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interaction that cannot be subdivided into individual performances. The content of the test,
as well as the procedure administering it, can only be acquired through participating in an
instructional program given by the developers." (McKnight and Stewart, 1990, p.51)
There are two score sheets in use in New Zealand: one for the old system of practical
assessment and one for the new Michigan system. The score sheet for the older system has
provision for the testing officer to judge the applicant's ability as either 'poor' or 'fair'. A
pass on the test is determined by dividing the total number of 'fair' ratings by four and
adding this figure to the total number of 'poor' ratings. A level of four 'poor' ratings
indicates failure on the test. For the Michigan system, the testing officer grades an
applicant's performance as either 'unsatisfactory' or 'satisfactory' at set locations along the
route on the criteria of Search, Speed Control and Direction Control. Further, the
correct/incorrect behaviours are specified on the standard form for each test segment. To
illustrate this, the' satisfactory' performance requirements for segments 2.1 and 2.2 in
Wellington are stated below:

Segment 2.1: "Searches continuously especially ahead, left and right. Maintains reduced
speed on gradient, steers smoothly and adjusts speed and steering for approaching
vehicles. "

Segment 2.2: "Searches for cross traffic and pedestrians, selects gap and accelerates
smoothly, does not interfere with traffic or pedestrians, signals, slows for sign. "

Singapore works on a system where faults are scored when and if they occur. Each fault is
given a predetermined value of two, four, six, eight or ten with one to three boxes
accompanying each item to allow for repeats of the same error. In some cases though, the
first of the series of boxes shows a diagonal line which indicates that points are not lost for
the first occurence of the error. For example, an applicant who fails to release the
handbrake will not lose any points the first time this happens, but loses two points the
second time.

Faults in Hong Kong are also noted when and if they occur. It appears that faults are
categorized as being either 'minor' or 'serious', but unlike other jurisdictions, several
'minor' faults do not accrue into a 'serious' fault and so have no bearing on passing or
failing the test. 'Serious' faults are "marked depending on the nature, frequency and
seriousness of the mistake". To pass, an applicant should have no 'serious' faults.

Scoring of the practical test in Norway is done by assessing five behaviour categories
(signalizing, observation, positioning (in the lane), speed adjustment and traffic adjustment)
using a rating system where one point is lost for a minor fault, two points for a serious fault
and three points for a very serious (vital) fault. The pass level is not known.

Specific details on the system of scoring in Japan were not made available, although LTOs
score faults as they occur.

All seven countries have grounds for immediate failure on the on-road test and all but Japan
will allow the test to continue if failure is the result of errors other than those designated as
requiring an immediate halt.

Set Manoeuvres

A hill start, three point turn and reverse (parallel) parking are all components of the on
road test in New Zealand, Hong Kong, Japan, Sweden, Norway and France. France also
includes a u-turn and angle parking. Singapore tests low speed maneouvring skills on a
circuit where a hill start, reverse (parallel) parking, movement through an'S' course and a
crank course must be demonstrated. The Singaporean respondent stated that 'vertical'
parking was also tested; this is probably equivalent to angle parking.
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Test Route

Each of the licensing jurisdictions has set driving routes for each testing centre, apart from
Sweden where the route is determined by the testing officer presumably as the test is in
progress. The set routes are planned by individual testing officers in Hong Kong and
France, while the LTO in Norway must submit the route for approval of the chief of the
testing centre. Senior personnel devise the routes in Singapore and Japan.

Singapore is the only jurisdiction to stipulate that a minimum number of routes per testing
station must be devised. Hence ten or more routes must be established which are

approximately six kilometres in length and include a number of set traffic conditions. Each
testing officer is then rotated on each route; no doubt this is to eradicate selection bias.

Route selection in New Zealand is quite a complex process as routes are devised by Driver
Education Services (a part of the Commercial Services Branch of the Ministry); hence route
design is divorced from the testing centre itself. Furthermore, a considerable amount of
time is spent on the initial design of a route: approximately 24 hours are needed in the field
to select the most appropriate roads, while a further 16 hours are taken up with the
compilation of the manual and score sheet. Each route is divided into segments, sequences
and recording zones defined as follows:

"Sequence: Includes a series of driver responses to tasks or traffic situations occuring
within a selected area.

Segment: A subunit within the test sequence in which what the driver is required to do is
highly interrelated.

Recording zones: Predetermined parts of the route where the examiner rates the applicants
performance on the preceding test segments. "(Wright, Hatten and Perkins, 1984).

Information was not provided on criteria for route selection in either Japan or Norway,
while the French respondent indicated that as many traffic conditions as possible were
included.

3.4.3 Other Tests Accompanying Practical Test

Neither New Zealand, Hong Kong nor Singapore has a knowledge test that is taken in
conjunction with the on-road test, although Singapore does have a second theoretical test
which must be passed prior to booking the practical test. Unfortunately, further details of
this test were not provided.

The theory test in Hong Kong is taken a few weeks prior to the on-road test, although
applicants usually must wait for a period of three months due to waiting lists. Swedish
applicants demonstrate their theoretical knowledge immediately prior to taking the on-road
test. Respondents from Japan, Norway and France stated that the knowledge test is taken
before the practical but did not indicate whether this is some time prior to, or concurrent
with, the on-road test. They did state, however, that taking the on-road test is conditional
upon successful completion of the knowledge test. In each of these countries, the
knowledge tests are multiple-choice paper and pencil tests.

The pass rate in Hong Kong is 16 correct responses in a test of 20 questions (80 %) within a
time limit of 20 minutes. Sweden requires 30 correct responses in a test of 40 questions
(75%) within a 45 minute time limit; Japan 90 in a test of 100 questions (90%) within 50
minutes; Norway requires 41 out of 50 (82 %) questions answered correctly in 45 minutes;
and France has a pass level of 35 questions in a test of 40 (87.5%) with a time limit of 90
minutes.
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The LTO supervises the knowledge test in Sweden and Norway, clerical staff undertake this
duty in Hong Kong, while other LTOs serve this function in Japan.

3.4.4 Administrative Information

Time Allocation

Apart from testing centres located in rural areas, New Zealand's testing officers do not
attend to the administrative requirements associated with on-road testing. In fact, these are
completed when the booking is made which is some time before the actual test.
Consequently, the 40 minute booking made per applicant is taken up solely with the on
road test. The actual time taken for the test is variable, but would not extend beyond the
allocated 40 minutes.

The situation in Singapore is a little different. No period of time is set aside per applicant
and there are no maximum time limit restrictions imposed on the practical test. Be this as it
may, generally ten minutes is spent in administrative necessities (attended to by the testing
officer) and 30 to 40 minutes on the road.

The information provided by the Japanese respondent did not include the total time booked
for each applicant. The on-road test, although not subject to a time limit, appears to be of
30 minutes duration as is the time taken to complete the administrative requirements.
However, the administrative work is not carried out by the LTO. The time given for the
knowledge test was one hour, but as the respondent also stated that the maximum time
allowed for this test was 50 minutes, it is possible that 10 minutes is allocated to the
completion of forms, etc.

The testing officers in Hong Kong do not attend to or supervise either the administrative
aspects or the knowledge test. The booking time was not given, but the knowledge test has
a time limit of 20 minutes while the on-road test lasts approximately 30 minutes. The
maximum time allowed on the road test rests with each testing station.

In Sweden, a booking time of one hour and 30 minutes per applicant is made and will
comprise 15 minutes in paper work (which is attended to by clerical staff), up to 45 minutes
on the knowledge test and 30 minutes on the practical test. The practical test cannot last
longer than 40 minutes.

A booking of 45 minutes each is made in Norway for the knowledge and practical tests.
An applicant can use the full 45 minutes to complete the knowledge test and can take 45
minutes to complete the on-road test if necessary although 30 minutes is the normal time
needed to complete the test. Time taken for administrative requirements was not stated.

This was also the case for the information provided from France. The responses given by
the French respondent appears somewhat confusing and may represent a misconception of
the question. The time booked for each applicant was given as two hours yet the time
required for the on-road test was stated as 22 minutes (which is also the maximum time
allowed). Furthermore, the time taken for the knowledge test was stated as 90 minutes
which seems excessive for 40 questions. Perhaps 90 minutes is the absolute upper limit in
time allowed to complete the test. Administrative requirements are completed by the
driving school.

Interpreters

The licensing authorities in Singapore, Hong Kong, Japan and France do not allow
interpreter assistance. Norway, Sweden and New Zealand do have such a policy, and in
the latter case an interpreter can be made available through the Ministry of Transport if the
applicant makes the arrangements.
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Subsequent Testing

The most frequent practice among the licensing jurisdictions sampled is to end the period of
training and testing of the novice driver with the on-road practical test. However, Sweden,
New Zealand and Norway deviate from this norm in interesting ways. In the former
instance, Swedish drivers must also complete a compulsory skid training course, but we
have not been able to obtain further details on this.

New Zealand does not have further compulsory testing, but offers a reduction in time spent
on the graduated licensing system by three months for drivers who earn 'a certificate of
competency from an approved driving school'. This is achieved by taking either a
defensive driving course or taking a 40 minute test drive assessing advanced skills.

There are also no further tests once the on-road test has been passed successfully in

Norway, but further trai~ing in the second year following completion of the practical test
must be undertaken to gam a full licence. The training is conducted by driving schools and
comprises four hours of theory, four hours training on a skid course and four hours night
driving experience. Although a formal test is not a requirement, applicants who are not up
to standard will not obtain their full driver's licence.

Costs

Table 4 lists the costs in each country's respective currency for the knowledge and practical
tests, as well as for any tests subsequently taken due to failure on an earlier attempt.
Unfortunately, we have not been able to clarify whether the test charges given for Sweden
include or exclude the costs associated with the knowledge test.

The situation in Hong Kong is that the HK$510 fee covers the written and practical tests
provided both are successfully passed on the first attempt. This same amount is paid for
each subsequent written test and is also paid again in instances where the written test is
passed but the practical failed. Hence there is an incentive for applicants to be fully
prepared for each test to ensure successful completion.

The 300 Norwegian kroner is inclusive of the costs for the theoretical and practical tests
and administrative procedures associated with these tests. No charges are made for repeat
tests. This contrasts with New Zealand where a higher rate is charged for repeat attempts
on either the oral or written tests.

While the charge given for France seems excessively high at 4,000 francs, it is suspected
that this cost includes the fees for driving lessons, tests and follow-up evaluations.

For ease of comparison, the costs per applicant when summed are listed below in Australian
dollars only. The conversion into Australian dollars is based on the selling rates as at 26th
July 1991: 1.341 (New Zealand), 1.325 (Singapore), 5.885 (Hong Kong), .764 (USA
Sweden quoted the charges in US dollars), 5.199 (Norway) and 4.522 (France). The
Japanese respondent quoted charges in dollars, which are assumed to be Australian.

Total Test Charges
(Australian)

France
Sweden
Hong Kong
Norway
New Zealand
Singapore

$884.56
$ 98.17
$ 86.66
$ 57.70
$ 37.29
$ 13.58

The difference in costs is quite substantial and no doubt is due to the prevailing economic
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forces in each country.

3.4.5 Licence Testing Officers

Licensing in Japan is a function of the police department and LTOs are therefore police
personnel. Persons known as 'police clerks' can also fill this function, but not enough
information was provided to ascertain whether these are civilian personnel. In each of the
other countries reported here, the testing officers are employees of the licensing authority,
but it was not reported whether police fill this function in remote areas. New Zealand,
however, does employ outside personnel who are known as 'civilians' to distinguish them
from the formally trained authority personnel.

In New Zealand a 20 week college course is undertaken to gain the necessary training to
become a traffic officer. Only five and a half days of this course is concerned with driver
testing training as the traffic officer mayor may not go on to become a licence testing
officer. Because the course is formally taught, formal procedures are in place to test the
competencies of the potential traffic officers - oral, written and on-road tests are conducted.
Civilian staff are trained for a two week period.

Refresher training is less formal in that testing officers only undergo further revision as
they require it. This is also the case for the civilians, although there is a check made three
months after the initial training period.

Singapore trains its officers for a period of one month and submits them to written and on
road tests to prove their abilities. Refresher training is an annual occurence and consists of
seminars and review of duties and skills associated with on-road testing.

Hong Kong has a training period of 3 weeks, but only examines the on-road abilities of
prospective testing officers. Refresher training here is also an annual occurence and is
presented in seminar form.

Training in Japan varies, but it is not known on what this is dependent. To be selected as a
testing officer, police must have a rank of sergeant or higher (or equivalent if a police
clerk), be 25 years or over, hold a licence appropriate for the type of vehicle being tested,
have knowledge of road law, etc and show that they are suitable for the job. No formal
tests are taken to demonstrate knowledge or aptitude. The respondent stated that refresher
training of ten hours per month is required, but this may be a misunderstanding of the
question as this seems a little too frequent.

The training period for Sweden is in some doubt. The figure given by the respondent was
19, but it is not known if this is weeks or months (hours?). Be this as it may, the testing
officer must pass oral, written and on-road tests to prove his/her capabilities, but no
refresher training is offered.

There is also some ambiguity concering the information provided by Norway. All LTOs
attend the Norwegian National Training School for Driving Instructors and Examiners
where both theoretical and practical skills are taught. However, the Norwegian respondent
stated that the course lasts 12 months whereas some printed material provided by the
respondent gives the course duration as six months. Similarly, the respondent replied that
refresher training is not available, yet the printed material on the School states that it is.
There is also some confusion as to whether the LTOs undergo formal testing: the
respondent stated that no testing takes place but then says that testing officers are evaluated
for competence through formal education. The most probable explanation is that LTOs are
tested formally within the School, but are not tested further by the licensing authority.
Despite these problems, it appears that the training given to LTOs is quite comprehensive.

French LTOs are trained for six months and it is assumed that this is a formal process as
LTOs must take oral, written and on-road tests. Refresher training is also taken for four to
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five days each year.

The proportion of time spent by testing officers on duties other than those associated with
on-road testing varies in New Zealand according to the location of the testing station. In
Singapore, Hong Kong, and Sweden, testing officers only carry out those duties that are
directly related to conducting on-road tests, while French testing officers spend 90%of
their time on testing. The Norwegian respondent gave the proportion of time spent on
other duties as 60 to 70%, but it is possible that this should read as time spent on testing.

Finally, the maximum number of practical tests that officers can conduct in anyone day is
seven in Norway, nine in Singapore, 12 in Sweden, 18 in Hong Kong and 20 in France.
In the case of Hong Kong, this would translate into a nine hour working day for the testing
officer if the full 18 were tested. New Zealand places no limit on the number of tests
which, for the civilian employees at least, allows over-time if required. There is also no
limit in Japan.

3.5 SUMMARY OF SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES IN SAMPLED
LICENSING JURISDICTIONS

Sections 3.1 through to 3.4 have given a brief overview of the testing involved in the
licensing process, as well as a cursory examination of training of LTOs, for a total of 32
jurisdications. In order to draw this information together so that a general overview of the
more common and divergent practices can be easily seen, a compilation of similarities and
differences is presented below.

3.5.1 Learner's Permit

Similarities

*
Twenty-eight of the 32 jurisdictions require that a knowledge test be successfully
passed in order to obtain a permit to learn to drive. The usual format is a paper and
pencil or computer-based test consisting of multiple choice items. Although four
jurisdictions do not set a test for the permit (Hong Kong, Sweden, Norway and
France), a knowledge test does form part of the graduated licensing system for these
countries.

Differences

* The minimum age to be able to obtain a learner's permit ranges from 14 years
(Alberta) to 18 years (Hong Kong, Japan). Four jurisdictions (Manitoba, Prince
Edward Island, Saskatchewan, Washington) lower the minimum age for applicants
enrolled in approved driver education courses.

* The number of questions appearing on the learner's permit test ranges from 20
(Nova Scotia, British Columbia, Alberta, Maryland, New York) to 50 (South
Australia, Singapore, Japan, Prince Edward Island, Saskatchewan, ), with the
lowest pass rate being 60% correct (South Australia) and the highest 92 % (New
Zealand). More commonly, however, the pass rate is set at levels greater than 70 %
and less than 90 %.

3.5.2 On-Road Test

Similarities

*

*
Twenty-one jurisdictions do not allow a second passenger in the test vehicle.

Thirty-one jurisdictions allow the test to be taken in either a manual or automatic
transmission car, while one (Singapore) will only allow a manual transmission.
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Although it is often claimed that scoring does not differ according to transmission
type, the general practice is to score gear and clutch errors for manual transmission
vehicles; these error sources are absent in tests conducted in automatic cars. Only
five jurisdictions (Victoria, the Northern Territory, Oregon, Washington, and New
Brunswick) do not discriminate between the two transmission types according to the
respective standard score sheets.

*

*

*

*

*

Only three jurisdictions (Hong Kong, Japan, Sweden) issue separate licences for
each transmission type, while five endorse the licences of applicants tested in
automatic cars with 'auto only' (Victoria, Queensland, Tasmania, Norway, France).

Thirty-one jurisdictions use a standard form to check errors made during the
practical test (the exception is Sweden where the LTO uses his/her own judgement
of the applicant's ability). In five cases where the standard score sheets were
provided (Ontario, Prince Edward Island, Northern Territory, Hong Kong and
France), it can be seen that evaluation of the applicant's ability is very much left to
the discretion of the LTO; ie errors are not scored according to either a dichotomous
rating (eg poor vs fair), nor do items on the score sheet have predetermined value or
values (depending on the severity of the fault).

Every licensing jurisdiction has grounds for immediate failure. Where failure
occurs through accruing error points rather than dangerous actions, 19 authorities
allow the LTO to decide whether the test should continue or halt while another
three simply stated that the test would not stop in these instances.

All jurisdictions, apart from Prince Edward Island, test skills in low speed
manoeuvring. Twenty-nine authorities include reverse (parallel) parking; 23 include
a hill-start, 19 include a three-point turn while 11 also include other manoeuvres
such as reversing.

The LTOs in 28 jurisdictions score faults when and if they occur. The variation
from this practice occurs in New Zealand and Sweden.

*
Twenty-three authorities have set driving routes. Of the nine who do not, six are
Australian. The criteria for the routes vary, but generally the requirement is to
include as many traffic conditions as possible.

Differences

*
The minimum age to be able to take the practical on-road test ranges from 15 years
6 months (New Zealand) to 18 years (Victoria, Hong Kong, Japan, Norway,
Sweden, France, Washington). Hence, the possible exposure time between
learner's permit and first driver's licence ranges from no time limitation (eg.
Ontario) to two years (Victoria, Alberta).

*

*

Thirteen jurisdictions require that the practical test be conducted at the testing centre
nearest the applicant's place of residence; 18 do not place any restrictions on this
aspect of testing.

In 11 jurisdictions the test route is devised by individual LTOs (seven of these are
Australian authorities), while test routes in 19 authorities are planned either by
senior personnel or by LTOs with approval of a more senior person.

3.5.3 Other Tests Accompanying Practical Test

Similarities

*
The majority of licensing authorities do not include a second knowledge test as part
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of the graduated licensing system. The exceptions are Oregon, Japan, Singapore,
Tasmania and Victoria with the latter being the only jurisdiction to place the test
after the practical test.

Most jurisdictions do not include advanced driving skills as part of the licensing
process. Sweden includes a compulsory skid course test, Norway requires
compulsory training but not testing of skid skills, while New Zealand offers a
reduction in time spent in the licensing system for holders of advanced driving
certificates.
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3.5.4 Administrative Information

Similarities

*
Twenty jurisdictions allow interpreter assistance for non native speakers, but few
allow this assistance during the actual on-road test. It is feasible that interpreter
assistance during the on-road test could be permitted in Victoria, the Northern
Territory, New Zealand, France, California, New York and Sweden because these
jurisdictions allow driving instructors to ride in the vehicle during the test. Quebec
is the only licensing authority which stipulated that, even though the instructor may
accompany his/her student, no interpreter assistance is allowed at this time.

Differences

*

*

There is considerable variation in the time taken for each component of the on-road
test. The administrative requirements can take between two (Alberta) and 30
(Japan) minutes; the on-road test itself ranges from 12-15 minutes (California) to 45
minutes (Tasmania); while the time booked for each applicant can be as short as 20
minutes (California) or as long as two hours (France), depending on whether other
tests are also taken at this time. The maximum time allowable for the practical test
ranges from 15 minutes (California, New York) to 45 minutes (Tasmania).

The charges for tests in the licensing system can vary within a country to the extent
that applicants in some authorities pay twice the amount of applicants in other
authorities.

3.5.5 Licence Testing Officers

Similarities

*

*

*

Licence testing officers are all employees of the respective licensing authorities.
Although members of the police force generally take on this function in
country/remote areas, New Zealand was the only authority to report using 'civilian'
staff.

Twenty-one jurisdictions formally test LTOs as part of the selection process; of the
ten authorities who do not, three are Australian.

Only three authorities (Singapore, Hong Kong, Sweden) reported that testing
officers spend all their time conducting on-road tests. At the other end of the scale,
LTOs in New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, California, Oregon, spend 50%
(60-70% in Norway) of their working time conducting tests. For the remaining
jurisdictions, how much time is spent by LTOs away from testing depends on
location and work loads.

Differences

*
The initial training period for LTOs ranges from four days (Quebec) to 18 months
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*

*
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(Manitoba). However, the longer training periods no doubt include a lengthy
probation period.

Training of LTOs can be as informal as the novice being assigned to an experienced
LTO to learn aspects of the job (Northern Territory, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward
Island), or as formal as enrolment in college classes (New Zealand, Norway,
Newfoundland) .

Refresher training is often available in some form, but varies from in-house checks
to specialized courses. Most authorities do not hold refresher training sessions for
LTOs at regular intervals. Of the 14 who do, the intervals range from ten hours per
month (Japan) to every four years (Ontario).

Where such limits are set, the maximum number of tests per examiner per day
ranges from seven (Norway) to 35 (New York). Twelve jurisdictions do not set a
limit.
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4 DISCUSSION

In the past, the road test was generally seen as being the licence test, more or less in
isolation. The concept of a broader licensing system, of which the road test formed only one
component, did not exist. However, awareness of the broader system is increasing and, as
noted earlier, the focus of most recent research in the licensing area has been on the
structure of graduated licensing systems rather than on any of the testing processes which
form part of such a system.

The major aim of the driver licensing system is to maximise road safety: that is, to
minimize accidents and the multitude of different costs associated with the resultant deaths,
injuries and property damage. Whether this means to minimize the absolute number of
accidents, or to minimize the accident rate per distance driven, is a matter which has been
little discussed, and on which there is no consensus of opinion.

Theoretically, the road safety effects of a driver licensing system may be achieved in two
main ways: by decreasing the exposure of drivers to accident risk, and by reducing the
individual risk levels of all drivers passing through the system.

The first of these two effects on exposure to risk may operate in two different ways. At the
individual driver level, a valid test might be expected to fail those drivers who would be at
the highest risk if licensed. Such drivers therefore continue as 'learners' for a longer
period, thus reducing their exposure to hazardous situations and decreasing their risk of
accident. At the level of the overall driver population, the existence of a licence test may
reduce exposure by delaying the process of acquiring a licence (i.e., it may increase the
effective licensing age). While this should not be regarded as sufficient justification for the
existence of a licence test, the consequent impact of removal of the test on the total
numbers of accidents should be recognized.

It can be seen that both of the above possible effects on exposure would reduce the absolute
number of accidents by holding down the number of licensed drivers rather than by
reducing the accident rate. The second of the two postulated safety effects of the licensing
system - a reduction in individual drivers' levels of risk - would reduce the accident rate per
licensed driver. The primary means of achieving this are tests of various driver
competencies, including the on-road test.

Licence test components such as low speed parking manoeuvres to demonstrate vehicle
control, maintaining correct position on the road while cornering, hazard perception, road
law and roadcraft, etc., focus the attention and efforts of learner drivers onto acquiring the
necessary knowledge and skills to pass the test. For example, knowing that road law and
roadcraft are to be tested undoubtedly leads to increased knowledge, which may cause
young drivers to modify the conditions under which they choose to drive, and/or to reduce
their level of risk when making decisions as part of the driving process - in gap acceptance
or overtaking manoeuvres, for example.

Similarly, the existence of a hazard perception test as part of the licensing system might be
expected to focus greater attention on the importance of this aspect of driving, which may
possibly lead to the earlier development of hazard perception skills among learner drivers
and a consequent reduction in their risk levels and accident rates. It is clear that for licence
testing to fulfil this educational role most effectively, the tests should be supported by
appropriate educational and training programs.

Thus, licence tests may serve both to motivate prospective drivers to acquire greater driving
competence than otherwise, and also to filter out drivers (usually temporarily) who have not
yet achieved adequate competence. It is in this second function that reliability is important.
A test's effectiveness should be evaluated in terms of both these functions.
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Unfortunately, any actual effects of licence testing on road safety (as opposed to the
intended effects outlined above) are difficult to establish, particularly the relationship
between licence testing and a reduction in drivers' risk level. Macdonald (1987) concluded
from a review of literature concerning possible relationships between licence test
performance and subsequent driving record that (a) there is very little evidence of an
empirical relationship, and (b) evidence of such a relationship should not be expected
because:

"First, people who fail the test, who would be expected to have the greatest number of
accidents, are removed by their test result from the sample of drivers whose subsequent
accident record is investigated. Second, it is unlikely that the ranking of the actual levels of
driving skill for a group of newly licensed drivers would remain constant over the
following year during which their accident records are established. Third, reported crashes
are comparatively rare events, and are caused by many factors other than the driving skill
of one of the involved drivers." (Macdonald, 1987, p.lO)

For these reasons it is difficult to suggest a practicable means of establishing the predictive
validity of a licence test as a means of removing drivers with inadequately developed
competencies, or as a predictor of future accident record. Reliability, however, is
achievable, as discussed earlier.

McKnight and Stewart (1990) argued that:

"The function of the drive test is not to predict accident probability but rather to assure that
drivers possess the knowledge and skill required to operate safely before being granted a
license. The ability of the drive test to serve this function can only be validly assessed by
comparing the driving records of those who were required to take the drive test, and
therefore had to prepare for it, against an equivalent group licensed without being tested or
having to prepare for the test. To date no study of this type has been reported." (p.47)

This view assigns primary importance to the educational function of the test, rather than the
selection function. For this function, content validity is most important. The educational
rather than assessment emphasis can be seen in some very recent or proposed changes to
licensing systems.

For example, information has been obtained from conversations with Peter Johns of the
South Australian Department of Road Transport, and Ray Newland of Vic Roads, that the
on-road licence test in South Australia is to become optional, commencing in 1992. People
who successfully complete an accredited driver training course, incorporating a specified set
of driving experiences and certified by the driver trainer, will be awarded a provisional
licence without further assessment. Current estimates of the proportion of people who will
initially opt for the training option ranged from 15% to 50%.

In somewhat similar vein, in 1983 the Canadian Province of Quebec made pre-licence
driver training compulsory. An evaluation of the impact of this change (Potvin and
Champagne, 1989) showed that the training had no effect on accident rate per licensed
driver, but it decreased the average age at which young women obtained their licence. The
authors conclusions are very relevant in the present context. They stated that:

"The general conclusion of our study is that extending to a larger population the obligation
to follow a driver's training course prior to licensure acts as an incentive to get a first
driver's licence at an earlier age. Because of that, and also becasue driver training courses
do not affect the risk of accidents during the first year of driving experience, the long term
effect can be an increase in the total number of accidents involving young inexperienced
drivers. These conclusions are in agreement with earlier studies that have demonstrated
that High School driver education programs are an incentive for teens to get their first
driver's license and that these programs do not reduce the risk of an accident.
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The study exemplifies how careful Governments must be when road safety is at stake.
However, a survey of a representative sample of the Quebec population conducted in the
spring of 1984 shows that the great majority of the respondents agree with such a law and
that they are confident that it should decrease the number of accidents. Mandatory driver
training is thus a popular measure which hs a deleterious effect on road safety. "(p.2)

This Canadian experience highlights the need to consider the possible impact of training or
licensing system changes on exposure as well as on risk reduction. In Quebec it appears that
mandatory training did not reduce levels of accident risk - a finding which is consistent with
the general conclusion from numerous evaluations of the effectiveness of driver training
programs.

In many jurisdictions, the duration of the learner permit stage and/or the provisional licence
stage is shortened for drivers who successfully complete an approved course of driver
training. A similar system was recently recommended for adoption in Victoria (Chambers,
de Fazio, Dumesny, Handley, Newland and Williamson, 1990). According to these
authors:

"Learner drivers would be required to record their driving experience in a log book, to be
certified and produced prior to undertaking the licence test. Instruction could be provided
by any fully licenced driver, however, the prescribed hours of experience would be reduced
if training is provided by a licenced driving instructor or through specially accredited
course. "

In the absence of evidence that such training leads to a reduction in accident riskfor the
population of drivers concerned (and such evidence is currently lacking), this type of policy
appears inadvisable, particularly if it leads to an increase in exposure as has occurred in
Quebec.

The above initiatives, or proposed initiatives, appear to have little basis in research
evidence. They contrast with the recent work on licence testing discussed in the literature
review (Glad, 1984; Macdonald, 1987; Fabre et ai, 1988; McKnight, 1989; McKnight and
Stewart, 1990). The general thrust of evidence from these authors is consistent and its
implications for licence testing are fairly clear.

The prevailing view is best summarized in the last of these reports - the very
comprehensive document produced by McKnight and Stewart (1990). These authors clearly
recognized the important influence of licence tests on driving skill acquisition and the driver
training courses. In view of this they emphasized the importance of the content validity of
licence tests, and the consequent need to test the widest possible range of safety-related
driver competencies, bearing in mind the practical constraints of licence testing.

Their other main focus was the importance of reliability, which it is widely agreed can only
be achieved within a test procedure which is very clearly defined. In nearly all documented
cases this implies the use of set routes along which are set locations where clearly defined
aspects of driver behaviour are assessed according to clearly defined criteria. Thus, a
reliable test procedure is one which is used as "an objective measure of competency" rather
than "as a means by which a skillful examiner can judge competency" (McKnight and
Stewart, 1990, p.62).
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

At this stage it is difficult to recommend any immediate changes to existing Victorian·test
procedures which would result in substantial improvements. The issues which require most
immediate resolution within the Victorian context appear to be the following:

(1) Who should be responsible for assessing whether a driver is sufficiently competent
to be issued with a probationary licence?

The currently suggested options are:

(a) employees of the licensing authority whose main skill is in driver assessment
(i.e. LTOs), or

(b) employees of private driver training companies whose skills include both
driver training and driver assessment, or

(c) both of the above groups. (This third alternative is believed to be the option
chosen by South Australia.)

(2) What form(s) of testing or assessment procedure are able to achieve satisfactory
reliability?

(3) What forms of test and test content (and of training curriculum) should be included
within the licensing system (or training/licensing system) to maximise content
validity from a road safety viewpoint?
(For example, should there be training and/or assessment of 'hazard perception'
ability? or of parking ability? At what stage(s) of the licensing system should
knowledge of road law and roadcraft be assessed?)

The primary aims of the next stage of this investigation should be to provide answers to the
above questions.
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(1) Who should be responsible for assessing whether a driver is sufficiently
competent to be issued with a probationary licence?

This question is of basic importance, and must be answered prior to questions 2 and 3. It
raises complex issues which need to be considered within the context of a clear view of the
structure and and functioning of the licensing system.

Driver Licensing Systems

Driver licensing systems have many different components and variables, such as the
number of tests given, the stage at which each test is given, the nature of the tests, and the
minimum age or experience requirements for some of these tests (e.g. learner permit, on
road). In some systems, driver training programs are a system component in that the
minimum age or experience requirements of some licence tests are reduced if accredited
driver training has been undertaken. Different restrictions apply during the various stages of
the licensing process. It is this combination of factors and conditions which constitutes a
licensing system.

The effects of a change to one component of the licensing system will be influenced by
interactions between components. For example, the impact of allowing people who have
undertaken certain driver training to be licensed at a lower age, or with less experience,
will be dependent on the effectiveness of the training relative to experience. Similarly, the
impact of abolishing the requirement for 'stand alone' on-road licence tests for people who
have successfully completed certain driver training will be dependent on the relative effects
of preparation for a licence test versus the particular driver training and assessment
program.

Changes to a system component may have unexpected consequences. For example, in
Quebec it appears that compulsory pre-licence driver training failed to reduce accident risk
for the individuals concerned, and resulted in an increased exposure to accident risk of the
young female population, with an expected net increase in numbers of accidents. In view of
the well documented general ineffectiveness of driver training as a means of reducing
accident risk, this outcome is not surprising.

Licensing system changes impact on a wide variety of different 'interest groups' in a wide
variety of ways. For example, the effects of changing the on-road test procedure to
increase its reliability inevitably includes effects on the jobs of LTOs. In this case the
nature of the changes are likely to result in some loss of autonomy or 'job control', which
is known to be a cause of lower job satisfaction, which in turn tends to increase absenteeism
and turnover (McCormick and Ilgen, 1985; Lansbury and Prideaux, 1980). A proper
appreciation of this potential problem at the planning stage may permit other aspects of
LTO job design to be adjusted in order to balance out the negative effects of the more
constrained on-road test procedure.

To take another example, the Victorian 'on-road' test time maximum of 20 minutes is equal
to the minimum reported from any jurisdiction in the present study. In six of the twelve
overseas jurisdictions there was no upper limit to the number of applicants that an LTO can
test in one day. In the remaining six jurisdictions, Singapore has a limit of nine (the same
as that given for Victoria), but others range from 12 to 18; 12 is the modal value. The
reported limit in other Australian States ranged from 10 (the mode) to 14, with a mean of
11; in the Northern Territory there is no specified limit. From this it appears that testing
officers in Victoria spend less of their time in on-road testing than officers in most other
jurisdictions. However, to evaluate the overall efficiency of this situation it would be
necessary to consider a comprehensive range of factors, such as the training and skill
requirements of the various duties which may constitute an LTO's job, job satisfaction,
absenteeism/turnover and the associated costs.

Thus, there are likely to be many different effects, with associated costs and benefits, of a
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system change. In deciding whether responsibility for assessing driver competence should
be vested in LTOs as at present, and/or in a highly regulated driver training industry as is
proposed in South Australia, it is important to assess the associated costs and benefits
within a broad framework such as that outlined in Figure 1 (see over).

Assessment by LTOs versus Assessment by Driving Instructors

Two primary road safety functions of the on-road test have been identified: to 'select out'
drivers who have inadequate competence, and to set an appropriate standard for driver
training. It is proposed in South Australia to share both these functions with accredited
driver trainers.

The transfer of these functions from licence testing officers to driver trainers would not be
expected to have a significant effect on the subsequent accident rate of drivers, since there
is very little evidence of the effectiveness of either driver training or driver licence testing
as means of reducing the subsequent accident risk of drivers thus trained or tested. It is
possible, however, that such a change may increase the absolute numbers of subsequent
accidents by increasing the numbers of drivers becoming licensed and hence exposed to
greater risk. Such an increase in licenced drivers has been found in Quebec as a
consequence of compulsory pre-driver training, for instance.

Given the relatively higher costs of professional driver training compared with learning
from a family member or friend, and given that professional driver training has not been
shown to be better in terms of subsequent accident rate than non-professional training, it
would seem difficult to justify compulsory driver training. Furthermore, it is unlikely that
the Australian community would accept it. This is not being proposed in South Australia.
As a consequence, in South Australia it will be necesssary to maintain indefinitely an
adequate licence testing system in parallel with the driver training and assessment system.
There will effectively be a dual system of driver testing, since assessment must necessarily
form part of the accredited driver training option. It is planned that all such training and
assessment will be monitored by people who were formerly licence testing officers and who
may still retain some licence testing duties. Clearly, the probable cost-effectiveness of such
a dual system relative to the existing system would require detailed and comprehensive
analysis.

Some parallel may be drawn with the licensing of heavy vehicle drivers. There are now
four accredited driver training centres with the authority to certify competence for licensing
purposes. However, the costs of these centres appear to be largely borne by employers of
heavy vehicle drivers, so the comparison with standard driver licence testing is limited.

In view of the above, it is recommended that:

* The South Australian plans for standard driver licensing should be fonnally
documented and evaluated within a broadframework, taking account of the multi
factorial and interactive nature of the driver licensing system and the implications
of proposed changes for all significant interest groups. The extent to which the
South Australian rationale is translatable to Victorian conditions should be
detennined.
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Figure 1. Groups, Factors, Functions and Outcomes
Affected by a Driver Licensing System

1. Licensing authority (VicRoads)

*
*

*
*

road safety benefits (exposure, risk level)
operating costs:

staff numbers required
staff training requirements
LTO skills
job design of LTOs - related to this, job satisfaction and associated
absenteeism and turnover costs
monitoring and maintenance of driver assessment standards

perceived potential for corruption
credibility within the community

2. Learner drivers

*
*
*
*
*
*

nature/quality of the learning process
knowledge and skills learned
cost of gaining a licence
perceived equity of outcome
perceived validity of outcome
subsequent driving behaviour - exposure level

- individual risk level

3. The general community

*
*

*

*

*

road safety (exposure, risk level)
mobility
system corruptibility - perceived/actual
perceived/actual equity of outcome
distribution of costs/profit between public and private sector employees

4. Driver educators/trainers

(a) commercial driving schools:

*

*
*

*

operating costs and profits
- staff time
- training requirements
- instructor skills
- job design of driver trainers - related job satisfaction and associated

absenteeism and turnover costs
maintenance of standards
potential for corruption
credibility within the community

(b) family and friends:

*
*
*

time demands - availability, convenience
monetary costs
availability of adequate information/expertise
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(2) What forms of acceptable testing or assessment procedure are able to achieve
satisfactory reliability and hence, equity of outcome?

This issue needs to be addressed, regardless of whether assessment is performed as at
present by LTOs, or by driving instructors during a driver training course. The form which
assessment takes if it is performed by instructors may well differ from that currently used
by LTOs. Nevertheless, the need still exists for assessment to be reliable; indeed, it may be
seen as greater in that drivers will presumably be paying for further instruction if they fail.

McKnight argued strongly for the importance of improving the low levels of reliability
typical of the traditional form of driver test or assessment. In his opinion (McKnight,
1989), the public cares more about consistency and fairness than about validity. The
literature is very clear that reliability can be improved by adoption of a more systematic and
clearly defined procedure.

It might be argued by some that since there is no clear evidence that driver licence testing
reduces subsequent accident rate, it is therefore unnecessary and should be discontinued.
However, the same argument applies with equal force to driver training. Furthermore, it is
unlikely that driving instructors responsible for certifying drivers as 'fit to be licensed I
would not assess a driver's competence in some way. As long as driver licences are held to
constitute evidence of a basic level of driving competence, driving performance must be
assessed.

Given this, a reliable form of assessment must be ensured. If assessment is to be performed
by driving instructors, reliability will be important not only to provide 'fairness', but also
to minimize the perceived possibility of corruption, which may appear (rightly or wrongly)
as a greater potential problem.

The recent, unsuccessful attempt in Victoria to implement the CORT was an attempt to
achieve this goal. Given that the CORT has been shown to be a highly reliable test, it is
recommended that:

*

*

*

A detailed post-hoc evaluation should be conducted of the processes involved in
the previous attempt to implement the CORT, to detennine:

how, in the future, the implementation process for a new road test should
be improved

necessary conditions to achieve the future acceptance of a more reliable
test

If necessary, and if possible without unduly compromising reliability, the CORT
should be modified to increase its acceptability to LTOs.

If driving instructors are to assess driver competence for the purpose of licensing,
a fonn of assessment should be established which is comparable in its reliability to
that used by LTOs

A more reliable method of testing will demand considerably more investment in the training
of testing officers and in the development of test routes than has been the case in Victoria
previously. Such changes will be consistent with current trends overseas, based on the
information obtained in the current study. It has been found that the most common practice
reported by overseas jurisdictions replying to our questionnaire is for test routes to be pre
determined, rather than selected by the testing officer as in Victoria, and for testing officers
to receive more extensive training than in Victoria, both initially and, more particularly, in
the form of regular in-service programs.

Thus, it appears that although most jurisdictions have stopped short of a fully systematic
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test procedure along the lines of the CORT and those recommended by McKnight (1989)
and McKnight and Stewart (1990), their greater emphasis on the use of set routes and
greater attention to the training of testing officers would both tend to produce greater
reliability.

It is therefore recommended that:

*

(3)

The training requirements necessaryfor LTOs (and driving instructors if
applicable) to attain and maintain adequate test reliability should be specified.

What forms of test and test content (and of training curriculum) should be
included within the licensing system (or training/licensing system) to maximize
content validity from a road safety viewpoint?

(For example: should there be assessment of 'hazard perception' ability? or of
parking ability? At what stage(s) of the licensing system should knowledge of road
law and roadcraft be assessed?)

Regardless of who is responsible for assessing driver competence for licensing purposes,
the content of the assessment or test is likely to influence the learning process of new
drivers. This influence would presumably be maximized by incorporating the assessment
within a driver training program, although this might also be achieved by closer co
operation between those responsible for training and the licensing authority.

It is important that the content of the on-road test, and of other tests and forms of
assessment within the licensing system, validly represent the knowledge, skills and specific
competencies which together form the basis of general driving competence. In the past
there has been emphasis on the acquisition and testing of vehicle control skills which, it has
been more recently recognized, form only one subset of competencies. The skills associated
with hazard identification and evaluation are now also recognized as important and
deserving of more attention during the process of learning to drive (e.g. Macdonald, 1987).
The role of driving-related knowledge is difficult to establish empirically, but on purely
logical grounds some basic knowledge (for example of drink-driving laws and their basis) is
essential for the development of safe driving behaviour.

McKnight and Stewart (1990) reported a detailed listing of driver competencies, sub
divided into general competencies and driving-specific competencies. They were identified
and rated on the basis of their relationship with road safety, mobility, or both. This work
provides the best currently available framework for the assessment of the content validity of
methods of assessing driver competence for licensing; it was for this practical purpose that
the work was performed.

It is therefore recommended that:

*

*

*

*

The content validity of the CORT (or modified fonn of the CORT - see above),
should be evaluated in tenns of the criteria established by McKnight and Stewarl
(1990), fUrlher modifications made if necessary, and the reliability of the resulting
test empirically confinned.

The resultant test should be implemented as the standard fonn of on-road test used
by LTOs.

If driving instructors are to assess driver competence for the purpose of licensing,
a fonn of on-road assessment should be established which is comparable in its
content validity (as well as its reliability - see above) to that used by LTOs

The contribution to the overall content validity of the licence testing system of the



other tests which are currently used (knowledge, visual acuity and colour vision)
or which it is planned to introduce (hawrd perception) should be evaluated, and
changes recommended if necessary.
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AUTOMOBILE DRIVER LICENSING QUESTIONNAIRE
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MONASH UNIVERSITY ACCIDENT RESEARCH CENTRE
WELLINGTON ROAD

CLAYfON, VICTORIA, AUSfRALIA

AUTOMOBILE DRIVER LICENSING QUESTIONNAIRE

Please circle the appropriate response or provide infonnation as requested.

The infonnation below refers to driver licensing procedures for:

________________ In _

84

(state/province)

1 LEARNER PERMIT

(country)

1.1 Do people in your state/country need to apply for a pennit to
learn to drive an automobile? Yes No

1.2 Do they have to pass a test to get the pennit?

H 'No', go to Question 2.1

1.3 What is the minimum age required to be able to sit the
learner pennit test?

Yes No

1.4 What fonn does the test take:

(1) written

YesNo

(2) computer-based

YesNo

(3) both written and computer based components

YesNo

(4) other

YesNo

If 'other', please describe:

For a written test component:

1.5 How many questions appear on the test?

1.6 How many questions must be answered correctly
to pass the test?

1.7 Is the test subject to a time limit? Yes No



1.8 If 'Yes', what is the maximum time allowed

1.9

Is the test presented in a:

(1) multiple choice fonnat

YesNo

(2) free response fonnat

YesNo

(3) other

YesNo

If 'other', please describe:

For a computer-based test component:

1.10

How many questions appear on the test?

1.11

How many questions must be answered correctly
to pass the test?

1.12

Is the test subject to a time limit? YesNo

1.13

If 'Yes', what is the maximum time allowed

1.14

Is the test presented in a:

(1) multiple choice fonnat

YesNo

(2) free response fonnat

YesNo

(3) other

YesNo

If 'other', please describe:

2 ON-ROAD TEST
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2.1 Does your state/country require learner drivers to pass
an on-road test to gain their licence?

If 'No' go to question 2.45

2.2 What is the minimum age required to be able to take the test?

Yes No



2.3 Are applicants normally required to be tested at the testing
station closest to their place of residence?

YesNo

2.4

Are driving instructors allowed in the car at the time of
testing?

YesNo

Transmission Type 2.5

Can the on-road test be undertaken in either a manual
or automatic transmission car?

YesNo

2.6

If 'No', which is is the compulsory vehicle?

2.7

If 'Yes', are there different scoring methods depending
on the transmission type?

YesNo

If 'Yes', please specify:

2.8 Are separate licences issued for the driving of manual and
automatic transmission cars?

YesNo

Scoring of On-Road Test 2.9

Does the testing officer score the applicant's driving
performance using a standard form?

YesNo

If 'Yes', question 2.10 to 2.12 can be omitted if the information is
included on the standard form and a copy forwarded with thisquestionnaire.

2.10

What is the method of scoring:

(1) commence with a set number of points

YesNo

(2) commence with a score of zero

YesNo

(3) points deducted for errors

YesNo

(4) points gained for correct performance

YesNo

(5) other

YesNo

If 'other', please describe:
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2.11 What is the pass level for the test?

2.12

Are there any grounds for immediate failure? YesNo

2.13

Does the test stop immediately when the applicant has
failed?

YesNo

2.14

If 'No', is the decision to stop or continue left to the
discretion of the testing officer?

YesNo

2.15

Please indicate if the following manoeuvres are a set
part of the on-road test:
(1) Hill start

YesNo

(2) Three point turn

YesNo

(3) Parallel parking

YesNo

Please list any other required low speed manoeuvres to
test vehicle control skills:
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2.16 Are there set locations along the route where the testing
officer observes and scores particular aspects of the
applicant's driving behaviour?

2.17 If 'Yest, please describe:

2.18 If 'No', does the testing officer score faults simply whenever
and wherever they occur?

Test Route

2.19 At each testing station, are there one or more set
driving routes from which the testing officer
can select for testing applicants?

2.20 If 'Yes', who determines these routes?

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No



2.21 If the testing officer determines these routes, who approves them?

2.22 What are the criteria used to detennine these routes?

2.23 Is there a time limit on the road test? YesNo

2.24

If 'Yes', what is the maximum time allowed?

Other Tests2.25

Are there any other tests which must be completed at the
time of the on-road test?

YesNo

If 'No', go to question 2.39 2.26

If 'Yes', are the tests taken before or after the on-road test? Before After

2.27

If 'Before', does failure on any of these tests exclude
the applicant from taking the on-road test?

YesNo

2.28

What form do such other tests take:

(1) written

YesNo

(2) computer-based

YesNo

(3) both written and computer based components

YesNo

(4) vision

YesNo

If 'Yes', please describe:
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(5) other Yes No



If 'other', please describe:

For a written test component:

2.29 How many questions appear on the test?

2.30 How many questions must be answered correctly to pass
the test?

2.31 Is the test subject to a time limit?

2.32 If 'Yes', what is the maximum time allowed

Yes No
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2.33 Is the test presented in a:

(1) multiple choice fonnat

(2) free response format

(3) other

If 'other', please describe:

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

For a computer-based test component:

2.34

How many questions appear on the test?

2.35

How many questions must be answered correctly to pass
the test?

2.36

Is the test subject to a time limit? YesNo

2.37

If 'Yes', what is the maximum time allowed

2.38

Is the test presented in a:

(1) multiple choice format

YesNo

(2) free response format

YesNo

(3) other

YesNo



If 'other', please describe:

2.39 How much time is allowed for the entire test precedure,
including administrative and on-road/off-road requirements
(ie when making bookings)?

2.40 On average, how long does each component of the testing
session actually take:

(1) administrative requirements

(2) on-road test

(3) any other tests

2.41 Does the on-road testing officer attend to other test
requirements?

2.42 If 'No', who does?

Yes No
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2.43 Does the on-road testing officer attend to administrative
requirements?

2.44 If 'No', who does?

2.45 If your state/territory does not require an on-road test, what system
is in place to assess the driving proficiency of new drivers:

Yes No



2.46 After the initial granting of a driver licence, is there any
subsequent testing before the granting of a full licence?
(eg. after one or two years of driving experience)

If 'No' go to question 2.59

2.47 If 'Yes', when is this further testing conducted?

Yes No
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2.48 If 'Yes', what fonn does the test take:

(1) wrinen

YesNo

(2) computer-based

YesNo

(3) both wrinen and computer based components

YesNo

(4) other

YesNo

If 'other', please describe:

For a written test component:

2.49

How many questions appear on the test?

2.50

How many questions must be answered correctly to pass
the test?

2.51

Is the test subject to a time limit? YesNo

2.52

If 'Yes', what is the maximum time allowed

2.53

Is the test presented in a:

(1) multiple choice format

YesNo

(2) free response format

YesNo

(3) other

YesNo



If 'other', please describe;

For a computer-based test component:

2.54 How many questions appear on the test?

2.55 How many questions must be answered correctly to pass
the test?

2.56 Is the test subject to a time limit?

2.57 If 'Yes', what is the maximum time allowed

2.58 Is the test presented in a:

(1) multiple choice fonnat

(2) free response format

(3) other

If 'other', please describe;

Costs

2.59 How much is an applicant charged at each stage of the
licencing system:

(1) learner's permit

(2) main test

(3) any other tests prior to the granting of a full licence

(4) subsequent tests if applicant fails

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

$-
$-
$-
$--
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2.60 If figures are available, how much is the actual cost of
processing one applicant:

(1) learner's pennit

(2) main test

(3) any other tests prior to the granting of a full licence

(4) subsequent tests if applicant fails

3 LICENCETESTINGOFFICERS

3.1 Who are the testing officers (eg employees of licensing
authority, employees of independent body, police officers, etc)?

3.2 Do officers undergo a period of training?

3.3 If 'Yest, how long is the training period?

3.4 What does the training involve?

$-
$-
$-
$--

Yes No
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3.5 Do formal tests need to be passed in order to become a
licence testing officer?

YesNo

3.6

If 'Yes', what are the types of tests that
must be passed:
(1) oral

YesNo

(2) written

YesNo

(3) on-road

YesNo

(4) computer-based

YesNo

(5) other



!f'other', please describe:

3.7 If 'No', how are potential testing officers evaluated for competence:
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3.8 Is there a regular refresher training? Yes No

3.9 If 'Yes', how often does the refresher course need to be taken?

3.10 What fonn does the refresher training take? Please describe:

3.11 What proportion of their time is spent by licence testing
officers on duties other than those associated with on-roadtesting?

3.12

Is there a limit on the number of applicants a testing
officer can test on anyone day?

YesNo

3.13

If 'Yes', how many?

3.14

Are provisions made to have an interpreter in attendance
when the applicant requires one?

YesNo

3.15

Is the interpreter nonnally available from within the
licensing authority?

YesNo

Thank you for completing this questionnaire. Your time
is very much appreciated.
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APPENDIX 2

ON-ROAD TEST STANDARD SCORE SHEETS

FOR SAMPLED JURISDICTIONS
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Conditions

[Q]~0[i][lJ

Score

Pass Fail

o 0

Pass Fail

o 0
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/

PtsOtf

/

100 Minus:

Road Test Final Score

Knowledge Test 3

r""oa OHi""

Date

[

Office Use Only

Auto Man

o 0

R6/

Pass Fail

o 0

/

/

L6/Vision

Comments

Colour Test

VICTORIA

l /

No Yes

o 0

Ir'I' ';"irth I I I L~"e

· __.-I. ~YlCIUUWP~
Road Test Score Sheet

Driving History -to be completed by applicant No Yes

Since obtaining your permit, has it been cancelled or suspended or 0 0
have you been disqualified from driving in Victoria or elsewhere?

Health Details - to be completed by applicant

Have you previously provided a medical report or suffer

from any medical condition or take any medication?

Signature of applicant Date

1 11//

TO APPLICANT: You have 100 points at the start of the test. A definite

number of points are taken off for each error noted by the examiner.

Failure on any manoeuvre is grounds for immediate ending of the test.

PASSING GRADE: 70 Points

Applicants Name

I

!""g, of Address __ II I I I

Collision

Immediate Failure

MO 21 !i3 ~

Triplicate· BlueDuplicate· White

Lack of Co-operation

Refusal to try any manoeuvre.

Repeated failure to follow Instructions

Lack of controls to POint where examiner believes

continuation of test would be dangerous.

Original. PlIlk

The test will be immediately discontinued and counted as a failure

in the event of any of the following (except when unavoidable):-

Dangerous Action

D Action requiring expert driving by another driver, or dodging by

a pedestrian, to prevent a collision

D Action requiring Licensed Driver or Examiner to come to aid of

applicant in controlling vehicle.

D Stalling car within busy intersection because of inexperience or
lack of skill.

D Driving two wheels over the kerb or onto the footpath

D Committing any driving fault. which causes potential

danger to any person or property.

State fault

D Striking another car.

D Striking a pedestrian.

D Striking any fixed Object.

D Improper action causing colliSion or near collision of other

vehicles in immediate vicinity.

Failure to Stop at 

D Red Traffic Control Signal.

D Stop Sign.

D Children's School Crossing when any pedestrian is on crossing

Reverse Parking

50 Unsuccessful attempt

51 Strikes kerb heavily

52. Runs up on kerb

53 Strikes Stanchion

3 Point Turn

54 Number of attempts

55 Bumps kerb

Grade Control

56. Roll Back (see 47)

Mirrors and Observation

57. Use of Mirror

58 Method of Look Back

59 Observation

Steering

34. Position of hands

35. Smoothness

36. Two Hand Grip

37. Over Steering

Engine Control

38. Use of Gears

39. Choice of Gears

40. Clutch Use

41. Accelerator Use

42. Stalling the car

Use of Brakes

43. Smoothness in appying

44. Reaction to Hazards

45. On Turns

46. On Grades

47. Parking Brake Use

48. Trailer Brake Use

49. Other Faults (Give details,

such as non-use of seat belts)

Starting

1. Starting Engine

2. Mirror and Look Back

Caution

3. Intersection Approach

4. In changing lanes

Traffic Signal/Sign

5. Obedience to Sign/Signal

6. Position after Stopping

7. Starts before signal

8. Waits too long

Lane Use

9. Choice of Proper Lane

10. Position in Lane

11. Unnecessary Changing

12 Positioning in unlaned
carriageway

Passing and Being Passed

13. Clearance

14. Co-operating with Overtaker

15 Co-operating with Passer

Speed Control

16. Over Speed Limit

17. Needless Stops

18. On Turns

19. On approaching corners

20. Following Distance

21. Maintain headway

Right of Way

22 To other vehicles

23 To Pedestrians

24 To Emergency Vehicles

25. Not Accepting Right of Way

Righf and Left Turns

26 Swings too wide

27 Cuts too short

28 Starts wrong lane

29 Ends wrong lane

Signalling

30. Signal Knowledge

31 On starting from kerb

32 On turns

33 On lane change
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DATE / /19 TESTING CENTR_f _

MlFAPPLlC/,;':TS NAME

TEST VEHICLE

R.EGISTRATION No., ~ ~

DRIVING SCHOOl PRIV AT,-F~~ __ ~

LE4.RNERS PERMIT No .. _

CLASSES

CLASS A~B_C_D_E_G_Othcr~
RESTRICTION ~ _

OJUVING TEST TIME K/M

VEHICLE INSPECTION

fAIL REo\SON

PASS FAIL
STA.RT~ __ ~ _

FINISH

D_D Dangc(ous Action{
Serious Violation D

TEST RESULT

InadC(jl,latc Ability (LA.)/
4 or mOre faults. (Fs) o Test Terminated

CO~fMeNTS - C"O'SO "'M"" No( __ ArPLlCANrs SJG1I:ATUR~

I!. ~ SPEED - Excessive for Situation
- Constantly too $low

12. _ VEHICLE CONTROLS - Incorrect use/K."owleds
13. __ STALLING - Repeated
14. __ OVERTAKlNG - Incorrect
15. __ BEING OVERTAKE~ - Tncorrect action
16. _ GEARS - Poor use generally
17. __ TRAFFIC SIGNS - Disobey
18. __ SIGNALS - Disobey
19. __ ROAD MARKiNGS - Disobey
20. __ FAILS TO DR;"E IN A DEFENSIVE MA~~ER

SECTION D REA vY Vi! ." LES

l. ...:...:...- MOUNTS KERb. [)AMAGES ROADSIDE
OBJECTS

2. ---:..... DO! 'BLE DE CLUTCH. - Unab1c.to (generally)
3. ~_ ROLLING on &rade -- El(cessive

·4. _'_'_ UNCOUPLE/RECOlTL[ - Unable to
·5. __ - out of sequcnce/excessive time

6. _' _\_ GEARS - Poor use/knowledge
7, ~ REVERSE - (Fails 3 attempts)

·8 . ....:-.:...- EMERGENCY STOP - Lacks control
·9. _ TURNS/RIGHT/LEFT - Fails to position

correctly
-10._ HIGHER speeds - Lacks control
*11._ BUS STOP. Entry position - incorrecl

lEFT - Position'
RIGHT - Positioll ; .•.....•
MIRRORS ~ InsufliCl<:Ill Use
SIGNALS - Insuffi·;icnt/NiI/Ineorrcct
SPEED - Incorrect
GEARS - Incoi:-"" I"r
CLUTCH - Dj, -.- -'r prior to turn
SCA!\'NINr:iJ
STEH~I': ..i~/Short
5TH ;,~lJ..•v h •••• d - WIde/Short

SECfIOl\ n TUR~SIl~')'.;RSt:CTIO\'SIH'\7.ARn<;-----.- .-..-

••MOVING OFF • R£VERSIl'iG ••HILL START ••TURNING VEHICLE AROUND ••REYERSE PARKING • G~~.\RS (AUTO)

SFCTION A MANO£t.:\"RES

!. _ FAILS TO CHECK/SECURE
Scat!$eat BeltjMirrol>/Door

2. __ OBSER VATION - General
3. _ OBSER\'.~l ION TO THE REAR - Inadequate
4. _ SIGNALS - Insuffic1cJ;tjNil/Incorrecl
5. __ GEARS - Incorrect UscfKno"'lcdgc
6. __ 1-1' ',DRR-\KE - Incorrect Operation
,. __ fi.('u 1',0 un gr:J;_'~ 'I-! 'Vch. "'~eD3)
8. __ SPLEI) - f~ ',.j' :: '\\.-1

9. __ STlTKiNG - Poo; cOnt,oI/Op':ration
10 __ KERB - Strikes

- Mounts
·-r-H/ ..••CCELERATOR - Poor control

•. ~_ RE-. _; 'P PARK - (fall~ :) 3ttC'mpts)

4.
5.
6.
7.
S.
9.
10

SECTIO:-; C GENERAL

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10. __

OBSERVATIO~ - Inadequate
CAl.iIIO~ - Inadequate
JUDGEMENT - Poor
BR:\KlNG - Late/Abrupt
FAIL GIVE WAY - Pede$trians

- Vehiclr:s

- i;.corrcct applL jlion
FOLLOWS TOO CLOSl'.LY
STEERING - Poor Ccn:fol/Oper;;,uon
STGJ\'A.LS - Fail to c;\".d/incorrect
FAILS TO KEEP LEFT
RO.-\D POSITION - inappropriate

SECTIO!I.' E MOTOR CYCLES

I. _ OFF ROAD MANOEUVRES

2. __ FALLS OFF
3. __ BRAKING - LatelInadequate
4. _ BAI \~CE CONTROL - Poor
5. __ VEHl\~LE POSITION - IJ\correct for road/

traffic conditions
6. __ OBSERVATION - (jnc. rear) Poor
7. _ H.ELMET - improperly worn
8. ~_ POSTURE - incorrect

f - MINOR FAt:LT

FF - MAJOR FAL'LT

o Repeated fault

·COMPULSOR Y MANOEUVRES

11(~ 5~~1I\. Prlnl"'. COd,
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FULL NAME PERSONAL SIGNATI PPLICAl

BRANCH CLASS OF LICENCE I ATTEMPT No. I TYPE OF TEST
(i.e. Aged. Incap. etc.)

PERMIT No. AND EXPIRY DATE

REGN. No. MAKE

PRACTICAL TEST RECEIPT No.

TYPE AUTO./MANUAL

DATE AND TIME OF TEST

GVM/GCM

o
B

o

8

8I
8

1
1
1
2
2

TRAFFIC SIGNS/SIGNALS
Disobeys:

Traffic light/stop sign/give way
sign/directional anow 8

Disregards warning sign/s 2
Exceeds speed limit school

crossings/school signs/
road works

TURNING TO LEFT/RIGHT/DIVERGING
Fails to:

Check road behind (mirror) 1
Give adequate signals 1
Adopt safe speed 2
Keep as far left as practicable

when making left turn 2
Check right/left 2
Engage appropriate gear 1
Check blind spot I

Makes incorrect approach I
Obstructs traffic 2
Makes incorrect right turn 2
Turns right to incorrect side of

road, median strip, round-
about causing danger to
other road users

Stalls
Fails to:

Give Way

LANE DRIVING
Fails to:

Cbeck traffic when changing
lanes (blind spot)

Signal lane changes
Cbange to correct lane early

enough

Select appropriate lane

Changes lanes unnecessarily
Straddles laces
Keep left (over 80km/h)-

o

ITD

ITD

I
I
8
8

8

2

STRAIGHT FORWARD DRIVING

Fails to give way 8 nRides clutch I [[I]
Fails to keep a safe distance

from preceding vehicles

Fails to keep safe distance tEEfrom parked vehicles 2
Check road behind (mirror) I

Unreasonably slow (drive without ITDdue consideration) I
Fails to:

Keep as near as practicable to
the left 2

Check right/left 2
Exceeds speed limit 8
Fails to act on signals of

other road users
Fails to use/excessive use

of warning device
Poor accelerator control
Relies too much on good brakes

(late braking)
Lacks forward observation
Lacks anticipation
Unnecessary steering with one

hand
Lacks steering control
*Dangerous driving/riding
*Drive without due care
Examiner intervenes-

Verbal/Physical
*Remarks:-

IT[]

I
2

I
I
2

8

2

8
I

1

1

I
I
I
I
I

THE LICENCE EXAMINER IS TO MARK WITH A CROSS THE ITEMS ON WHICH THE APPLICANT FAILS, MAIN HEADINGS TO
BE TICKED, APPLICANTS TO BE FAILED ON REACHING EIGHT PENALTY POINTS.

THREE POINT TURN /U- TURN
Fails to:

Look left/right before turning 1
Give correct signal 1
Keep left after turn 2

Strikes kerb with wheels (car) I
Obstructs traffic unnecessaril y 1

REVERSING TO LEFT/RIGHT
Moves at excessive speed I

Fails to:
Check road behind
Keep on course
Enter opening to left/right

Class 2, 3 and 3A tests only
1st Attempt
2nd Attempt
3rd Attempt

STOPPING
Fails to:

Check road behind
Stop in correct position

Coasting:
f)epresses clutch/selects

\ neutral
Lne/Harsh braking
Stalls

PARKING
Fails to reverse park correctly

1st Attempt
2nd Attempt (4 Mins)*I*
3rd Attempt (5 Mins)*2A *
Fails to signal

MEDICAL

Physical disabilities

YESNO

Other disabilities

YESNO

Wearing glasses whilst driving

YESNO

MOVING OFF
Fails to:

Check road behind

Give correct signal

Engage correct gear
Release handbrake

Rolls backwards/forwards
Insufficient/excessive revs.
~1'-I'S

TURNING AROUND IN ROAD

Insufficient or excessive revs. l ITnStalls I ITIJ
Crosses boundary of carriage- 0way 8
Strikes or mounts kerb causing

loss of balance and/or

control 8 0 _Putsfuotdown I c=cJ[J

MOVING OFF UPHILL/DOWNHILL
Fails to:

Check road behind
Give correct signal
Apply/Release handbrake
Use correct gear

Rolls backwards/forwards
Insufficient/excessive re\'s.
Stalls

GEAR CHANGING

Fails to change when necessar)' I IClashes gears I
Changes gears unnecessarily I
Jerks vehicle while gear changing I
Misses gear 2

Fails to demonstrate ability 0to double declutch 8

............................. - .

OVERTAKING

§=E
Overtakes in dangerous place

8
Cuts in

8
Makes incorrect approach

I
Fails to: ICheck clear road ahead

I
Check road behind (mirror)

I
Check blind spot

I
Give correct signal/s

I
Change gear when necessary

I
BEING OVERTAKEN tEE

Fails to keep left
2

Accelerates
I

Obstructs traffic unnecessarily

2IT[]

MOTOR CYCLES ONLY:
Fails to:

Use front brake
Use footbrake hill start

Insufficient control starting or
stopping

Rides between stationary
vehicles

iCffi3
[0]

8 0

REMARKS- TOTAL PENALTY POINTS

RESULT OF TEST

PASS FAIL

NAME AND SIGNATURE OF
LICENCE EXAMINER



NORTHERN TERRITORY

APPLlCAWr's NAME: DATE: .

Your driving test demonstrated a lack of proficiency in the
following area/s:

1. InSUfficient English to read and understand
Standard Road Signs.

{J 2. A practical workinq knowledge of the Road Rules.

(1 3. startlnQ and moving oft.

() 4. steering (correct hold and control of the steering
wheel) .

5. Regular use of rear vision mirror Is. (Duty of
care) .

6. Nervousness. (Unable to demonstrate competency) .

7. All round observation. (Observance and abeyance
of St6ndard Road Rules) .

[] 8. Speed control.

l J 9. Turning right or left positioning.

() 10. Safe cornering.

(] 11. Correct use of handbrake, brakes, gear changes and
clutch control.

12. Starting on a gradient (hill start).

13. Ability to park vehicle unattended for some
considerable time (tacing up and down hill) .

] 14. Three point turn (without touching the kerb).

J 15. Correct use of signals/indicators.

) 16. Positioning (use of correct lanes when within.
changing or turning).

[] 17. Reversing general and reverse parallel parking.

() 18. Fail to give way (include GIVE WAY signs).

[] 19. Fail to stop (include STOP/GIVE WAY signs).

[J 20. Crossing double or single white lines.

l 1 21. No licensed driver / no licensed instructor.

[] 22. Prompting by licensed driver / instructor.

[) 23. Unroadworthy test vehicle - (Lack of or incorrec~
positioning of "L" plates/tyres/registration/etc)

() 24. Courtesy to other drivers.

[] 25. Crossing (fail to give way to pedestrian at
childrens/pedestrian!Stop/Give Way/intersection) .

COMMENTS:

••••••••••.•••••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••••• e .,. •••••••

't tit •••••••• , It ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••

. . .• . . . .. . . . •. .. , '.
R&l:ltCE\LEARNER
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PRACTICAL DRIVING TEST SCORE SHEET
~0198/'/88·

INSTRUCTIONS EXAMINER'S DETAILS

FAIR POOR

7.rSTOPPING AND STARTING ON HILL

Fails 10 angle I'ont wheels 10 kerb when parked
Does not apply hand brake fully
Poor c~ord,"allon between clutch and brake when starting
Rolls back when startong

8.rSTOPPING

Depresslls Clulch before brake In h'gh gear slODP,ng
Stops lOO fa, from given mark
SlOpS loo suddenly (exCepl In emeruency,

- Slops loo slowly ,n QUIck SlOp 10.1
-- Slalls cnyll1e

SURNAME

OTHER NAMES

~
~
~
-3
~
~Z
>
~
~
-3
==

~->

-' NUMBER

DRIVER SIG NALS
G,VOS slovenly SlQnal
GIVes co"ecl SIgnal bul nol er.ough warning
Du'allon 01 s'9na. 100 ShOrl or long
Fa.ls to SIC;;Ina'Intenlton to veer to right or left
Fal's '0 signa' .ntentlon to lurn right or left
Falls to s.gna. IntentIon to stop or slow down
Gives wrong SIgna.

TRAFFIC LIG tiTS
SlOpS in wrong position
SlOPS when nOl necessary
SlarlS before signal lurns green
Proceeds on a mber when could have Slopped s
Proceeds on ,ed ,.Ignal
Falls 10 no lice lights
Crosses contl" uOUS whIle line

RAILWAY CROSSINGS
Approaches lOO lasl (withoul caution)
Falls 10 obey automatic warning devices
Fail$ 10 obey crossing keeper
Faols 10 look bolh ways
Fa,ls 10 Slop al STOP sign

TRAFFIC SIGNS
Falls 10 cheCk condllton retarred ra by SIgns
SloPS in wrong poSlllon al STOP sogn
FailSto act on advice given by warning sign (o.~
speed s.gns")
Fails 10 notice Of obey mandatory sign (e.g. "St(
"no en/ry" elc.)

DEMEANOUR
Shows general lack 01 anlicipation
ShOWSlack 01 concenlration
Over conlldenl
Excessively nervous
Lack 01 co-ordona t,on

RANK

FAIR POOP

14. ~ RIGHT OF WAY

Uncerlain of obligations
Does nol proceed when has ample opportunity t(
SlOPS In wrong place to give way

~ Falls to give way (right hand rU.le or torm. inaling r

Falls to give way (GIVE WAY sign)
Proceeds before way is clear at STOP sign
Faols 10 gove way al pedeslrian crossing
Too 'as I 10 ~e able 10 give wav al crossing Or inl

o

15 FlL]

~§

"[
§

17 §l-.:J

18'EE

~

"r

1 Where applicable, boxes used arc 10 be mark.ed With a cross
2. Two (2) Or more "poor" ratings constllute a failure '01 Classes 8 C. ~ .lnd H
3. For all othf:H classes four (4) or more "poor" ratIngs are a 'ailure
4 Four (4) "la,r" ratings 1$ equal to one (1) "poor" rarIng (eg .• llhc applicant had CHJhtfSI ~lal(' rallnQS

when you divide by lour (4) Ih,s equals Iwo (2) 000' ,alings

FAIR POOR

1.rBEFORE STARTING...••••.. Seat not properly adjusled

., MIrror not properly adJusted
..... Doors nol properly closed

." Windscreen or windows obscured
.. Seat belt nol faslened

2. [ STARTING•......•...Unfamiliarity w. Ilh procedure to Slart engine

... Races engine
Fa,ls to depress clulch pedal
Uses wrong gear 10 slart
Falls 10 'elease hand brake
Moves oH In Jerks - or slalls

. Moves oH too fast 9. ~ PARALLEl PARKING8...Moves oH wlthoul checking olhe' IrafflC Faols 10 Check IraHocahead. and bOh,nd

Fails ro signal SlopSIn Inco"ecl pOslhon 10reverse

3. GEARS Bumps kerb lexcepl very sloghliyl
Doesn't change gear soon enough Parks 100 'ar Irom kerb

...• Changes gear loo soon 0 Parks Illegally
... Clashes gears

...... Looks at gear lever while changing when In moloon 10. TURNS.. Changes to oncorrecl gear
Jolts vehicle changing gear Turns from Incorrect posItion on roadway

8 Coasts in neutral or depresses clutch TOO.last for co.mfortable lurnPoor knowledge of gears CulS CO'ner
-- SWings too Wide on Corner

4. [[ STEERING Makes poor aboul lurn in SIr••el
. Incorrecl pOSition or hand On wheol . Turns across oncommo ,rcdhc

_ Unnecessary steering wllh one hand

Errallc movemenl of sl.eerrng wheol 11 ~ WINE DRIVING

Arm or elbow oul of Window

B BOlh hands oH sleering wheel Does nol chang.e 10 correcl lane early enoughAllowing steering wheel to selt centre Unnecessary lane r:hanglOg
Not completely In L.,)rrCCIlane

5. [. NORMAL DRIVING 8 Does nOI check IraHlc when changing lanes

Fails 10 keep ,••asonably 10 lel1 . Uses w,ong lane
. Unreasonably slow

Erratic speed 12.. OVERTAKING
..... Erratic course , Fails to check olher Irallic

- ,. Fails to use rear view mirror 'reQuently Overtaking when oncoming Irarlic loo close

~ .. Exceeds speed Iimil CulS in f'onl of overtaken vehicle

Following too closely Slows down unnecessarily In Iront or overtaken •••.ehlcle
Overtakes lOO many vehicles Nol enough clearance g,ven 10 vehicle be,ng overtaken
Frequently over centre line when nol overtakll1g Overtakes on Incorrect side 01 vehicle

Reverses 100lasI 3 Br::=J APPROACHING INTERSECTIONReverses Jerkily 1 . j I I
Erralic sleerin Approaches too sow y
Uses mirror O~'Y Srakes or Swerves al last minute

8 Falls to look 10 rear ellher dorectly or on morror E3 Approaches lOO faslPoor reversing inlo lane or entrance Faols IP look bOlh ways

APPLICANTS PARTICULARS
APPLICANT PASSED/FAILED TEST FOR CLASS

Number 01 Fair Rallngs
. diVided by four (4) =

SIGNATURE '-Poor" ratlngs.

SURNAME

PLUS number 01 "POO(' Ralongs suslalned in lestTIMEDATE

OTHER NAMES

TOTAL ·poof' AalingsPLATE No OF VEHICLE USED FOR TESTI
.

:
.

DRIVING SCHOOL
TEST LOCATIONMOL NUMBER

"'"""oo



AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY 101

Driving School 0

Distribution White: Applicant

Pink: Office Copy
Buff: File Copy

Department of Urban Services

Motor Vehicle Registry

Practical Driving Test Assessment

j""f" NO·1["rn' No. IrIg,,,",, of App""'''--------------,
Female 0

Male 0

The licence Examiner is to mark the items on which the applicant is penalised with a cross (X).

Applicants are failed on accumulation of 10 or more penalty points or on anyone item listed on the back of this form.

Commenls

I::::::-_:::::::::::::::::

Steering

Stopping
Depresses clulch too early 3 0

Fails la stop in a smooth manner 2 Cl
Fails 10 indicate intention la stop 2 C

Park correctly 3 0
Check road behind 2 0

Give correct signals 2 0
Use correct gear 1 0

Mounts kerb 4 Q
Hils kerb 1 C

General

Fails to maintain correct speed;n 4 0
relation to normal traffic flow within

speed limit
Coasts around corners with clutch 5 0

depressed
Conlrol of accelerator jerky 1 0

Relies too much on good brakes
(late braking)

Use of wipers in wet weather 2 C
Lacks anticipation 2 0

Fails to use correct procedures <I0
when changing lanes

Lack of observalion 2 C
Fails 10 take right at way 4 [J

Reversing
Falls to:

Turning around in Road
Falls 10:

Look left/right before turning 2 [J
Give correct signals 2 C

Turn using forward & reverse gears 4 C
wilh good co-ordination of vehicle

conlrols & within a reasonable lime
& no. of movements

Strikes kert> with wheels 1 C
Obstructs traffic unnecessarily 2 C

Mounts kerb 4 C

Under/over
Wanders in lane

Positioning of hands
lets sleering wheel self centre

Being Overtaken
Fails 10 keep Iell 1 0

Accelerates 1 0

Overtaking
Overtakes in dangerous place 4 0

CUIS in 40
Obstructs Iraffic 2 0

Falls to: Check road behind 2 0
Give correct signals 2 0

Change gear when necessary 1 0
Keep safe distance from overtaken 3 0

vehicle

Traffic Signs
Disobeys mandatory signs or signals10 0

Disregards waming signs 2 0
Disobeys road markings 4 0

Moving Off Uphill
Falls 10: Check road behind 2 0

Give correct signals 2 0
Release handbrake 1 0

Use correcl gear 1 0
Insutticienllexcessive revs 1 0

Poor clutch/accelerator co-ordination 1 0
Slalls 20

Rolls backwards 3 0
Gear Changing

Fails 10change when necessary 10
Fails la engage appropriate gear 10

Clashes gears excessively 1 0
Jerks vehicle on c1ulch engagemenl 1 0
Looks al gear lever when changing 2 0

Fails to relum hands 10sleering 1 0
wheel aller changing gear

Straight Forward Driving
Falls 10: Use rear vision mirror 2 0
Keep safe distance from preceding 3 0

vehicle

Keep as near as practical 10Ihe left 2 0
Signal lane changes 2 0

Mainlain correct gear for appropriate 3 0
speed and Irattic conditions

Exercise caution when passing 3 0
Ihrough inlersection

Fails la use handbrake when 20
required

Turning to LefURlght
Falls 10: Check road behind 2 0

Give adequale signals 2 0
Engage appropriale gears 1 0

Adopt safe speed 1 0
Posilion vehicle correctly for righl/left 2 0

turns
Obstructs traffic 20

Moving Off
Fails to: Checkroad behind 2 0

Release handbrake 2 0
Engage correct gear 10

Signal 20
Excessive/insutticient revs 10

Poor clutch/accelerator co-ordination 2 0
Obstructs traffic 2 0

Fails to secure seat belt 2 0

Results of Test

TS1l1B(Si90)
Pass 0 Fail 0



102
NEW SOUTH WALES

Form 198

ORIGINAL
ROADS and TRAFFIC AUTHORITY. NEW SOUTH WALES

DRIVING TEST RECORD SHEET

Serial No

PART A - TO BE COMPLETED BY ISSUING OFFICER

Location Appointment time Applicant's full name ..................................•....•....••......••••

Address .....••...••...............................................................................................................................................................................

Date of Binh Class of licence sought learner's lic./licence No Expiry Date ........•

Name of Driver Examiner. Course No Signature of Issuing Officer .

PART 8 - TO BE COMPLETEO ey DRIVER EXAMINER

Actual Time Test Commenced Date Applicant's Signature ......................................•..................

(To be compared with signature on Learner's Lic.lLicence No)

Oelells 01 vehIcle used for le51;- To be obtained by visual inspection of vehicle.

Regn. No Body Type .............................................• Auto/Manual Driving School/lnslructor's vehicle used for test - Yes/No.

S<Jb-clesse. - 38 - 48 - 58 only: Driving Instructor's Licence No ...

No. 01 axles Aggregate Weight Trailer Regn. No .
(where shownl (Class 5 licences only)

Test not conducted/terminated because .

................. Verified-Re gist ry Manager ...............•...............

I cet1ity that I have SUbmitted the applicant to a practical driving/riding test on the appropriate vehicle as required by the

Instructions to Motor Registry Officers and the Driver Examiner's Manual.

The number of points accumulated was ( ). The result of the test is PASS/FAIL.

Actual Time

Competency Cet1ificate No Issued. Signature of Driver Examiner Test completed •.

This information is for statistical purposes only and is to be obtained after applicant has been informed 01 test result.

Major source of Tuition (a) Private 0 (b) Driving School 0 Name of School .
Instructor's Name ....................•...................

SCORE SHEET

N.e.: The TestIng Officer I. to mark with a cross (xl the Items on which the applicant Is deficient. Main headings should be

t1ck.o (1'1 as te.t proceeds. Applicant. who accumulate 8 or more point. do not qualify for a licence.

o

::c:
=·r=,r-~

(Signature 01 Appllcanl 1

Ticking 01 m.tn M.dlng bo ••• Incltc.te. 1I\.t portion of the le. I hes been conducted.

o 8EFORE STARTING 0GENERAL VEHICLE CONTROL 0
Seat and/()( m.rr()( not adluSted 082 E.ceed speed hmlt §e TURNING LEFT/RIGHT
Seat belt not wOfn 0 ~ Too last (for conc",ions) e NOl cneck l()( Iralto<;

Seal belt noIlIdlUSled 8~ Too slow (tor traffic 'ow) 000 2 Incorrect pOS~l()n belore lurnW'ndscreen ancllor Wlnoows nol Clear 0 2 NOI keep as near 8S practIcable 10 left Incorrect pOsrtoon after lurn

000< f\Ol shul 02 (unlaned roadway) ~~~ OoSlructS oncom.ng Iralt·c

o STARTING OFF Orrve 100 Close 10 stalionary vehoCle ~ 0MARKED FOOTCROSSINGS

Not CheCk emergency b<ake ~ 02 NOI act on srgnals 01 Olher ,raltoe 00 2 Incorrect 8COtoaCfl tnol recJuce Se>eeCI
NOI cneck Neutral ()( Park (AuIO) 82 Drrve 100 clOse 10 vehicle ahead ~ Not ~n.e ••ayIncorrect engone start lechniQue 2 Loses conlrol . e 0HIU START
FOOl nol on b<ake (AuIO) 0, 03 Gn.e way unnecessarrly 0 8 I - - -ncorrect slart,,'C Otoceoure L...: I '

Not lurn and cneck tor lraltoe :J8~ 0STEERING Excessove rOll back ;=;t
OOSlructtralhc e Not use bOlh handS 00002 0 ....Jo HORN·W\PERS-oEMISTER NOI malnlaln steaoy course 00002 U-TURN USING

NOI COI.reCUYused 0002 0 FORWARD/REVERSE GEARo LANE DRMNG LackS OOSef\laloon
N GEARS 3 Not keep Wlth.n lane 0e HIts kerO - halO

ot select COIrect gear §0 0 Unsale lane Change 08 Reverses IT\OIe than reQuoreoClashes gears 00 000022Not cheCk m.rr()(s and Over snouloer 004 OOSlructs Iraft,cLate change
I..<,sschange 0003 0OVERTAKING - BEING OVERTAKEN Incorrect stee""9
LOOk OOwn at lever 0003 NOI check mIrrors and Over snoulder 0 0 ~ 0PARKING
Coast .n neulla' 004 Unsate OvertakIng 08 Not CheCk rOad l>erhOOo CLUTCH Not co-operate WIth 0/1ak.n9 IraftlC 08 Not park le9ally

Lacks Otoper conlrol [] [] 0 3 0 INTERSECTIONS Incorrect slee""9
ClutCh coasts 0 0 4 InCorreCt approach (nol reduce speed) 004 0MOTOR CYCLESo BRAKES Not correct Check Lell/Rlghl 00002 Poor ClutcNtnrOllle co·orO,nallon
Too severe on apphcahons 0003 OOStruct !IatrIc 0 e LaCkS balanCIng aO,lIly
Not cover brake (where necessary) 0003 NOI gIve way 10 traffIC 0 e Incorrect emergency SlOP
Lale brakIng 0003 Not give way to pedeslrians 08 Placeo loot on ground dUllng U·turno ACCElERATOR 0TRAFFIC LIGHTS - SIGNS 0 APPLICANTS FOR DRIVING
Incorrect use 00002 Incorrecl approach (nol reduce speed) 004 tNSTRUCTORS LICENCES ONLYo SIGNALS Disobeys regulatory signs 08 InaOlllty 10 impart knowledge

Not signal intention 004 D~sregards warning signs 0003 0ARTICULATED VE ONLY
Lale s.gnal 004 Disobeys SlOP hne 0003 HICLES 0
Not cancel 0003 DIsobeys tratr,c lights 08 COUPling and uncouPI~~ ~~oce~r~ _

Reasons lor failure explained to me by the examiner .
N.B. Inlp.rv:\l~ hetween tests must be alleasl 7 clays
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AItx?Ara
SOLICITOR GENERAL

MOTOR VEHICLES DIVISION

ALBERTA

DRIVER EXAMINATION/EVALUATION CHECKLIST
1._ •.•. _.

103

G. SIGNALLING

TOTAL DEDUCTIONS • L~

IV"LUI• "0.0 I

~1. Too .oon/lalo ........•................ ~
2. Improper/Not cancellud/No "gnal. , ..•.. 10 I .

H.TURNS ;,

1. Cuts Corner/Wice - Lel1/Right S!

2. Wrong lane - 6elOre/A~.r .......•• , ......• tG

~.:;~;S:~:~Veh'dOfNhee~..............••

1. Blocks cl'ossw31k[T00 lar b3Ck. Stop Line ~. 10 :

2. ApproaCh 100 faSt/SlOw •............. 10

3. Enw;ng StreeVHiQhwey ..................•... 10: i
4, Fails to observe condIUO"s/unconvolled .......••.. I 10: !

::~::;F~~:7:~~: ~
1. '311sto anliclpale ~. s. '
2. Approaching gr"n - Toe slOw/la,f : I '0 :

3 NO ceutiOn - RtC/An1be'!G' ••••n "0 ,

~·u:'~~'~.~'.~~~................••2. Aos""," - Over·aggressl, •......... ~

3. ~- f••••IO~ P~Nn- 0w:v0lre<- ~L.SPEEO _

I. Slow - obol7ue1lng ...............•... ~2. Too'ulf"'al>;I~y/conc~o()n' ~
3. Aec••• 'aliQn~allo<1 ' '0 I :

~~:~~;~D~~~~~I.~~?~C~~I~~
2. ()pen _ cme/Ooo<fW\nOOw •............... ~

3. Rood Posf\lOn-OoMl"a' 110.~.;~=~;~~~~~.::::~:~~~~:a~I ::
2. Fads To Selll<ak •..... - .. - S

3. FaU. to _ ~y I 10 I I
•. Door - 0p011/ClOW •.•.•.........•••......•... I 10, !

, VAlUE ~OAO

KEV

T[S'i

5 10• 10 I

E. SHIFTlNG/CLUTCHfBRAKING
1. \JnC'e'~."'fPOO"$ele<;tq\ .

2 S'.ns _ Too Soon/late/O"w""'il T",n .

~ l~ooetwMofg •• "'-Up,'Oown .
.& ''''';:''fC;l'e' use Of d\. .•.d\Il"f&ke/.~.tor .

F. LANE DRIVING/CHANGING
1 uou •••in _ H41"t.ant-u:a ~ ...•......•
Z Too C'OM - SlOPfPu"-" .

3 """"10 l •••• /fIoad ~lr._ , .
• F••• le 0""". - R~,f8'i"'cl SpotJSIOo

~.c"'~." t~ Q\I<'tyJ$owl, .

o PARKING (P.P.0 H.P.0 Repeal)

~ f ••••10 selll< •• e/gnr ~2 I~",c","' ""'''''''' - v•••<:e/W •••• ,./AflOl· ~3 ","cw'e~rC/JuO~""'" ~. :
.I fa•.s:o ocse~ ~ft1Ot'IS ••••••••••.•••••••••• I 10

""< IO'TE IOPl;RAro::; ('ctNCE ITEST C•..•SS
t 2 3 04 5 6

000000

TEST DISQUALIFICATION GUIDE:

A. STARTING

C. EACKING - TURN AROUND ([) Repeat)
1 ?c-:.~ ,,~t''''3:00n - BeforeJ'Wh''e ." •...

2 PC~~fO"JJlJCI~rltofC::1S~~ ••••••••••••••••••

" Impo'~1 "'tt'OO: H.nc::/Ann - Ol"e Hand .

2. Uroee"",n - forwl'C/Bac<wlllC .

3 w."C~.'Ccnl'Ol ' .

CI&SS~S 1. <. J. 4. & 6 -I.~or& than 40 deductions or "F" lallure

cn a~y manoeuvre.

ClaS! 5 - Mort 1I>In 50 a.cuct.ons or "F" failure on any manoouvre.

CLASS 6 _ MOTORCYCLE TO PASS. ALL ITEMS MUST BE CHECKED "S" - SATISFACTORY

SKILL TEST: 0 SE-'PE"T,"E 0 SLOW RIOEteAv.>oCE 0 NORMAL STOP/ORAK'NG 0 s ••,nl"G G£AAS

PASSED COMPLETE DRIVER EXAMINATION/EVALUATION:

IO;-~(
i
r r:•...••.."""(--.:(,,.•.F..U~:I':()Io. SIG.-...~r:

I

1-·1{.

ANALYSIS Of ROAD TEST FAILURE
""""!

, . Accum ••••ate<l DedUCtionS

TU'i

2. fe.Jure (F) Ski> and Control

3. CoIl;'''''•. Oangerou. Act><>l\fViO~"""5. Pr•• Tric/pre· Test Sk,U

I

PRACTICE PER'OO'

EXAMINER/EVALUATOR ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

.----- ....-----------------------
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MANITOBA

Road Test in Traffic

IMPORTANT PLEASE READ ,:
On this form you find results of your road test in traffic. Please note thell

items checked off require improvement and you should practice them ta'i -t:
improve yourself as a driver. The demerit marks assessed are for th~\ 0 0departments use in assessing a driver's qualifications and the total mark~\ J JU L
mayor may not have a bearing on whether you passed or failed the road
test.

NOTE: Should you require any further explanation or comments
regarding this road test, you must produce this form.

'- ..•. '

1991

Manlloba

Highways and
Transportalion
Orlv(>r and

Venlc1e LIcencing

Reason for failure is entered
beside the Grand Total.
Ace. - Accident
Astd. - Assisted

a.A. - Dangerous Action

P.P. - Parallel Parking
S.V. - Serious Violation

G.R. - Graduated Reasons
Disc. - Test Discontinued

(~) CHECK ITEMS MISSED BY DRIVER NOTE: ITEMS CHECKED NEED TRAINING

Ill. SIGNAL VIOLATIONS
A.

Thru on red .................. .......10.....00000
8

Thru on red (enters ambet) .........10·......00000
C.

Thru on red (r;ghl turn). .. . . .. .......10........0 0 0 0 0
STOP SIGN 0

Rolls lhru ............. ...... , .......10.....0 0 0 0 0
E

DriYes Ihru ............................. 10..00000
F

leaves when nol safe . _............. _...10··00000

I. STARTING DEDUCT DEDUCTIONS

A. Fails to check t,atflc .•..•................. 5 0 0 0 0 0
8 Fails to signal 3 0 0 0 0 0
C. Fails 10depress clutch

or check lor neulral 5 0 0 0 0 0
O. Uncertaingearshifling 5 0 0 000
E. Faslorunevenget·away 5 0 0 000
F.' Rolls when on grade 5 0 0 0 0 0

IV. VEHICLES MOVING ON ROADWAY
A Straddles trafhc lane .
8 Follows too closely .
C. Fails to check chang'ng lanes .
D. Fails to s'gnal .....................•......
E. Culs oil vehIcle .
F. Orives on wrong sfdeof streel " .
G Wanders .

TURNING ltllRightA Improper s.gnal ..... 500000500000B Improper approach . '" 50 0 0 0 0500000C. Improper durong ........ 50 0 0 0 0500000D
Improper atrer ...500000500000E.
ImprOper speed....500000500000F.
Shies away ......... 500000500000

G
Strikes/over curb 500000500000H
Failsloy/eld ........... 1000000 1000000I.
Fails to eSlabllsh ... 500000

J.
Fails to clear Inter·

section (asSlsledJ
..1000000

--
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
OOOFo

500000
3

00000
5

00000
5

00000
3

OOF
...10

0
10

0

GENERAL

PARALLEL PARKING
A Falls 10Chee" traffic
B Falls10stgnalstarting
C Fails 10s.gnal stOPPing
o Improper posotoon .
E Not w,th.n 18 .nches .
f Strikes stanchtOns/OW't!f curb
G. Over hme 'Imlt .......•.

BACKING
A. Fails to lOOk10rear, sides _... _ 5
8 Checks m"ror only 5
C 8acks W"'''y or fast 5
o UncertalO steering _ 5
- Class 1.
E Encroachments 5
F. Pull Ups 5
G StrokesCone/Qve< time hm;t .' ... 10

5 000005 ·000005 ·000005 .... 000001 ······00000
5 ......00000

5 00000
5 00000
5 00000
3·····00000
W·······OOOOO
5·····00000
5···00000

STOPPING
A. Stops no reason
8. Stops lOOsuddenly ....
C. Over-running cross walk _. _.
O. Not at safe place .
E. Slalls molar .
F. Fails to stop entering roadway .

11.

INATTENTIVE CONTROL

VI. UNCONTROLLED INTERSECTIONS
OR YielD SIGNS
A falls 10SlOwdown or CheCk
B f ails to yield

VII. SPEED
A Exceeds slaled sp('>edhm,1
B loo last lor cond.hons .
C Slows unnecessanty before

or alter lane Change
o SlOWS thru '"tersechon .

E Fails to observe traffiC SIgns
F. Hinders or drives loo Slowly

5 0000010 ··00000
5--10- 1S - Xl

I
5-10-15-20

10
000005 ··00000ROAD TEST RESUL TS

5
000005 000005 0000011o PASSo FAIL I5 qOOOOO

FAILURE REASON

ClASS TEST

V. PASSING
A Falls to check ahead and ~Ind .'
B Too close to pedeslrlans or

vehicles .
C Passes where unlawful Orunsafe

5

5
........ 10

00000
··00000

00000

leaves S'9oal on
SignalS Ihru tOler
HeSitant

o
o
o

ShIf1s on turns

Starting 'dr'~'ng or
turOl"9 In ••"proper gear
ClulCh COf'lrol
Sleeflng
AsslSled

o
oo
o
o

DATE LOCATION OF TEST _,, .~.
Examme'"s Number

APPLICANT'S SIGNA TURE

GRAND
TOTAL
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NS NS
1

Clutch ... 001. Off/on stand 00
2

Front Brake 002 Start motor ..... 00
3 Rear Brake .....

003 Put in motion .... 00
4. Throltle ......

004. Serpenline ...... 00
5. light Switch

005. Slraight line .....00
6. Dim Switch ...... 0

06. Balance ........ 00
7. Horn

......... 007. Braking ......... 00
8. Speedometer

00

PRE-TRIP INSPECTIONS

N S (VEHICLES 01 HI f1 1HAN Pf1IVA T[ PASSENGERI

o 0 1. PARK BRAKE SET OR VEHICLE SECURE

o 0...2. UNDER HOOD - Oil. Coolant. Fluids. Belts. Leaks
3. CIRCLE CHECK

o 0 LIGHTS -- Head, Signal. Clearance. Tail. Brake. Inlellol
o 0 TIRES. WHEEL LUGS. SPASH GUARDS
o 0 HUB OIL (Where Applic:lblel
o 0 FUEL TANK
o 0 SUSPENSION
o 0 TAILGATE, DOORS. SECURITY

4. COMBINATION VEHICLE
o 0 Fifth Wheel Lock
o 0 Air Lines
o 0 Electrical Cable

o 0 landing Gear
o 0 5. IN CAB - Mirrors. Wipers. Horn. Sleering, Windsh,eld

6. SAFETY EQUIPMENT

o 0 Reflectors or Flares, Fire Extinguisher. First Aid Kit
o 0 7. BRAKE ACTION TEST (.•.• See FootnOlel

SKILL TEST

PRE SERVICE AIR BRAKE INSPECTION

o FAILo PASS

N S COMBINATION UNIT

o 0 1. Park Brake Set. Drain Reservoirs ("See Footnote)
Glad Hands Coupled

o 0 2. Start Engine. Run At Fast Idle. Low Pressure
Warnings Operate Below 50 P.S.I.

o 0 3. Pressure Builds From 50 PS.I. to 90 PSI Less
Than 3 Minutes

o 0 4. Observe Pressure Builds To Between 115 P.S.I.

and 135 P.S.I Fan Brakes Drop Pressure To See

Governor Places Compressor Into Loading Stage
Before 80 PS.I And Warning Device Operates

Before 50 PSI. ("See Footnote)

o 0 5. Charge Trailer - Apply and Release Trailer
Br<,kes -

o 0 6. Rebuild to Full Pressure - Stop Engine
o 0 7. Full Application Test Drop Max 12 P.S.1.

("See Footnote)

o 0 8_ Hold Full Application. Leakage Max 4 P.S.1. Per.
Minute

o 0 9. Fan Brakes To Test Trailer Brakes Will Dynamite
Between 60 P.SI. and 20 P.S.I

o 0 10. Rebuild To Full Pressure - Disconnect Emer
gency Line

o 0 11. ReCouple Emergency Line - Rebuild To Full
Pressure - Disconnect Service line

o 0 12. ReCouple Service line. Rebuild To Full Pressure
- Move VehiCle Ahead Slowly To Test Trailer
Brake Application And Full Brake Action C"See
Footnote)

o FAIL

o FAIL

o PASS

Results of skiff fest

CONTROLS

o PASS

KNOWLEDGE OF CONTROLS
AND CONDITION OF MOTORCYCLE

TEST DISCONTINUED REASON

11res-:'.:; . - "';'j,:jp~ ••j Win- <",'If d';l'r., ." : ',.' '~'':l,n Don"f dta.n \', t"~·'r';.'·:
vf'hICI~ " ···•.···.0115conldln .l/cohul
On vet" : ;~.~~.-= ,,'flped w.th ~fl' Ing nf<llo,.-~ -,-,10-'15(' sprtnq t)r;:lk,-.s t.- .•,c '.---an't
apphc;.':" ••.~:~oavoJ/j u,l'T'l:,ouIlQmg
Brake -._.~. ~·_'l -::omplt'IC unlt ..•~s aclLI! :,rak-:' actron tec,'''~~C" f"')\'ng
',.::hlclt:· .:: :<;--= T"':)l nol CO,\(1t.nt"'('! HI \ •.•. " i,.., navrrll) ta'll~, h'.);'·,:',
/.Dp:',::~ .~ '. ~-Alr 8rakf~ l"'\Jtl'tlr"~d ..-.r-"If:·S QrJly

o FAilo PASS

SINGLE UNIT

Park Brake Set. Drain Reservoirs CSee Footnote)

Start Engine. Run At Fast Idle. Low Pressure
Warnings Operale Below 50 P.SI.
Pressure Builds From 50 P.S.I to 90 P.SI. Less
Than 3 Minutes

Observe Pressure Builds To Between 115 PSI
and 135 PS I Fan Brakes Drop Pressure To See
Governor Places Compressor Inlo Loading Stage
Before 80 PSI Anc Warning Device Operates
Before 50 PS I ("See Footnote)

Rebuild To Full Pressure --;- Stop Engine
Full Application Test Drop Ma" 12 P.St.
,"See Footnote,

Hold Full Application Leakage Ma" 4 PSI Per
Mmute

RebUild To Full P'c'"'''''' (If ReqUired I

Release Parking 01 dkc Move Vehicle 510.'.1.,.
ForW;lrd. Test Braklfl(j AClon (" .See FOOln(l~e I

FOOTNOTES

00S.
0

06.,
RIGHT Of WAY AT INTERSECTIONS I 007.

0
08.

0
09.

NS

0
01......

................ -

1100CLASS Tf~ll
E •• ".,ne's Number2.

RIGHT OF WAY AT STOP STRUTS I
003.

0
04.

I I lEFT TURN RIGHT Of WAY

-~-
1:::-:.1

- c:;~_---
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

MOTOR VEHICLE DIVISION

OPass DFall

ONeeds Training

Name / First

Place of Test

Oorl91nal

oUpgrading

Middle

Hour

oOrder by Reg.

Dother

Day

Last

Month

Date of Birth

OVlolation

DAccldent

Type of Transmission

o Automatic 0 Manual

oUnsafe Act

D,ncomPlete

VEHICLE HANDLING Needs
Good

Training

START

1. Car Readiness

2. Locating Controls3. Motor OperationBACKING

1. Speed

2. LanePARKING

1st.2nd.3rd.

G INT
G I NTG I NT

1. Signal

2. Positioning3. Backing4. PlacementSTART FROM

1. Signal

CURB

2. Check traffic

STOPON

1. Braking

UPGRADE

2. Wheel Turn

START ON

1. Signalling

UPGRADE

2. BraKe Control

3. Motor OperationPOSTURE

1. Body

2. Arms

A TOTALS

ROBLEMSNeeds
Good

Training

FOLLOWING

1. Distance

2. Observation3. PlacementOVERTAKING

1. Judgment

2. Signal3. Speed4. ReturnBEING

1. Speed

OVERTAKEN

2. Yielding

USE OF HORN

1. Helpful

2. UnnecessaryRIGHT OF WAY

1. Yielding

2. Taking

8 TOTALS

-_.,,-.__ ._-

.--.,,- .. ,-- -

Remarks

ROAD PROBLEMSNeeds
Good

Training

STOP SIGNS

1. Braking

2. PlacementTRAFFIC UGHTS

1. Braking

2. PlacementLEFT TURNS

1. Lane

2. Speed3. Signal4. Turn5. WaitingLEFT TURN

1. Lane

AT SIGNAL

2. Speed

3. Signal4. Turn5. WaitingLEFT TURN FROM

1. Lane

ONE-WAY STREET

2. Speed

3. Signal4. Turn5. WaitingRIGHT TURN

1. Lane

2. Speed3. Signal4. TurnBLIND INTERSECTION

1. Speed

2. PlacementMULTIPLE LANES

1. Placement

2. ChangingOTHER SIGNS

1. Observation

2. ActionATTENTION

1. Starts

2. Back and Turn3. Left Turn4. Parking5. OtherONE-WAY STREET

1. Placement

2. Changing

[

C TOTALS
,

I B TOTALSI
I

A TOTALS

GRAND TOTAL

J
MARK (~_~J
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DRIVER'S LICENCE
UPGRADING APPLICATION
MOTOR VEHICLE OIVISION

IIfJUWAlO ALPJ I,~ f ILL COPY

I" :~:::~.:'1~

--

TYPf 0' Vf" I CONDITION CODES PENDING "",,,, \1" ~f"
WITHOut (,tAua:S }O 10 110

O WITH (,lAS$f, XI 10 JO. 1:.••.•••••••
I A,OeQuATE LENSES 0 VISION AUTH ""S'O~ AUTI1O".h 10 10 10

.,.-, IllU

2. YEARLY MEDICAL 0 ---------~-- ----~---.~ ..~.- ,~:--~.-
O MEDICAL 0 0£,1"1 p(A(frTION C=.J (J l J

J YEARLY VISION REPORT QDOO '- -

" YE •••RtYORIYfR·SU ••••••INAT.QN 0 0 COtOH __ I 0 Ot'~~'~~O "11" 0 .....•,.0S OUTSIDE IoII,RROFHS' 0 0 0 R(VIEw _.~ - -- ---~---------~- -- _.- -

RIGHT lHT 10f •• 0 fl£lO (,I,ISIO,", ll,rT RIGHT
e OTHER CDlIjOITlONS 0 (OTIoI(H

- ' "'''''.'''1'''' ••••~St(Al CO••t"·,,, •• ~••." 0 '~p, 0 ,.,,,...,
R(ACTIO" TII,l( U,lT'''G 1 'J J ••

I(NOWl(C'G£ TEST 0 -----rr---' --- ... < •••• ,••••~'. _.......•• ""'. 0 0 0 [J
rfSTouESTIO,,"SlsSIO I ERRORS ••.• " •••.••

S COlU"",," 1 ERRORS RECOROEO ",R( 0' .•• LtS$ SEHIQUS ".'(,"( ••• 0 It)" IOUC.,'O ••.•. ' 'v""VSIS .0(' •••'''''' .' '1 •• , " ",," "'"',,,, ,,,.~'" ,I". ' •• ,.UfO'

g ; I COlV""'" 2 fl'lRORS 0' A ""0-'. SER'OUS "AlulH } l>H<')I<S PPI StTl.O., \.It •••• S A SI I 1'"'' '''', ....••, ,I"",,'" ' •• , •. ,\, 'I, ,.••••••••.•••." "'.' " .•p
~.,. COLU .••••N J J 5EC1'ONS R(COROED •••[ •••• 5 ifS! fAILUI<[ } SICTPO •• S 'HC()l«)!:, ••••••• , , AOI .H t" ••• 'l.~S. "\ I""

~ SHOUl.D CORRECT ,",UST 'oRRt.eT \,Cl ".)••
vEHIClE lte NO 0 I Q) ''''0/o1U
I . STARTING' ---. --_.- c------ __._.u_
III u~A8LE TO LOCATE SAFETY oeV1CES Il If

(21 FAILS TO OBSERVE AOeQUATELY ~- l' .------

(JI FAILS TO SIG~Al ADEOUATELY. Jl JI I14' I~CORRECT USE OF ClUTCH/BR.I,KE/ACCELERATORIGEARSISTHRING "I 41 ---

(51 ROLL BACK ON GRAOE VEHICULAR CO"lTROl. 51"

11 . PARKING.

111 FAIU TO OBSERVE USES MIRRORS ONl y H 11

(21 HITS OBJECTS, OTHER VEHICLES OR CLla.l8S CURB 11 11

lJI INCORRECT POSITION. vEHICLE/WHEELS 31 J)

IotJ INCORRECT USE OF ClUTCH/BRAKE/ACCELERATOAIGfARSfSTHRtNG 4J 41

151 " .••llS TO SIGNA,l A,oEOUA,TEl Y SI 51 .-.-,---

III BACKING

III FA,tLS TO LOOK TO REAR 8EFOREIWHlLE 8ACKING/IoIIIRROR ONLY 11 I1 __
III INCORRECT USE OF CLU1CHfBRAKEfACCHERAToRfGEARS/STEERING 21 1J

IV . MAIN DRIVING.

III FOllOWS OR PASSES TOO CLOSH Y 11 Ir __

121 IMPROPER CHOICE OF LANE/STRADDLES LANES/ROAD POSITION 11 11 _

IJI FAILS TO CHECK BLI~O SPOT ADEQUATELY Jl

f41 lA~E CHANGE SIG"lAl' WRONGfTOO $CONflATE/NOT CANCELLED/NOT GIVEN 41 41

::: ;:~~~;T~~S:A~~T~~S~~~~S:I::t~~~~I~G :: :: __

l7l I~CORRECT USE OF, ClUTCHI8RAKe/GEARISTEERI~GfACCELERATDAfHOR~ 71 71

V . INTERSECTIONS/RR CROSSING.

(0 FAILS TO oeSERVE CONDlTIO~S. 11 11

121 FAilS TO DeSERVE SIGNS OR SIGNALS/LIGHTS. 11 11

01 LATE IN SlOWING/oaES NOT SLOW 31 I JI

~l STOPPING: U~NEceSSARYfTOO SOON/BlOCKS CROS$WALKIlNTERSECTION 41 41

151 RIGHT-OF-WAY JUOGMENT PEoESTRIAN/OW~ OR OTHER VEHICLE 51 51

~
1I1 SIGNALLING: WRO~Gn-OO SOON/LATE/NOT CANCHLEof~OT GIVEN II '1 __

(21 FAilS TO GET IN PROPER LANE/OR lATE. 21 1 •. _
(Jl RI(jHT.Qf-WAY JUDGMENT' PEoESTRIANI~N OR OTHER VEHICLES/POSITION Jl 31

14' TUR~S TOO WtDE/ENTERS WRONG LANE 4' 41

151 CUTS CORNER/ENTERS WRONG LANE 51 51 - -

16! STEERt~ METHOD/CO~TROL/RECOVERY 6J 61

171 SPEED TOO FASTfTQO SLOW 11 Jl

(81 I~CORRECT use OF CLUTCH/8RAKESfGEARS. 8) 8Jo o .••re 19 I nAMINER'S SIGNA,TURE

REASONS FOR IIoIIMEblA, TE OlSCOfo/TINUANCf" FAilURE Tb PA,SS ROAD TEST

1 R.T

DATE

E)(AMI~ER

lACKS SKill" CONTROL

ERRORS COluMN

~.
o~ J.~, ~~01•

SPEED VIOLATION

STOP SIGN OR liGHT~SAFf ACTIO~
ACCIDENT

KNCM. OF EOUIP

PIUCT1$E PERIOD

.___.L_.____----. -~.-

COMMENTS: -
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NOVASCOTIA

Department of
Transportation
and Communication

Registry of Molar Vehicles

Drivers License Examination

M. No. _

License _
Class Cond. Exp Date

Date Dis!. No.

Date of Birth

0.0.
DJ

_____ Reg. No. _

Age Sex _

Description of vehicle operated

Reg Owner

Name

Address _

Postal Code _

Place of Examination
Make _ Year

Day Month Year

Insurance expiry date _

Re-examination

Reason for re-examination:

1. Point System
2. Before Restoration
3. Accident
4. Req'd. by Dept.
5. Other
6. School Bus

Vision

o

o
o
o
o
o
o

Passed 0

1st Test

0
2nd Test

0
3rd Test

0
Failed

0
Reason for Failure1

Vision 0
2. Knowledge of Rules

0
3 Knowledge of Road Signs

0
4. Road Test

0 Analysis of Road Test Failure

1. Accident
2. Dangerous Action
3. Serious Violation
4. Accumulated Minor

Infractions
5. Discontinued Test

Apparent physical disability:

o
o
o

o
o

Rules of Road _

Sign Recognition _

Reason for endorsement

Remarks:

No. _Fee Req'd - No 0 Yes 0

license Issued - No 0 Yes 0

Posting Code

Recommendation: Beginners license 0

Amount

Class _

Suspension 0

Cheque 0

Cond. _

Review 0

Money Order 0

Exp. _

Restoration 0 Other 0

Signature of Applicant

FORM 13.0.
REV. 01'88

Signature of Examiner or Driver Improvement Officer

040:



040i-O

2. STEERING Fair Rating
A Hands In unstable pOslllon 0 0 0
B Elbow resling on door or armrest __ 0 0 0
C Uncerlaln steeling 0 0 0

Poor Rating
o Steeling With one hand 0 0 0
E Control/recovery 0 0 0

Fall 0

.....o
1..0

~

L
FAILED 0PASSED 0

~

REMARKS

ANALYSIS OF ROAD TEST FAILURE
1. Accidenl 0
2 Dangerous action 0
3. Serious violallon U
4. Accumulated infractions 0
5. Discontinued lest C

c _:__. I ~_; .._~ I_ ..••~•.•.••_••••.••...•.•••••1""\"': ••.•..••••

19. GENERAL Fair Rating
A Unnecessary use of horn CJ 0 0
B. Apparently over contldent 0 0 0
C Lacks knowledge of equipment __ 0 0 0
D. Improper attitude 0 0 0
E. Blocks pedestrian cross walks __ 0 0 [}
F. Seat nol properly adjusted 0 0 0
G. Crowds cenler 0 0 0

Poor Rating
H. Very poor attitude 0 0 0
I. Depends on others tor safely __ 0 0 0
J Driving left of center 0 0 0

Fail 0

I000

14. INTERSECTIONS I
RR CROSSINGS

A. Last minute action
B. Blocking _
C. Brakes after enlellng

FaIr Rating
000
000
000

Poor Rating
D. Speed loo last 0 0 0
E. Speed loo slow 0 0 0
F Incaullous 0 0 0

Fail 0

15.LANE OBSERVATION Fair Rating
A. Crowds other lane, lale chOOSing__ 0 0 0
B. Unnecessary lane changing

not affecting other traffiC 0 0 0
Poor Rating

C. Wrong lane / straddles 0 0 0
D Falls to check blind spot adequately 0 0 0
E. Unnecessary lane changing

allechng other trafllc 0 0 0
Fail 0

16. PARKING Farr Rating
A. Falls to check condltlons 0 0 0
B Falls to cut wheels / wrong way __ 0 0 0
COver 15 cm (6"l. but under 30 cm (12")

bumps curb 0 0 0
D. Falfs to sel brake / lurn motor all /

wrong gear 0 0 0
Poor Rating

E. Over 30 cm (12") 0 0 0
F. More than three attempts 0 0 0
G. Hits: objects / other vehicles 0 0 0
H: Climbs curb I blocks driveway __ 0 0 0

Fall 0

17.ATTENTION Fair Rating
A. Fails 10 follow instructions / inattenlive 0 0 0
B. Irrelevant conversation 0 0 0
C. Fails to observe conditions or

signs which might affect opera lion
D. Fails to observe conditions to rear

before lurns 0 0 0
E. Fails 10 clear Windows 0 0 0

Poor Rating
F. Fails to observe conditions In advance /

necessilates fast action to aVOid __ 0 0 0
G. Takes eyes off Joad unnecessarrly __ 0 CJ 0

Fail 0

18. SPEED Fair Rating
A. Slow. but 1'101 so as to obstruct Irallic 0 0 0
B. Shows slighl tendency to speed __ DOe

Poor RaIJng
C. Too fasl for abllily 0 0 0
D. Too slow for conditions (obstructing) 0 0 0

Fail C

000
000
000

D. Right lurn on red, remained
stopped, incomplete stop

E Not stopping on amber
F Slaps on green light I arrow _
G. Hesllant in enlellng, has to wait

tor next light 0 0 0
Fail 0

11,TRAFFIC LIGHTS Fair Rating
A. Falls 10 notIce In advance 0 0 0
B Increased speed 0 0 0
C. Speed too slow 0 0 0

Poor Rating

9. FOLLOWING Fal( RatingA Unnecessarrly long gap 0 0 0
Poor Rating

B Follows 100 closefy 0 0 0
Fall 0

10. STOP SIGNS Fair Rating
A Falls to notIce 10 advance 0 0 0
B. Approaches too fasl 0 0 0
C Hesllant In leaVing 0 0 0
o Stop made too far ahead / far back _ 0 0 0

Poor Rating
E. Incomplete stop 0 0 0
F Inadequate check before startlOg __ 0 0 0

Fa,l 0

7, PASSING Fal( Raling
A. Uncertain 0 0 0
B Fails 10 sound horn / crowds vehlcle_ 0 0 0
C Fails to check rear vIew 0 0 0

Poor Rating
D. Oncoming tratflC is too close 0 0 0
E. Fails to give way when passed __ 0 0 0

Fall 0

8. STOPPING Fair Rating
A. Fails to antlcipale stop 0 0 0
B. Stop abrupt 0 0 0

Poor P,.",g
C Reacls slowfy U 0 0

Faol 0

12.RIGHT-OF-WAYI JUDGMENT Fair Raling
A. Uncertain when to take or yield __ 0 0 0
B. Assumes light 01 ~ 0 0 0

Poor Rating
C. Not granting 10 pedestrian I vehicles 0 0 0
D. Uses horn to gain right of way __ 0 0 0

Fail 0

13.SIGNALS Fair Rati(lg
A. Too soon I not soon enough 0 0 0
B. Not cancelled 0 0 0

Poor Raling
C Wrong Signal given 0 0 0
D. Not given when required 0 0 [j

Fail 0

INSP 0VEH. 0

6. BACKING
A. Uncertain steering
B Backs in Jerks _
C Uses mirror only

Fair Rating
000
000
000

Poor Rating
o Inadequate check to rear, sides__ 0 0 0
E ExceSSivespeed 0 0 0
F Poor conlrol .__ 0 0 0

Fail 0

3. SHIFTING GEARS Fair Rating
A

Wrong Gear 000
B

While turning 000
C

Rides clutch 000
o Coasts With clutch

000
E

Too soon 000
F

Not shifting soon enough 000
Poor RatingG Other than Intended

000
H. Coasts in neutral

000
Fall ___

0

4. RIGHT TURNS

Fal( Rating
A

Tends to swing wide 000
Poor RatingB ExceSSive speed

000
C Cuts corner

000
o SWings wide

000
Fail ___

0

5. LEFT TURNS

Fair Rating
A. Stops in Incorrect position 0 grant IIght·of·way

000
B. Tends to cut corner

000
Poor RatingC ExceSSive speed

000
o Cuts corner

000
E

SWings Wide 000
Fail ___

0

Pre-check
INS. 0 PERMIT 0

1. STARTING Fai' Rating
A Long starling 0 0 0
B Wrong gear 0 0 0
C Brake set 0 0 0
o Uneven start 0 0 0
E. Fasl / slow 0 0 0
F Rolls up la 1 metre (3 ft.) 0 0 0

Poor Rating
G Inadequate check 0 0 0
H Lacks knowledge .m_ 0 0 0
I Rolls back over 1 metre (3 ft.) __ 0 0 0

Fail 0
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Print firmly with ball point ONT ARIO nt avec un stylo a ville
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Driver Examination - Application for Ontario Driver's Licence
Examen de conduite - Demande de permis de conduire de l'Ontario

IntQtmall()n In IhlS lorm is
COIleC1eo under The

au{non!y 01 The Highway
Iral'llC kl. S 18. Rcg
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RIGHT

0000

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

0000

LOCATION OF CENTRE
OR TRAVEL POINT _

i:S1ART

UNABLE TO LOCATE/ADJUST/OPERATE SAFETY DEVICES ·, .. ·.. ·.. · · · · 0 0
FAILS TO OBSERVE .. USES MIRROR ONLy ·.. · · · · 0 0
FAILS TO SIGNALIIMPROPER SIGNAL · · · ··.. · · ·.. ··· 0 0
INCORRECT USE OF: CLUTCH/BRAKE/ACCELERATOR/GEAASISTEERING .

2. BACKING

FAILS TO LOO!< AROUNDfTO REAR BEFOllEIWHILE BACKING -MIRROR ONLY 0
TURNABOUT: CONTROllSTEERING METHOOiOBSERVATIONlVEH1ClE POSITION 0
INCORRECT USE OF: CLLrrCHI8RAKE/ACCELERATORIGEAASISTEERING , ,.. , ,.,

3. DRIVING ALONG

FOllOWS OR PASSES TOO CLOSELY/CUTS IN TOO SOON ..· · ·.. · · · · · .. - •....... ·00 0 0
IMPROPER CHOICE OF lANEISTRAOOlES lANESIUNMARKED PlJADWAY · -- 0 0 0 0
FAILS TO CHECK BLIND SPOT/OBSERVE PROf>ERLY ....•....................................................... -0 0 0 0
lANE CHANGE SIGNAl: WRONGIEARLYIlATElNOT GIVENINOT CANCEllED · · · 0 0 0 0
RIGHT OF WAY OBSERVANCE: PEDJSELFiOTHER VEHIClES .. · ·· · ·· ·· · .. ·.. _ 0 0 0 0
FAILS TO USE CALrrION OR OOEY PED: CROSS-oVERSISCHCKll CROSSING/E. VEH - ·..·0 0 0 0
SPEED: TOO FASTISlOW FOR CONDlTlONSl1I.IPEDES TRAFFIC · · ·.. ·· .. · · 0 0 0 0
INCORRECT USE OF: ClUTCHI8RAKE/ACCElERATORIGEARS/ STEERINGISAFETY DEVICES .

4. INTERSECTIONS/R.R. CROSSING

FAILS TO OBSERVE PROPERLY/CONTROU.EO/UNCONTAOU..EIl M'ERSECTIONS · -'- ·0 0 0 0
FAILS TO OBEY SIGNS OR SIGNAlSiPl'<VEMENT MARKINGS -' - - ·.. · •.. --- 0 0 0 0
LATE IN SlOWINGISTOf'PING/SlOWS TOO SOON .. ·.. •.. · ·-- · · ·· · .....••...... -- .. - 0 0 0 0
STOf'PING POSITION: TOO SOON OR lll.OCKS CROSSWAlK/INTERSECTION .............• --- -0 0 0 0
RIGHT..QF·WAY OBSERVANCE: PEDJSElFiOTHER VEHIClE __ .

5. TURNS LEFT

SIGNAllING:

WRONGIEARLYIlATEINOT GIVENINOT CANCEllED · ·-· · ..·00 0 0
FAllS TO GET IN PROPER POSITIONIlANE/l.ATE INTO lANE!

LATE INTO POSITION - ···· ·0 0 0 0
RIGHT..QF·WAY OBSERVANCE:

PEDJSELFIOTHER VEHICLESIPOSITION ..·· ..· .. ·· ·.. · ·· .. · ·.. ·· ·· · 0 0 0 0
TURNS TOO WIDE .. ENTERS WRONG lANE ........................•..... - ................•........ 0 0 0 0
CLrrS CORNER - ENTERS WRONG lANE :· ·· •.· .. · ......•.•.....•..... ·· ··· •.·.. ·..··0 0 0 0
STEERING: METHOOICONTROlIRECOVERY 0 0 0 0
SPEED: TOO FAST fTOO SLOW/ENTERIlEAVE/lMPEOES - 0 0 0 0
INCORRECT USE OF: CLUTCH/BRAKE/ACCELERATOR/GEAAS .

6. PARKING

FAILS TO OOSERVE .. USES MIRROR ONlYIBACKINGIlEAVING ..· · · · · · ·.. ·.. ·· .. · 0 0
HITS: OBJECTS/OTHER VEHICLES OR ClIMBS CURBS · ···· · .. · .. · .. · .. ·· · · ··· ..···0 0
INCORRECT VEHICLE POSITION , , ··,···· .. ·.·· .. · .. · · · ·· .. ···· ..·0 0
FAIlS TO SIGNAl WHEN LEAVINGIlNCORRECT SIGNAl ··· .. ·.. · ·................•. · ·· .. ·· .. · 0 0
INCORRECT USE OF: ClUTCHI8RAKE/ACCELERATORtGEARSISTEERING .

7. STOP, PARK AND START ON A GRADE •

FAILS TO OOSERVE PROPERLY/USES MIRROR ONLY/AND/OR SIGNAl BEFORE LEAVING .. · 0 0
ROllS BACK WHEN PARKING OR STARTING ·.·0 0
FAILS TO ANGLE WHEELS PROPERLy , , ·0 0
FAilS TO SET PARKING BRAKE/SELECT PROPER GEAR ,., -0 0
INCORRECT USE OF: CLUTCH/BRAKE/ACCElERATOR/GEAAS/STEERING ·.·0 0

RETEST STICKER NO _

EXAMINER'S
NUMBER & SIGNATURE _

SR·A·26 87·11

• -stlMM;4JlfRE1iSONS FOR DISQUALIFICATION

o TRAFFIC SIGNS & SIGNAlSo PAVEMENT OR lANE MARKINGSo FOLlOWING DISTANCESo OTHER TRAFFICo PEDESmlANSo CONTROLlEDIUNCONTROlLED INTERSECTIONSo TURN MANOEWRES/lNTERSECTIONSo SPEED (FAST·SlOW)o BACKING MANOEWRESo PARKING SKILLSo RIGHT.()F-WAY: PEDJSELFiOTHER TRAFFICIMPROPER USE OFo STEERING WHEElo ACCELERATOROClLrrCHOGEAASo BRAKESVIOLATION OF LAW-TIME -LOCATION
o TRAFFIC SIGNo TRAFFIC SIGNAlSo OTHER (SPECIFY)
DANGEROUS ACTIONo (SPECIFY)
MAKE OF

I
VEHICLE

PERMIT NO,

III =-_-: L-_ -=I! II I I

- - -- - - - I II IIL---- -- ---
I rIII : II I

,11-::~I--:~IIr-
PASS 0

FIRST ATTEMPT 0
FAIL 0

SUBSEOUENT ATTEMPT 0
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DRIVING TEST

SURNAME FIRSTMIDDLERIN

i DATE OF ISSUEICLASS

MAILING ADDRESS

I EYE COLOUR

DATE OF BIRTH

10
F

CURRENT OR EXPIRED LICENSE

0
NUMBER

LOCATION

POSTAL COOE

PRO'l OR STATE I CLASSI CONDITIONSI EXPIRYtATE I
I

WRITTEN TEST EXAMINATION RESULTS

DRIVING TEST EXAMINATION RESULTS
OATE

PASSFAILMARKEXAMINER LOCATIoNOATEPASSFAILEXAMINER LOCATION

DAY i MO
I YR DAY I MO. I YR.

i

I II

I

I II
I

i II

VISUAL ACTIVITY

FIELD OF VISIONII
RIGHT EYE

201RIGHTLEFTmTAL
IILEFT EYE

201

BOTH

201 I
I

I
I

I
coRREcnve

DAYTIME DRIVINGHANDRIGHT SIDEPONERAUlOMATlCPOwERSPINNERMAl(. SPEED

LeNS

ONLYCONTROlSMIRRORSTEERINGTRAHS&AISSIONBRAKESKNOB60Kl>/1RESTRICTED
CONOlTlQf<S 2030405 06070809010 10 :J

VISION EXAMINATlON

MEOICAL"EOICAL REVlfWORAL TEST(SPEClfY)

SPECIAL

REPORT REOU£STEDREO\JIREDeo.RO EXAU RESULTSREOUIREDOTliER

INSTRUCTIONS I 1 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 I

.•••.• "HOCU 1 ",CI$",""""

1HSUA.A~Cf VAUO s.a.,m STIClClFlSIGfIlAL UGHTS BRAKE LIGHTS WfPER$flF RAINING)100VnAESHORNMIRRORS OTHER $CATIElTS HOC0.0OTHER

~(~:;-0 0000000,., 0000~
U

:......C

VEHICLE PLATE NO. IOTHER

STARTING

"El05 "'.CTlelINTERSECTIONS •• nO$ ""ACTla NEEOS PRACTlCE

1.~A'llE TO lOCAl[ 0111:un 5o\.flTY DEVICES

2::. "OlLS fTm' SIGNSQ. TOO FAST AT INTERSECTIONS

2. FAIU TO IItEUAS( (M(AGU.CY •••••. «-IE

n FAILS TO STOP'AT SloP SIGN/REO LIGHT•••. ST ••.•••O••.RO SHin OPERATION

J, '",'LS TOO&S(AV£ICHECK TR",,"IC

)4. '<)SrTIO"l' AT STOP $IC •••ITAAFFIC LIGHT45. OV(A..ctlNFIOE"'Tn'"OO AGGRESSIVE

4. FAILS TO SIG"'At.

15. 'AILS TO YIELD TO "fO£STRIANS46 l ••.CKSCQfrllfl()(IVC[/I1ESITA •••T

S. _CQAA(CT USE Of: IR ••.I((, Cl.UTCH.

" 'AILS TO PROCEED ON GREE"'/HESITANT/41. FAILS TO JVOGE TRAHIC CONDITIONS
ACCllL(AATOA.GU.f11 5Hl'T

\)t'lISUA(,"£O£$T"IANS

6. 'ASTlSlOWI\Jlll(V(Jrf

V. FlAN AWI£A llGHT•••. INA n(NTIY( OAI ••••,NG

7. OAy ITUAIHG

21 ••••••••OP( •• ACTION OH FLASHING LIGHT••. PCJOI' vtHICl£ CONTAOl

TURNS

21. , ••••U TO ItAAK( UGAL T\..lRN OH AEO LIGHT
10. VISUAL CHfCK AT INTERSECTIONS

"'AllW"'Y CAO$SIH(i
•• ItG"'At.I: TOO (AIlIl YlTOQ LATIJ9fON(/'WIItIClNG

.)0 'lOCKS .HTEA$ECTI~Ia'O$SWAlI(
51. LANE CHAHGEI'StGIVAVSHOUlOER o.£CK

/WA"'(UV(A
I. 'AILS TO CANCEllIG"-Al

11. ACTtOH AT YIElOSJCN52 USE OF HOAN

10. 'AILS TO ''''11:£ ",()rfR LANE f'()$fTlOJll

~, rAilS TO OBSERVE 'RAFFIC CQtifOITIOHS13. TIltA"'C VtOLA TI~!TOO LATE f'fOfSTIltIANS

It. 'AILS TO NOCI TtIlIA"IC 'lOWt9fOt:ST1lIIAHS

lACKING••••. UNNlctSSAllh $Tors

12. CVTS COlllN( ••.•••"""'" CVlll,

13 TU",C CH(C.cstALL OtR(CTI()frfSPARKINC

U IWIft(j.SWlOf

)4 USES "IlIUlIOfltS CNL Yt6 ,""AOIl"tlll POSITIOfrlI

,.c. TOO 'ASTfTOOIlOW

)$ TOO FAST•••. 'AILS TO AIOGE DIIT A""'Cf

15 HJOA rT((A.-.G "(TMOOIC~T"OU'ltCOY(IlI"

)I POOIlI COHTllIOUOUT 0' C()tIITAOl11. I""'" OT"flll YEHICl(IOBJt:CT

ONE -WAYS

CENERAl DRIVING11 "*,,IU TO ~llI"'OA'" "''''''EUVf''

, •. SHOU\.Of:A o.lClU

n. FOLL()IIItS TOO CLOSELyOTHER

11. 11JIIlI""S""OU..".o..cLA""f

• ,"fO TOO JAST, TOO SLOW FO" CONO'TtOIWS

••••• "'HCO
" TVtlINS IIIITO wIlIIOI\IC LANE

• IlIOVG•••••••. ltIJrrfC

19 D".,..fA()4.J$l" ••f CHA"Cf"fOO l"'T(·'frrfOtllIf

<10 nlllADOUS LANElIMII"ROf'EIlI LA"'E

20 FAllS"fO SIGNAL

Cl FAILS TO YIELD RIGHT OJ WAY

21. "E ••.A· ••••I(¥l •• 'IllIllQA C"'fC,::

42. USE Of: M'''RORS

CEN[IlIAl COW"(HTS

~
EXAMINER·S S'G"'ATURE OATE

~
APPUCANT"S SIC~ATUAE DATE



L'If.,J I'assurance automobile•.• du Quebec
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it I'examen pratique de la conduite

112

DE
PROMENADE

SECTION IDENTlFICA nON

Nom (a la naissance)

Transmission:

No du
bureau emelteur:

Prenom(sl

OAUlomaliQue I Signature du candldalOManuelle X

COdIfICation

NUMERO DE PERMIS

Resultals

oblenus CF' CR

Sui

SECTION VERIFICAnON

NOTES: 1. Personne autre que I'examinateur n'est autorise 3 accompagner I'aspirant lors du test pra
tique et aucun animal ne doi! prendre place dans le vehicule.

2. Les notations precedees d'un asterisque se rapportent 3 un vehicule muni d'une trans
mission manuelle.

Conlor••••

A Verification des documents requls. Relus' 11. Verification du certificat d'immatriculation. ~ 0
2, Verification du certificat d'assurance automobile. 0 0
3. Verification du permis d'apprenti-conducteur 0 0

ou du permis de conduire.

•. - --~~--conlormel

B Verification sommalfe du vehlcule. Relus'

Defectuosite(s) susceptible(s) d'atfecter la conduite.11. Condition des pneus ..
2. Feux de route (avant et arriere). 0 0
3. Feux de treinage. \ Cl C
4. Feux indicateurs de direction. 0 0
5. Condition de la carosserie. 0 C
6. Retroviseurs (detectuosite ou absence). C 0
7. Silencieux. CO

SECTION CIRCUIT FERME

Con forme

Refuse ,~8. Portiilres et serrures. 0 0
9. Ceinture de securite - Voiture modele 1972 et

plus r~cent pour la ceinture reguliere; voiture
modele 1974 et plus recent pour la ceinture
baudrier. 0 0

10. Frein de slalionnement (verification de
I'efticacite). 0 0

11. Pare-brise. 0 e
12. Fonctionnement des essuie-glaces (en cas

de pluie). 0 e
13. Freins de service (pedale lrop basse). 0 0
14. Objet(s) sur le banc ou la labletle. 0 0
15. Indicateur de vitesse. 0 Cl
16 Aulres 0 0

A
Embarquement. DVirages et stalionnement.

1. N'atlache pas la ceinture de securite
19. Ne signale pas son inlention de tourner ou de

(Marche avant seulement).
(310slationner. (510

2. N'ajusle pas la ventilation (si necessaire).

(1)020. Etfeclue un virage trop court ou trop grand.(3)0
3. N'ajuste pas le siege (si necessaire).

(lIe21. Ne prend pas la bonne vole en sorlant des

4. N'ajuste pas le retroviseur (si necessaire).

(1)0cOnes. (3,(:

5. Ne veri tie pas si le trein de stationnement est

22. Tourne trop rapidement.(3'00

applique.

(I'D23. Tourne trop lentement. 13)00
24. Mauvais stationnement.

(3)~
Points li dedulre:

I Points iI d8dulre:I
B

Depart ECauses d'echec immedlat, Indlquer le(s) numero(s):
6. N'engage pas la transmission en vitesse appropriee.

(310CO25. Action dangereuse.0=0
7.• Ne debraye pas ou ne place pas le levier de

26. Accident.

vitesses au neutre pour demarrer le moleur.

(3'00027. Ne s'assure pas que la voie est Iibre avant de

8. N'appliQue pas les freins pendant les change-

reculer.

ments de vitesses (vehicule automalique).

(3)C 0 C28. Ne verifie pas en arriere du vehicule en reculan!.

9. N'a/lume pas les phares (si necessaire).

(21e29. Ne verifie jamais a l'avanl et sur le cOte du vehicule

10. Cale ou emballe le moleur.

(lIe c 0en reculant.

Points iI deduire:
I30. Touche 3 un ou plusieurs cOnes.

C Controle du vehicule.

31. Prend plus de 120 secondes pour faire le test.

32. S'arrete plus d:une fois durant le parcours, en11. Prend plus de 55 secondes.

(SICmarche avanl seulemenl.

12. Accelere inegalement.

(31C0 C33. Incapable de demarrer.
13. Coups de volant.

(3,C 0 =34. Refus de co/laborer.

14. Freine brusquement.

(3)C C 0RemarQues:
15. Ne place pas le levier de.vilesse au bon point 3I'am~t.

"(3)0 = C

16. Mauvaise tenue du ou au volant.

I2IC 0

17. N'applique pas son frein de stationnemenl 3 I'arret du test.
(2)C

18. Circule avec le frein de stationnement applique. (210Points iI dedulre:
I

I I , 11 I , I I I 11 I I I I

Nom de l'examinateur (Iettres mouh~es)

Dale:
An Ms Jour

Total des
poinls a
deduire: _ Resullat Ioblenu:

Signature de I'examinateur _

p.gp (81·04)
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SECTION CIRCUIT ROUTIER

R~sultat
obtenu:

Total des
points a
deduire:

Date.
An MS Jour

A Emb8rquemenl. FVir8ges.
1. N'atlache pas la ceinture.

131C:44. Ne se place pas dans la voie appropriee avant
2. Ne r~g'e pas la ventilation (si n, :essaire).

(11~de tourner. (3)=: c::: =:
3. N'ajusle pas le si~ge (si necessaire).

(1)[45. Etlectue un vlrage trop court ou trop grand.(3)000
4. N'ajuste pas les rl!troviseurs (si necessaire).

(1)046 .• Ne change pas de vitesse avant le tournant.{JlO 0 0
5. Ne veritie pas si le trein de stationnement est

47. Touche la bordure du Iroltoir.(3)000
applique.

(1)048. TOurne Irop lenlemenl. (3)000
Polnls a dedulre: I49. Tourne Irop rap/demen!. (3)000

B
Depart.

50. Ne prend pas la bonne vole apres le lournant.(3)000
6. Ne s'assure pas que la voie est libre avant de

51. • Debraie en touman!.
(2)000

s'engager danz la circulation.

(5)000Points a dlldulre:I
7 .• Ne debraye pas ou ne place pas le levier de

G Passage i nlveau de vole ferret.
vitesse au neutre pour demarrer le moleur.

(3)00052, N'arrlite pas a fa distance obligatolre si necas-
8. N'engage pas la Iransmission en vitesse appro-

saire (minimum 5 m~lres), "
(5)000

priee.
(2)000

9. N'applique pas le trein pendanlle changement

Points i dGdulre:I
de vitesse (vl!hicules aUlomatiques).

(2)00 QH Depassement.

10. Cale ou emballe le moteur.

(2)00053, Ne s'assure pas si la voie est libre. (5)000
11.• O~part en monlant - recule.

(2)00054. Reprend sa voie trop Ill!. (5)000
12. N'allume pas les phares (si necessaire).

(2)055. Resle dans f'angle mort trop longtemps.(3)000

Points a dedulre;

I56. Retarde trop a reprendre sa vole. (3)000
Points a dedulra:

I
C

Conlrole du vehlcule. IMarche 8rrl~re et stallonnement,13. Manquedeprevoyance.
(5)000

57. Mauvals stallonnement.
(5)000

14. Vitesse excessive pour les conditions.
(5)000

58. Ne s'assure pas Que la vole est libre avant15. Suit de trop pr~s.
(5)0

de reculer. (5/000
16. Ne verifie pas avant de changer de voie.

(5)000
59, ManQue d'habilet4 a slallonner.

(3/000
17. Accel~re inegalement.

(3100060. Laisse les clefs au conlact a la fin du test.(3/000
18.• Oebraie avant de freiner ou de ralentir.

(3)00061. Ne verilie pas suflisammenl en arri~re du19.• Ne retrograde pas si necessaire.
(3)000vehicule en reculant. (3)000

20.• Tarde trop pour changer de vitesse.
(3100062. Recule par secousses. (2/000

21. Coups de volant.
(31[j0 063. N'appllque pas le Irein de slallonnement.(2/000

22. Freine brusquemen!.
(3100064.• Apr~s le stationnement. ne place pas le levier23. N'ulilise pas le Irein moteur (si necessaire).
(31000de vitesse a ('engrenage approprie.(2)000

24. Circule trop lentement.
(310

25. Manque de pralique en exploration visuelle.

(31['Points 6 dedulre:I
26. Ne circule pas dens la voie appropriee.

(31000
27. Mauvaise tenue du ou au volant.

(21:]0J
Causes d'echec Immedlat. Indlquer le(s) numero(s):

28.• Garde le pled gauche sur la pedale

65. Accident.

cc=r=Jd'embrayage inutilement.
121[10 C66. Action dangereuse.

29.• Mauvaise coordination de I'accelerateur

67. Inexperience dangereuse.

et de J'embrayage.

(2100068. Brule un feu rouge ou n'oMit pas a un signal

Points Ii dedulre;
Id'arr(lt.

69. Ne prend pas les mesures necessaires pour0
AmHs (Panneaull at laull de Circulation). s'assurer Qu'lI peut passer sans risQues aux

30. Neglige d'arreter son vehicule sur le feu jaune

passages a niveau (voir et entendre).

quand it auralt du (point de non relour).

151::0 070. Oepasse les IImites de vitesse.

31. Entrave la circulation (negligence).

13100 C71. Monle sur le troltolr.

32. N'execule pas un cedez reglementaire.

131['0 C72. Refus de collaborer.

33. Arrete dans la zone reservee aux pietons.

(2100 C73. Circule conslamment trop pr~s des aulres
34. AmHe trop pr~s des aut res vehicules.

(21C 0 ['vehicules.

35. Braque trop vite les roues avant d'execuler les

74. Incapable de demarrer.

tournants.

(21:::C 075. Mauvaise altitude au volanl.

36. Ne place pas le levier de vitesses a neutre pour une altente prolongee.

111l:0 0RemarQues:

Points iI dedulre:
I~E

Courtoisle et signaull.
•••

37. Neglige de signal er (departs, tournants, chan-
(31=0 [1

gemenls de voie, stationnements, etc.).
38. Mauvais signal.

(310 [J 0-1. Vousavezreussllelestavec satIsfactionVousavezdemontreQuevouspouvez--39. N'enl~ve pas le clignotant.
(31~ CJ 0contlnuervotreapprenlissageseul.

40. Abuse ou neglige de klaxonner.

(31e: ~ LLa Regiede I'assuranceaufomobllevousreccm'Tlandede continuera conduire
4'1. Passe trop pr~s des pielons, des motocyclistes,

prudemment.

des cyclisles ou des vehicules.

(3)= :J C
42. Manque de courtoisie envers les usagers

...2. Vousavez fa,l"letest.I'ensembledes manoeuvresn'apaselereussiavec leminimum

de la route.

(31~ C 0d'alsanceerde seeurilenecessalres.

43. Arrllte inutilement.

(3108 [1LaRegiedeI'assuranceautomobilevousreccmmandedecontlnuerapratlQueravec

Points a deduire:
I

uneattentionparticuliere,

.

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
Nom de I'examinateur (Ieltres moulees)
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WoodAIt.

Comm",n.ly ••>(IT'.n\PO'I~llon
St·\I.cn

MOTOR VEHICLE OPERATOR'S

EXAM WORK SHEET
(ROAO TEST!

OATE: _

LICENCE NO.: _

DATE OF BIRTH· _

CLASS: _

SURNAME: _

GIVEN NAMES· _

RESTRICT./ENDORSE.: _

CLASS VISION TESTROAD TESTROAD TEST AMOUNTFEE STATUS

1
2

~
3

-- I
4

/ V-
S

/ / )11/
6

L-..~\//\ f

7

(.l-- V,
AIR

)( \. IV

FA

V

TDG

( /
/

A. $TARnNG

RACES ENGINE' STALLS

UNNECESSARIL Y FA$T STAAT

FAIL TOtHlCt( CONDITIONS

DANGEROUS ACTIO'"

e. $1.U.!\!!jl;

U"-Cf.RTAlh - FORWARDS I BACKWARDS-------
IMPROI'EFI POSTuRE

u ••••••ECESSARy ONE AA'" STURING

WANOERS

O"'~GEROUS ACTIOf\l,

C ~I_"~~~

uNCERTAI'"

Swlf TS WHilE TUR ••••••G

J. !_~!~_l_~t!~~
f •••ILS TO A",TICIPAl(

SPEEDS TO MAttE GRit.., I TOO SLOYw

FAIt,.S 10Star ON A•••• tR

$TOI'$ Oh GR(l~

VIOLATI~

K. ~J.-<;HJ0' ~A,!
UtotCfATAI~ - TA"f I YIHO

$TOI'$ I~COAAICTL y - TO GRA..,T

'AILS TO YIIlD TOOTHERS

VIOL •••TIOPll, O.~GI"OU'S ACTtO"

•. "'no
Slo.. OISU\\Kl •••<; "01 O,~THVC'I""~

5

5

'0

..-----~I-I .

••

WRO~G SIGfI4Al GIVEN

,

'0

5

~ ..
--- ,- - ..

FAILS TOOBSfAvt

DANGEROUS ACTIQf\l

STRAOOLES-------------
'AILS TO OISIAV(

DAfrlIGEROUS ACt'QfIl

O. 'AS$ING

uNClRTAI~

N. INTERSECTIONS

STOPS ~"fC(SS.Mll Y

VIOLATION 1 O••••••c.lHOUS ACTICh

M. ~9Al!.!.QfIT'QIO

WR~GLANI

SWIFTS TOO SOON f LATE

MISSES SWIFT I WRONG GEAA

CQNS1SUPllTLY LOOt(S DOWN TO SHIFT

COASTS IN "'EUTRAl

E~

POOR OBSERVATION - aEfORE IWHILE -*-1 I
----------------- -,--
()tCfSSIV( $PH 0 S

F

~ANNOT S~~~!..~~ n ~=--~H n---- -.- -1-1-t-;--
o. ItO ••A••••ING --------- ----l-+:-

TOO SOO"-i I L.AT(

F AilS TO SOUtltO •• OA'"

'0

-....-
r

101+

1--. -

5 ' t~-t "!~ 1 _

TOTAL OfM(RITS

PAE·TRIP

PARKING

TRAILER

PASSENGER SoAf( TY 'ROClDURU

RAILROAD CROSSING PROCEOURES

'AILS TO ytlL.O

, AilS TO CHECK Rt AR

fMfRGINCY STOP T£ST

f AILS TO SOU""'O t4()M'"

OANGEROUS ACTI~

AGGRESSIVE

LACKS CONF IDE NCE I OVEA CONF 101: N T

LACKS KNOWLEDGE I EQUIPMENT

FAILS TO ANTICIPATE OANGER

OEPENDS ON OTHERS FOR SAFE TY

T. Mli.LBRAKl - IMPRO~_EfI ~~

TRUCK I TRACTOR

s. l!I!l1llM

Q. $r'ICIAL & CLASSlS 1,2, J ._C

(MlRGEtKY 1001 •••••£ •••'

'0 ,

E::j1
CuTS IN TOO OVICkl. y I

V'OlATlQIO 'DA"G'ROU$ACi~ .. __- ..~-=-==-=.-I]~-
P. ~\.LOWI~

TOO F AA f ClOSI

~-

7

7

'0

7

7

--f"~-+
5

"AILS TO 5fT IRAKE IGE.R

fAILS TO CHECt( CONQITlQt<r,lS

BRAI(,ES IN TURN

TURNS \'\IIDE

CUTS CORNEA

fAlLS TO OBSERVE REAR BEFORE TURN

DANGEROUS ACTION

I. STOP I R.R. CROSSING SIGNS

APPROACH TOO FAST

STOPS TOO FAR AHEAD I BACK

FAILS TO OBSERVE BEFORE STARTING

FAILS TO CO~E TO COMPLETE STOP

VIOLATION

STRII(ES FRONT OR REAR CAR

U •••• BlE TO P.Rt(

OANGEROUS ACTIOPII

L.ACKS SKILL.

f. l!!.!U!flIG.O~
ROUS •• CI(

Losn CO",TROl

G UBA.!ftii

IMPRoPER POSITlOI\l VEHICLE I INHU LS

Cl.I""8$ CURB

DANGEROUS ACTION

H. IIllI!d

TEST DISQUALIFICATION· MORE THAN 10 DEMERITS OR IFI FAILURE ON ANY
MANEUVER ALL CLASSES EXCEPT CLASS 5 •• 6 WHICH ARE ALLoweD lO DE·
MERITS
yG 18151SN1R(V 12/87

DATE
!.. /

SIC;"'''IlJA( Of l • .I.••••f\lI:A



STATE OF CALIFORNIA-DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES
FINAL SCORE

Date
ROAD TEST SCORE SHEET100 Minus

App. or Lie. No
PT. OFFSCORE

TO APPLICANT: You have 100 points at the start of the tesl. For eaeh driving error points
Passing 0

ROUTE

will be taken oft. Failure on any maneuver is grounds for immediate ending of the test.Below Standard 0
PASSING GRADE: Basic Glass-70, Other Glasses-75. Driving Instructor-8S.

CLASS I VEHICLE

l!XAMINl!R'S SIGNI.D.NO.

APPLICANT'S SIGNATURE: X
~Office

MECHANICAL OPERATION

BASIC DRIVING SKILLS IIMP~~:~~C:NT~O"
PAIL45. PRE·TRIP INSPECTION ~ASSFAIL

IIMPROVEMENT

POOR
FAILSTOP SIGNITRAFFIC SIGNAL 36 a Lighting Equipment

NEEDED
3

21 Obedience to Sign/Signal. b Wheels and tires

EQUIPMENT USE
1

22. Position After Stopping

•c Fifth Wheel

1. Gears
23. Fails to Make Full Stop

d. Brake HoseS/Ltnes .
o 0 0

2. Clutch
• •

e Electrical Con.
3 Signaling

•RIGHT AND LEFT TURNS 36 BUSES (In eddltlon to baelce)
4. Auxiliary Equipment

24 Swings Too WideR·L•t. Emergency Ex,ts

5. Accelerator .

25 Cuts Too ShortR·L•g Emergency EQUIp

6 Brake

•
26 Starts Wrong Lane .

R-Lh Interior Lights

7. Steering Position

• i. Signs..27. Ends Wrong Lane '
R·L•

SKILL TESTS
RIGHT OF WAY

48 When drrving Class 1 or 2 vehicles. restricted
0' D

BACK UP AND DETOUR 0 36 28 To Other Vehicles,
to automatic transmission

8. Strikes Curb or Stanchion

29 To Pedestrians

TURNABOUT 0 36 30. To Emergency Vehicles
•

9. Number ot Attempts

•
31 Accepling Right ot Way

••
10, Bumps Curb or Object

SPEED CONTROL36

GRADE CONTROL 0
36 32 Over Speed Lim,t

11

Amount of Roll Back 33 Too Slow-Needless Stops .•
12. Setting Wheels and Controls

••34 Basic Speed Law •
BACKING 0

36 35 On Turns

13. Number of Corrections

•36. On Approaching Corners

14. Weaving

•37 Following Distance •
15. Control ot Vehicle

LANE USE24

16, Control of Trailer

•38 Steering Smoothness •
BASIC DRIVING SKILLS

39 Position in Lane

CAUTION

48 40. Choice of Lane
...

17 At Intersections .

•REACTION TO HAZARDS
510

4 1. Dangerous Maneuver

••
18. In Changing Lanes 42 Strrking Object

•
19 During Skill Tests

43 Lack of Control
20 Pulling From Curb

44 Scanning for Hazards•

n
;;..-
t'""!

~

~

~
~
Ul
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Slate of New York· Depanmenl of Motor VfItllcles

ROAD TEST evAlUA TlON

8

23"

5lU fitU 'LU

587

7A 78 AA aB

~'-
L _o.of Alrtll

RestnctlOl'lS:

A B C. 0 f F G

Type:

~' Original r1 ~ ~ J P.£xam 0 ••••• --..---------------------.------1 ---
AREAS NEEDING IMPROVeMeNT

,I

MECHAHICAl SKIUS

1. : ; Steering

2, ',I AcceWation

<4 ' Clutcn.'Gear

Prl"(esf (Clli£& 1 & <!J

Comn~t&: _

;-t-"

,,,:.:,.1;':.; .. :'.' I
I'
,0

~!~!. ~..
I'J .::.(;:

INn:RAC11OH WITH T'RAntC

6. n Communication

7. I 1 Ol:Is4Hvarlon

R. CJ R\qht of Way

9, n $pM(!

11. l~ latIe SellcUl)f'I

13. n TraMc Contol o..c.
1•. D~~

15. 0 TwmitIg

MEETS STANDAAOS FOR LICENSING lJ VES ONO

Reasons 10( Olsqualificalion: I I ~t fl Dangerous Adloo (j Se/ioUl;·~~, U ~ T••••••••••••.

REDATElHOLD ----------.-----



MeP. PATENTfD. Cl?C1OO

New York State Department of Motor Vehicles

COMMERCIAL DRIVER LICENSE - ROAD TEST EVALUATION

POST:

117

Applicant Name

Applicant Signature

DATE: CLASS: PLATE:

Examiner's Signature MVLE Number

Other Restrictions.

I. PRE·TRIP INSPECTION 0 DQUV. GRADE CONTROLQDO U VEHICLE TYPE

A. Exterior LiQhts, Reflectors

A. ObservationoTractor-trailer
B. Tires, Rims, LuQS, Spacers, Seals

B. SiQnalinQoTruck-Trailer OnlyC. SprinQs, Shocks
C. Setting Controlso Straight TruckD. Leaks
D. Rolls on Gradeo Tractor OnlyE. Brakes

VI. DRIVING UPJOOWNGRADE a DO UOBus
F. Air/Electrical Lines A. Proper Gearo RV over 26,000 Ibs.
G. Fifth Wheel B. Prooer Speedo Other class C vehicles
H. Horn, Wipers, Heater, Defroster C. ObservationI. Gauaes VII. HIGHWAY DRIVING

a 00UPOWER UNIT GVWR
J. Safetv Eauipment (Fire Ext., etc.)

010,000 Ibs. or less
K. Air Brakes Test A. Observation

L. SO ft. Brake Test
B. Speed010,001 to 18,000 Ibs.

o 18,001 to 26,000 Ibs.

C. EnterinaBUSES D. Lane Chanaina
o Greater than 26,000 Ibs.M. Emeraency Exits E. SignalinQN. Seats F. ExitinQGCWR over 26,000 Ibs.

DY ONO. Passenger Entry G. Lane PositionTowed Unit GVWR
11.BASIC SKILLS a DOUVIII. URBANlRURAL DRMNGa DOUover 10,000 Ibs.Dv ON

A. Parallel Park A. ObservationAir Brakes:
Dv ON1. Observation B. Lane Position Dv ON

2. Steering Control
C. SignalinQ
Farm Vehicle:

3. Pull-ups D. Lane Changes4. Too Far away from, or hit, curb E. SpeedNON-COMMERCIAL TESTB. Straiaht Line Backina IX. RIGHT AND LEFT CURVES a 00
Uo NON-CDL-C(18,001-26,000 lbs.)1. Observation

A. Observation
2. Steering Control

3. Pull-ups

B. Stays in LaneREASONS FORC. Proper SpeedC. Forward Stop DISaUALlFICA TION
1. Distance

D. Vehicle Control
o AccidentX. GENERAL DRMNG SKILLS a DO

U2. Brake Control o Serious ViolationIll. ROAD HAZARD CHECKS 0 DO
UA. Observation
o Dangerous ActionB. Steerina Control o DO in 4 or more categories

A. Bridaes
C. Clutch Controlo Needs more experience

B. Underpasses
D. Proper Use of GearsC. Railroad Crossina E. Proper Use of Brakeso Qualified

o RedateD. Other
F. Obeys Traffic Signs and SignalsIV. TURNS & INTERSECTIONS a DO

U
G. Courtesy

o Disqualified

A. Observation
EXAMINER'S COMMENTS/REASON FOR REDATE:B. Steering Control

C. SicmalingD. Too WideE. Too ShortF. Proper SpeedG. Engine ControlH. Stopping Position

COl-200 (8190)

\",A. L.IIYIII'Q' VVIIUVI

H. Stopping Position



MARYLAND
118

10UIOU ID.
N

• WOIIEW NlIOUIOEl ID.

lUm DL-11 (1-91)

APPLlCA TION
FORPR!NTIN INK OR TYPE.PLEASEANSWERQUESTIONSBELOW.DO NOT FILL IN SHADEDAREAS.

Pursuanll0 16·111 of the TransportatIon Article and the AdmInIstration's Regulations. you are re.quired to disclose your Social Security NumberNoncommercial Driver's licenses which will be used only for driver license and registration purposes Please enter your Social Security Number where indicated.

LEARNER PERMIT
o $22.00Is your driver's license or privilege to operate a motor vehicle revoked, suspended, cancelled or

DRIVER LICENSE
o $20.00refused in this or any other slale or D.e.? 0 YES D NO If ves, DateState

CLASS

ADBDcOMODo you have any physical or mental disability, other than vision, which may affect your driving?

OYES
o NOIf yes. submit with this application. a certificate from your doctor. indicating the

onset of disability. diaQnosis. proanosls. and medication. if any.AI! applicants MuST apply In person, furnish the reQulfed Do you presently hold Drivers License(s)?
YES 0NO 0proof 01 aQe and Identlf;' and pass eve and law leslS lIst license No's

JurrsdtCll0n(s)Exp. Date(s)SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

I
I

FIRST NAME

MIDDLE NAMELAST NAME
Have you ever held a License in this or any other jurisdiction(s)?

YES 0
NO O.If YES. List.STREET AOORESS OR R F D ANO BOX NO

CITY TOWN

STATEcoZIP CODE

Reslr's IHgt IWgt IRace 1 Sex 1

Date of BII1h

I
CK 0 cO

EXP. DATE RESTRICTIONS

PLEASE CHECK IF, UPON YOUR DEATH. YOU
DESIRE TO HELP OTHERS BY BECOMING

AN ORGAN DONOR.

OYES

RACE CODES

1 ~.

2 White Cauc;.e$lan, ~flc indian (NatlYeS of IndIB

and ~ Arab Countneost

~, On.nUlI A$tehc
Mongo6otd. Amencan Ind••n
Olhe<

UCENS£ CUSS CODES

CLASS 8 NoncommerClal vehICles & combtnetJOns

ot noncommerC":.IBI "ehlcles 26.001 0'

mor. pounds GVW and CIBSS C
noncommerClal vehicles e.cept IIBelOf·
trelief' and molOtcycles

•CLASS A All noncommerc,.' vehicles e_cepl
n\Ot()fcyc1t-S

.."
(."'.'(1'1
••••• 111 ..

(artaflll
••••

I C •• t,tv ",.Iler penalty01 perJury.that thostatementsmadeonth,sapplicationaretrueandcorrectto rho!lest01 myknowle<lge.
mIOfl1'\c1f1()f1_ and be-l~f

'-'10' ••
&I"UCAI'

The appItCB"Gn 0'. mlnOf' fOr •• \IC~se Shall be COSlgned by (1) A pattnf or QlWdlMl 01,!'It iClOIlQr1l. OF!

I?) It !~ JOPItc.Jnl h.is no Pi"rnl 01 ~'"" 01 IS ff\iI1t«J in ~II ~oyer 01 me WtUl'll Of Jrty other fespGnSltNt ~11

I Cf'llofv ~ ~Il)' 01 PP''''~ ,.,.. It'lt Sliter"efll! rnHt If! TtN:)c/plUlllOn M ff\.Ir ~r(/ (01'1'11(110T'WtlPil of rn, III'IOW~

,,,10"".1'0" '''(1 bf'I,~, ••• 'f'I.l,o"sn.p 10 :n~ 'Ppl'C,"1 'S '"'' ot 0 P",,,fll 0 Gu'1l0'olIfI

o Soouw 0 !"""' ••• 0 ~._"'Ao.;I

IIIUTUlf .'

ca·.IIIU " liT(
PLEASE SIGN fUll " .•.•• E !If "OTHER OR wlff SIGNS USE YOUR fiRST GIVE" N .•.••• EJ

cuss C NonCOl"'ImerClal vetudes tess than 26.001

pounds GVW e.cepf motorcyctes

CLASS ••• M~orCYCles

MOTOR VEHICLE ADMINISTRATION
6601 RJtctue Hwy., NE, Glen Burnie. MO 21062



119

••• e____ ·~._.. '---~--..•. .-
VIOLATIONS

TUTP.POtNTSOfF

1

23V.123

A fAilED TO OBSERVE TFVHIC

2
-

B CLUTCH OR GEAR CONTROL

2

C fAilED TO SIGNAL

2

o TOUCHfO l.IARKU\

2

E

STRADDLES TRAffIC lANE 2

f

fAILED TO KEEP TO RIGHT 2

G IMPROPER TURN

2

H fAILURE TO fASTEN SEATBEl T

3
I

fAILED TO OBEY ROAD SiGNS 3
J fOllOWS TOO ClOSH Y

3

K SPEED TOO SlOW

3

l GAVE WRONG SIGNAL

4

M CLIMBED ('uno

5

N JUDGEMENT IN TRA'FIC

5

o OROVEINI~PROP£RlANE

5
p IMPROPE R PAS5'NG

5

o EXCESSIVE SPEED

5

R VEHICLE IEQUIPMENT oPERA ToON

5
S PASSED REO lIGHT

16

T PASSED STOP SIGN

16

U UP\,lA,8lf TO PAR"- WITHI~ J ~I~UT£S

10

v UNA8lE TO PARK IMfH' ••••.•MI"-tlJT[S

13

W UNABLE TO PARt( W'lTM'''' ~ MINUTES

16

x KNOC",ED MARKER OVER

16

't' JUMPED CUR8

16

Z UNABLE TO TURN A80u T .,., TH' ••••3 ~I~

10

AA UNABLE TO TURN ABOuT W"MI'" .• Utp.,

13

8B UNABLE TO TUA,.. ASOUT •••••ITHI"-4 ~ U'''w

16

cc "CClO£""T

16

00 ATTITUDE

16

EE DANGEROuS AC TION

16

~,: FAilURE FOllOw '''''S TR~C TIO""~

16

TOT Al POINTS OFF

15 OR MORE POINTS OFF WILL O'SQUAUFY APPLICANT

D'UVEII
PLACEDATEEXAMINER

TEST
FAIL

fAILfAILPASS

lYKOfTUT

AD
BDcDMD

DATE OF TEST

ORIGINAL
0

RECLASS

01
REINSTATEMENT

0
2DRIVER IMPROVEMENT 0

OTHER

03
VlEt«:l.lIMFOIIIlATlON

fIIAl{( Of CAllTACMO.

ITATI'

o DEfECnVE VEHICLE

o UNACCOMPANIED

o NO REGISTRAnON

0
EXAIIlN£1l COMMENTS

The ~'.on elI•• e,.Md on the 'ace 01 thl' aoohca'tOft h•• ~,~".Ily
app•• r.<I"'0'. m. and ".' ."cce"'ull., co",pl.,ect '''. P,.,cftDed
••• mtnat.on ...-.cs •••

EYE TEST
IlGT. EYE

Ln.EYE10TH EYESIlEF.EXAMlNEIl

WITH

201201201
GLASSfS

GLASSfS

201
201201

IlGT. EYE

LFT.EYE10TH EYESEXAMINEIl

~U~SfS

201201201

~~~~J
201201201

LAW TESTPLACE

DATEEXAMINER

fAIL fAILPASS



OREGON 120

~rn[UJw~~~ ~
DRIVER LICENSE APPLICATION

DRIVER LICENSE

INSTRUCTION PERMITMOTORCYCLE ENDORSEMENT

o CLASSC

o ClASSC o M (500 CC OR MORE)RE-EXAMo CLASS C RESTRICTED
o MOTORCYCLE M (500 CC OR MORE)o Q (499 CC OR LESS)0TYPE:

o MOTORCYCLE Q (499 CC OR LESS)

LAST NAME (PRINT) IFlRST NAME (l'RINT)

..
••....•MIDDLE NAME (PI\INT)

.....
OflEGOf( UCENSEJlD NUMBER

DATE Of BIRTH(M-O-Y)

IPlACE OF BIRTH (Cm and STATE ",COUNTRY)

MOTHER'S MAIDEN NAME

RESTRICTlOH8

DO you WANT YOUR LICENSE TO SHOW 0 YES

IHEIGHTIWEIGHTt'X (CIRClfII COLOO EYES ICQtOR HAIR
THA TYOU ARE AN ANATOMICAL DONOR? 0 NO

FT.
IN. LBS. M F

RESIOEHC£ AODIlfSS
MAILING ADDRESS (IF DiffERENT FROM RESIDENCE ADDRESS)

CITY. STATE, ZIP CODE

CLASS OF PREVIOUS LICENSEHOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN DRIVING?,.
(YEARS)

(MONTHS)
00 YOO NOW HAVE OR HAVE YOO EVER HAD AN INSTRUCTION

OYES
EXPIRATIONDAreLICENSE NUMBERNAME ON PREVIOUS LICENSE

PERMIT. 100NTlFICA TION CARD OR DRIVER LICENSE FROM OREGOH1
ONO

00 YOO NOW HAVE OR HAVE YOO EVER HAD AN INSTRUCTION

OYES
EXPIRATIONDATESTATE OR COUHTRYLICENSE NUMBER

PERMIT. IDENTIFICATION CARD. DRIVER LICENSE OR CHAUFFEUR LlCENS£ Ff\OU AH'f OTHER STATE OR COUNTRY?
ONO

ARE YOO CURRENTLY OR HAVE YOO EVER HAD YOUR LICENSE

OYES
DATE STATE

IREASON
TO DRIVE OR RIGHT TO APPLY FOR THE PRMLEGE SUSPENDED. REVOKED. CANCELED OR REFUSED?

ONO

[)MY WlU USE THE "'EOlCAL INFORMA'!1OH IN THE FOlLOWING TWO OUESTIONS ONLY FOR THE PURPOSE OF DETERMINING YOOR ELIGIBILITY TO DRIVE
THE ANSWERS TO TME QUESTIONS WILL liE KEPT CONFIDEHTlAL
HAVE YOU HAD A lOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OR PHYSICAL CONTROL. OR HAS YOUR ABILITY TO DRIVE BEEN IMPAIRED WITHIN THELAST TWO YEARS?

OYES 0 NO IF YOU MARKED "YES," TO WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITION(S) WAS IT RELA TED? (YOU MUST MARK AT

UAST ONE BOX} o EPtL£PSYfSEIZURES

o INSULIN- TREATED DIABETESo HEART CONDITIONo STROKEo DRUG USEo MENTAL ILLNESS

o A PROBLEM WITH AlCOHOL o OTHER (EXPlAIN):HAVE YOU HAD A PAQ8l.£M INVOt.V1NG YOUR USE ~ AlCOHOl OR DRUGS WllliIN THE LAST FOUR YEARS? 0 YES 0 NOI UND£RSTAND THAT IT IS AGAINST THE lAW TO MAKE ANY F"lSE STATEMENT

ACCORDING TO lAW, THE APPUCATION ~ A MINOR LESS THAN 18 YEARS OF

00 SHOW FAlSE EVIDENCE ~ AGE ANDtoR IDENTITY ON THIS APPUCA TION .IF I

AGE MUST BE SIGNED BY BOTH THE APPLICANT AND THE APPLICANrs FA THER,

00, MY PERMIT OR lICENSE WILL BE IMMEDIATELY CANCELED. IF I AM CON-

MOTHER, OR GUARDIAN HAVING CUSTODY OF SUCH PERSON - A STEP

VIClED ~ SUCH ACr(S), I FURTHER UNDERSTAND THAT I CAN BE FINED OR

PARENT'S SIGNATURE IS NOT ACCEPTABLE UNLESS CUSTOOY IS BY COURT

SENTENCED TO JAIL OR BOTH ACCORDING TO OREGON LAW.

ORDER.

SIOHATUM (N AI'f'UCAHT

IOOHATURE (N PARENT 0fI OUAROlAH

X X. *STOP - DO NOT WRITE IN AREA BELOW - FOR OFACE USE ONLY *
NDR

OUTSTANDING REOUIREMENTSDATE RECEIVEDMVRID
DATE o CLEARo SUSPENDED

MVlIIDo 66OQ[Cl.EARANCEN~OAT[ o CLEARo SUSPENDED
MVlIIDEo PROOF AGE/lD/AOORESS

E
o REIN. FEEfSR-22OAT[ o CLEARo SUSPENDED

MVl\ 10D~o OTHER
LAW TEST

ClA~

L.OCATION Cl.A$STUTIOOICOIIf

~1'2

DATE LOCATION CLASS~STNOICOIIf"""10
1 ~,.

2

1I
4

SIGN RECOGNITION

o PASSo FAIL 5
VISION

RESULTS DRIVE TEST

o ACUITY

o DOUBLE VISIONOOK1 DATE
CLASSllCOAEMVR 10

o VERTICAL IMBALANCE

o FIELD OF VISIONo OKWCl

o LA TERAllMBALANCE

o REFERRED2
REASOH FOR REF£RRA1.

IDATEIMVRID

HEARING3o GOODo BIRTH CERTIFICATE

o FAIR
COUNTER DATE STAMP

\ FEErVRIDo OTHER (SPECIFY)

o DEAF

735· 173 (3-90)
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DRIVE TEST SCORE SHEET

Course

license
Number Represent~t::I-I I I------J

A. Starting

1. Signal 5-10

2. Observation - ahead. side, rear 5-25

43

5-25

5-25

5-25

5-25

5-25

4. Strays tram driving _

5. Reacts slOWly In emergency _

2

l. Miscellaneous

1. lnexperience.ltnproper Yehicle control, traffic 5-25

2. Aight-of-way 5-30

3. Too dose - fOllowlng - stopping - side _ 10-25

4. BaCking - parldng 5-25

5. Passing 5-25

6. Posture 5-10

7. Freeways 5-20

H. Driving Attitude

1. Depends upon others fOf"safety _

2. Too aggressive - Inconsiderate _

3. Fails to antic/pate _

G. Attention

1. Intersection, AA. driveway 10-25

2. Other traffic 5-25

3. Pedestrians 5.25

5-25

5-25

F. Speed

1. Too last _

2. Toe slow _

5-15

5-10

5-25

5-25

5-20

5-20

5-25

5-10

5-25

5-20

5-10

4. Improper maneuver _

5-20

3. Unnecessary 5-15

4. On crosswalks - in intersections 5-10

EXPLANATION OF SPECIAL CODE J

D. lane Use

1. Slgnal _

2. Observation - ahead. side. rear _

3. Position - right. left, drift _

E. Signs - Signals

1. Proceeded through - stopped by examiner 10-30

2. ROIled through 5-25

3. Observation 5-20

C. Turning

1. &gnal _

2. From wrong lane - one-way. two-way __

3. Into wrong lane - one-way. two-way __

4. Swings wide - cuts corner _

5. Speed _

6. Observation - ahead, side. rear _

B. Stopping

1. Too suddenly _

2. Observation _

TOTAL DEDUCTIONS I I I
SCORE I I I

Grounds For Immediate Failure REPRESENTATIvES C()t,lMENTS _

1. An aCOdent ""'01"'"1/ any amounl 01 p<opef1y damage Of pel"$Ol\81 rItfU'Y

2. The aP!l'ocant refuses 10 perfonn any mane""er wrucn IS part 01 tne

p<escnbed dnving lest

3. Any <langerous action In wlltCh:

a. An aCCIdent IS p<e••••nled by expert dfMnll Of aCl"'" on !NI part 01 O\tlef
drivers.

b. The e.aminer is forced 10 .sstsl the dover in lvotding In lcoesenl
physically or Ofally.

c. The applicant drives or bacl<s oYer curt> 0< siOewalk.

d. By slaHong Of other imp<oper dflVlng benavl()( lhe eppllCanl aeales a
se(looS Irel1lC nazard.

4. The applocant comm~s any ot lhe 10UOw'"9:

a. Passes another car whk:h is stopped at a crosswalk yte'<1.ng to •
pedestnan. or passes a sctlooI bus Slopped wlln ~s red IIQnlS f1asn,"ll

b. Makes Of slarts to make one tum 'rom tne wrong laO<l under IraNo<:
conditions lIlat render sucn aCliOns dangerous.

c. Runs IIlrougn or nas 10 be stopped 'rom running 00<1 red IIQnl Of one
stop sign.

5. Applicant is unable to properly operate vehicJeequipment. or after pro
ceeding 8 shOrt distance on the drive course. it becomes apparent thal
the applicant is dangerously inexpe(lenced. DRlvER'S SIGNATURE •• _



Ih'lSTATf OF WAS/IINCTONLLfl,Utp4f,mlHt of

licEnsinG

WASHINGTON

DRIVING TEST SCORE SHEET

122

POINTS INDICATED REQUIRE ADDITIONAL PRACTICE AND CORRECTION

CONTROLLED STOP 2MECHANICAL OPERATION

Danger Potential
Danger Potential

BACKING

4lack of Skill .......... 1

Danger Potential

LANE TRAVEL
lack of Skill •......... 2

Danger Potential
PARAllEL PARKING

4Congestion Potential .... 2

Danger Potential

FOLLOWING
lack of Skill .......... 2

Danger Potential
Congestion Potential .... 2

Congestion Potential .... 2

PARK AND START ON HILL

4PASSING

Danger Potential
Danger Potential

lack of Skill .......... 2
Congestion Potential .... 2

Congestion Potential .... 2
RIGHT OF WAY

STARTING

4Danger Potential

Danger Potential

Congestion Potential .... 2

UNCONTROLLED INTERSECTION

4LEFT TURNS

Danger Potential

Danger Potential
lack of Skill .......... 3TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES

4Congestion Potential .... 3
Danger Potential RIGHT TURNSCongestion Potential .... 2 Danger PotentialSTOP SIGNS/FLASHING LIGHT

4lack of Skill .......... 3
Danger Potential

Congestion Potential .... 3
Congestion Potential .... 2

GENERAL DRIVING
TRAFFIC SIGNAL LIGHTS

4PERFORMANCE
Danger Potential

Danger Potential
Congestion Potential .... 2

Congestion Potential .... 2

REMARKS:

2

4

4

4

4

6

6

4

QUALIFIED: OYes ONo

REASON FOR DISQUALIFICATION: YOUR SCORE, D
OAccident ~Dangerous Action OViolation of law CDeductions OFailure to Perform

I certify that the vehicle being used for my Drive Test is insured and in compliance with the
provisions of Washington's Mandatory Insurance Law ReW 46.30.030. I agree to hold the State
of Washington, Department of Licensing, or any employee thereof, harmless from and against
all claims, suits or actions for personal injury and/or property damage, including, but not limited
to, attorney fees and costs arising from any acts or failure to act which result in injury to persons
or property. I further authorize the Department of Licensing, or any employee thereof, to act
as my agent in transporting the vehicle used in this drive test to the examining station if, for
any reason, the drive test cannot be completed.

Signa tu re_X-'-- _
Date location Examiner _
DLE·520·001 D~'VING TESTSCO~E SHEET 1~ll01901 Pag. I of 2
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FRANCE

FICHE DE SUIVI DE FORMATION

Nom de I'eleve:

Prenom de I'eleve :

Date de naissance :

Livret d Iapprentissage :

N° correspondant a celui du livret

Date d'inscription :

123

Test de la vue:

Evaluation de depart date:

Oui 0 Non 0 Observations:

Observations:

Joindre la fiche d'evaluation de depart dans ce document

Nom du responsable de la formation:

Calendrier des seances de formation prevues

Date

I w
a:012·W:rI- I 3

4
Date

w
:Jo
i=«
a:
a..

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Horaire

Horaire

Date

5
678

--- Date

9
10111213141516

Horaire

Horaire

Date

9 101112 Date
17

18192021222324

Horaire

Horaire

PREvENIR 3 SEMAINES AVANT LE SERVICE DE REPARTITION DE LA DATE DES RENDEZ-VOUS PEDAGlJGlaUr~ (*)

1er RVP (date previsible) :

2e RVP (date previsible) :

ETG obtenue le

Epreuve pratique obtenue le

(*' Iltili~"r I" fnrm,ililire nrevu Oiloe 7.

, effectue le

effectue le

. a la

ala

presentation

presentation



n Renseigner la colonne en utilisant le code ci-dessous :

.
Objectif : Maltriser la voiture a allure lente ou moderee,general

le trafic etant faible ou nul

E.1 I Objectifs :
a) Connaltre les principaux organes de la voiture, les principales

commandes, et le tableau de bord

b) S'installer au poste de conduitec) Regarder autour de soid) Agir sans mettre en danger les autres ou soi-memee} Avertir les autres usagersn Demarrer et s' arreterg) Tenir et tourner le volanth) Utiliser la boite de vitessesi) Diriger la voiture, en avant et en arriere, en ligne droite et en

courbe en adaptant allure et trajectoire

2

ETAPE 1

- objectif aborde

- objectif completement
traite

- objectif assimile

Observations:

lZl

r8J•

124

L'evaluation de synthese de la premiere etape

Cette evaluation peut avoir lieu sur une aire de manCEuvre, sur une piste
ou dans des rues ou il y a tres peu de circulation. Elle dOlt durer environ
10 minutes .

La voiture est en stationnement, les retrQviseurs et le siege sont deregles.

FICHE D'EVALUATION DE SYNTHESE

DE LA PREMIERE ETAPE

• L'eleve va monter en voiture

• 11 regarde si aucun pneu
n'est degonfle

• 11 s'installe au poste de

• 11 regie le siege
conduite

• 11 regie les retroviseurs
• 11 boucle la ceinture

• 11 met le moteur en marche

• Sans hesitation ni erreur

(eventuellement : le starter)

• 11 demarre

• Sans caler
• Sans a-coup

• 11 change de vitesse

• Sans caler
• Au moment convenable• Sans regarder le levier

• 11 roule en ligne droite

• Sans deviation notable

• 11 tourne

• Sans s'ecarter du bord
de la voie

• 11 fait une marche arriere :

- en ligne droite
• Sans deviation importante

- en courbe
• Sans deviation import ante

• 11 fait un demi-tour

• Sans hesitation importante
• Sans erreur

• 11 s'arrete

• Sans erreur
• A I'endroit indique

11 repond a cinq questions du guide concernant la premiere etape (indi
quer leur code) :

RESUlTATS DE l'EvALUATION DE SYNTHESE (")

Premiere evaluation de synthese faite le apres heures

d'enseignement theorique et heures d'enseignement pratique.

Resultat:

A0 80
Deuxieme evaluation de synthese faite le

apres heures
d'enseignement theorique et

heures d'enseignement pratique.

Resultat:

A0 80
Evaluation du controle faite le Resultat:

A0 80

En cas de notation "8" (resultat negatif), on cochera d'une croix les ele
ments a retravailler avantla prochaine evaluation de synthese.

n Les resultats de celte evaluation de synthese doivent etre retranscrits
dans le Iivret d'apprentissage de I'eleve dans le cartouche correspondanl.



ETAPE 2

Objectif : Choisir la position sur la chaussee. Franchir

general
une intersection ou y changer de direction.

E.21 Objectifs :
a) Connaitre les principales regles de circulation ainsi que la

signalisation

b) Tenir compte de la signalisation verticale et horizontalecl Rechercher les indices utilesdl Utiliser toutes les commandese) Adapter sa vitesse aux situationsn Choisir la voie de circulationg) Maintenir les distances de securiteh) Franchir les differents types d'intersection et y ch anger de

direction

(") Renseigner la colonne en utilisant le code ci-dessous :

objectif aborde [2]

- objectif completement I'V'ltrarte LC::,I

obJectif assimile •

Observations:

125 3

l'iwaluation de synthese de la deuxieme etape

L'eleve conduira pendant environ 15 minutes sur un parcours offrant la
possibilite de verifier si les principaux objectifs ont ete atteints : intersec
tions avec priorite, sans priorite, avec feux tricolores, avec signal" cedez
le passage" et signal" stop ", sans visibilite, et aussi, dans la mesure du
possible, ronds-points.

11 conduira il une allure normale et devra, a la demande du formateur,
tourner a gauche ou il droite a certaines intersections.

FICHE D'EVALUATION DE SYNTHESE

DE LA DEUXIEME ETAPE

• L'eleve conduit: - iI a automatise la manipulation des commandes- il ne roule pas trap lentement- il ne raule pas trop vite- il maintient une position convenable sur la chaussee- il maintient les distances de securite- il tient compte de la signalisation- il choisit la voie convenable avant de tourner• 11 franchit les intersections:- ou il n'a pas a ceder le passage- ou il doit ceder le passage a droite- ou it doit ceder le passage a droite et a gauche- ou il doit marquer un temps d'arret et ceder le passage (stop)- avec feux tricolores

On cochera a gauche les intersections rencontrees.

On s'efforcera de rencontrer les divers types d'intersection. En tous cas,
on observera le comportement au signal STOP.

RESULTATS DE L'EvALUATlON DE SYNTHESE I")

Premiere evaluation de synthese faite le

apresheures
d'enseignement theorique et

heures d'enseignement pratique.

Resultat:

A0 80
Deuxieme evaluation de synthese faite le

apres heures
d'enseignement theorique et

heures d'enseignement pratique.

Resultat:

A0 80
Evaluation du controle faite le Resultat:

A0 80

En cas de notation "8" Iresultat negatif), on cochera d'une croix les ele
ments a retravailler avant la prochaine evaluation de syntMse.

(") Les resultats de cette evaluation de synthese doivent etre retranscrits
dans le livret d'apprentissage de I'eleve dans le cartouche correspondant.



nRenseigner la colonne en utilisant le code ci-dessous :

Objectif : Circuler dans des conditions normales sur

general route et en agglomeration

e.31 Objectifs :
a) Evaluer les distances et les vitesses
b) Evaluer les distances d' arretc) Tenir compte du gabarit de la voitured) S'arreter, stationnere) Croiser, depasser, etre depassen Passer un virageg) Savoir se comporter a I'egard des diverses categories d'usagers
h) Suivre un itinerairei) Avoir des notions sur les effets de I'alcool

4

ETAPE 3

- objectif aborde

- object if completement
traite

- objectif assimile

Observations :

C?Sl•

126

L'evaluation de synthese de la troisieme etape

L'eleve conduira pendant environ 20 minutes au moins sur un parcours
comportant autant que possible divers types de route, la traversee d'ag
glomerations, des intersections et des virages.

11 aura, avant le depart, choisi son itineralre au moyen d'une carte. 11 devra
commenter sa conduite.

Le formateur interviendra seulement si une situation difficile risque de
devenir dangereuse.

FICHE D'EVALUATlON DE SYNTHESE

DE LA TROISIEME ETAPE

• l'eleve choisit son itineraire:
- il sait lire une carte routiere.• L'eleve conduit:- il ajuste sa vitesse aux situations,- il maintient les distances de securite.• L'eli!Ve franchit un virage :- iI adapte sa vitesse,- ,I conserve une trajectoire convenable,• L'eleve depasse un vehicule:- iI prend les precautions necessaires avant de depasser,- iI rev.ent a droite correctement.• L'eleve se range dans un creneau :- iI reussit la manreuvre .• L'eleve repond aux questions de I'objectlf i (alcool)11)- qu'appelle-t-on alcoolemle?i2) - comment mesure-t-on I'alcoolem.e ?i3) - quel est le taux d'alcoolemie qUI entraine des sanctions

graves s'iI est at1eint ou depasse ?
,4) - quelle est I'influence de I'alcool sur la perception, les gestes,

les altitudes?

15)- pourquoi les effets de l'alcool sont-ils partlculierement impor-
tants chez les conducteurs debutants ?

,

RESUlTATS DE l'EvAlUATlON DE SYNTHESE (O)

PremIere evaluation de synthese falte le apres heures

d'enseignement theorique et heures d'enseignement pratique.

Resultat:

AD 80
Deuxieme evaluation de synthese faite le

apresheures
d'enseignement theorique et

heures d'enseignement pratique.

Resultat:

AD 80
Evaluation du controle faite le Resultat:

AD 8D

En cas de notation "8" (resultat negati~, on cochera d'une croix les ele
ments a retravailler avant la prochaine evaluation de synthese.

n Les resultats de cet1e evaluation de synthese doivent €ltre retranscrits
dans le livret d'apprentissage de I'eleve dans le cartouche correspondant.



ETAPE 4

Objectif : Connaitre les situations presentant des

general
difficultes particulieres

EA\ Objectifs :
a} S'inserer dans une circulation rapide
b} Conduire en agglomeration dans une circulation densec) Conduire dans une file de vehiculesd) Adapter la conduite a des conditions ou la visibilite est reduite,

notamment la nuit

e) Adapter la conduite a des conditions oil I'adherence est reduiten Avoir des notions sur la conduite en montagneg) Avoir des notions sur les effets de la fatigueh} Avorr des notions sur le comportement en cas d'accidenti} Avoir des notions concernant I'entretien et le depannage de la

voiture

j) Avoir des notions concernant les situations d'urgence

nRenselgner la colonne en utilisant le code ci-dessous :

obJect,f aborde [2J

oblectlf completement 1"71tralte ~

objectif assimile •

Observations :

127

l'evaluation de synthese de la quatrieme etape

Des n§sultats de cette evaluation depend la delivrance de I'attestation de
fin de formation initiale quand I'eleve suit I'apprentissage anticipe de la
conduite. S'il ne le suit pas, cette evaluation est cependant indispensable
avant la presentation au perm is de conduire.

Elle a donc une particuliere importance et son deroulement doit €ltre soi
gneusement prepare. Elle doit durer de 20 il25 minutes, ou plus s'il est
difficile de rencontrer les situations recherchees sur un parcours relative
ment court.

L'eleve do it commenter les situations.

Au minimum, on observera le comportement :

1) au moment de I'insertion dans une circulation dense (voir les savoir
faire de I'objectif: a, de la quatrieme etape);

2) en conduisant en ville, dans une circulation dense (voir les savoir-faire
de I'objectif : b, de la quatrieme eta pe) ;

3) en conduisant dans une file, de preference assez rapide (voir les
savoir-faire de I'objectif: c, de la quatrieme etape) ;

On posera des questions relatives aux objectifs :

d: 3 questions, e : 3 questions, f : 2 questions, g : 3 questions, h : 2 ques
tions, i : 2 questions, j : 1 question.

FICHE D'EVAlUATION DE SYNTHESE

DE LA aUATRIEME fTAPE
• L'eleve s'insere correctement dans la circulation:

- en sortant d'un immeuble,- en partant de la bordure du trottoir,- en utilisant une voie d'insertion.• L'eIE!Vecircule en agglomeration:- il ajuste sa vitesse aux situations.- sa position sur la chaussee est correcte,- il maintient les distances de securite,- il tient compte de la presence des pietons et des cyclistes.• L'eleve conduit dans une file de vehicules :- il choisit la file convenable,- it roule au centre de la voie.- il maintient les distances de securite,- il change de file correctement.• 11repond aux questions:- visibilite roouite et nuit,- adherence reduite,- condition montagne,- etfet de la fatigue,- en cas d'accident,- entretien. depannage,- situation d'urgence.

(On indiquera les references des questions posees.)

RESULTATS DE L'EvALUATION DE SYNTHESE (")

Premiere evaluation de synthese faite le apres heures

d'enseignement theorique et heures d'enseignement pratique.

Resultat:

A0 80
Deuxieme evaluation de synthese faite le

apres heures
d'enseignement theorique et

heures d'enseignement pratique.

Resultat:

A0 80
Evaluation du controle faite le Resultat:

A0 80

En cas de notation "8" (resultat negatif), on cochera d'une croix les ele
ments 11retravailler ~lVantla prochaine evaluation de synthese.

n Les resultats de cette evaluation de synthese doivent etre retranscrits
dans le livret d'apprentissage de I'eleve dans le cartouche correspondant.
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CONDUITE ACCOMPAGNEE

En plus des themes obligaloires (constat amiable et entretien vehicule) souligner ceux qui ont aussi ete abordes pendant
la formation initiale :

• Fatigue - Vigilance - Alcool - Vitesse - Nuit - Pluie

• Brouillard - Assurances - Neige - Verglas

Autres themes abordes :

Premier rendez-vous pedagogique

En circulation
Duree

Kilometres

Conditions de circulation

Situations de conduite

Manreuvres effectuees

Observations

Kilometres parcourus entre la fin de la formation initiale et le 1er RVP
Kilometres parcourus entre le 1er RVP et le 2" RVP
Kilometres parcourus entre le 2" RVPet I'epreuve pratique

Deuxieme rendez-vous pedagogique

km environ
km environ
km environ

Premier rendez-vous pedagogiqueDeuxieme rendez-vous pedagogique

En salle
Duree Themes traites (entourer les themes

VITESSE - ALCOOL - VIGILANCEVITESSE - ALCOOL - VIGILANCE

traites)

FATIGUE- ASSURANCESFATIGUE- ASSURANCES
Themes demandes

Supports utilisesNombre d'e/eves
Nombre d'accompagnateursObservations



CONTROLE

Nom de l'lnspecteur :
Date de controle :

Heure de controle :

Nature du controle (cocher les cases correspondantes)

Formation initiale D Theorie

Pratique

129

D
D

Conduite accompagnee D RVP 1 D
RVP2 D

Remarques:

CONTROLE

Theorie 0
Pratique D
Theorie D
Pratique D

I
I

-1

Nom de l'lnspecteur:
Date de controle :

Heure de controle :

Nature du controle (cocher les cases correspondantes)
Formation initiale D Theorie

Pratique

D
D

Conduite accompagnee D RVP 1 D
RVP2 D

Remarques:

TMorie D
Pratique D
Theorie D
Pratique 0
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Remarques, commentaires, et, eventuellement, observations concernant un troisieme rendez-vous pedagogique :



I'rc\'ioll\ Test,
l-'(lrm NI\

Dale

HONG KONG

ROAD TRAFFIC (DRI\'I:\(; I.ICE:\CES) REGULATIONS (CAP. J7~)
~m2~(.U~~)m~(~~~~.)

ORI\'I:\G TEST FOR~I-rRI\'ATE CAR

~ ~£~ txt ~H~- tb.!;:lfj:

131

DATE OF ISSUE:
~'Llh !IIOJ

/

:\ame of Candidate (IN BLOCK LETTERS)
LICENCEPrefix

c~

/ Part BPart C
!j 'Ht {. ( IIIILm,ln:,; )

NUMBER-;-: 11
ll\.rl ~,a~~ n_1,$Test

}l[I1(! lilt!!',
11

i"I,'iJ; IS\

0

0
PART B TEST

GE"iERAL !1;;!!lHli~

~ ,V'PARTCTEST

L.~l;iI'
(PART B AND/OR PART Cl

, Q..0-fI" I'j ffl;iI,L ~p~(~'i.)j1J:\1; STARTING ~V
f-'

~ OVERTAKING
STOP ON SLOPE 17. Inadequate precaution.fI

Fail 10 chlock tranic conditions.
MOVING OFF

r-

IS. Fail 10 check tramc condilions.

/50. Fail to check traffic conditions.

~. 51,'1' abrupliy.

19. Roll back,,·ards.

STOPPING

SI. Overtake in unfavourablc conditions.,
Roll backwards. 20. Fail 10 check Iramc conditions.

21. Roll baCK\\ardSlforwards.
52.

Fail to pick up wilh correcl specd.

4. SWp 10 improper posilion.

22. Stop in improper position.

ROAD DISCIPLINESTART ON SLOPE

D. Fail to check Ir"llie condilions before
ROAD JUNCTION

changing lane.~.

Fall l<l eh.'d trallic "ondilions. 24. Fail 10 k•..,p to pr0p'r lanc.53.I' ail to check Iraflic condilions.

25. \\'rong side driving.~.

St •••.t JCrk (1). 26. Cui out sharpl).
54. Wrong positioning on turns.n CUI in sharpl). 2R

Dri,c [00 clos< 10 object.i.
11.,'11ba,,~ ward,.

29. Fail 10 act on signals from olhcr vchicles.
55.Fail 10 yicld right of wa)·.

30. Inconsiderate to other road·users.TUR:-':AROUT 1:-': A
SPEED CONTROL56. Fail [0 lake righl of way.NARROW ROAD 31. Drive in e.cess of speed.S

Fail 10 ched trallic mndilions.
32. Fail 10 adjust speed to suit Iramc condi.

tions
TRAFFIC SIGNS

<I

11.,'11ba"k ••ard,for ••ards. USE OF SIGNALS
57.Fail la acl on Regulalory Signs.33. Fail to Stgnal in good time.

III

Fall10returnstcc..'"fin~lock 34. !'ail 10 cancel signal.

~ft)rc )h.'pping

35. GIVC improper signal.
5R.Fail to act on \Varning/ln(omld:h.lr~

36. Omil ••glUl.
Signs.

11

Turn ,,,..,ring •• hile 'ehicle is at
DRIVING TECHNIQUE

r\.~t.

37. Fail to us< suitable gear.
TRAFFIC SIG:-':ALS3R. Fail to engage gear.

39. Fre<: •• he<:ltng in neulral.

59rail 10 act on DUly Point SIgnal,
12

Slnke ohJC<.'t
40. Fail 10 appl) handbrake.

41. Strike ob)C,,,
t>O

F.ai! t~1 a\.:t on Tratltc Light~.p I J 1""\IOI-lUrn. 42. Lac~ alenons and antiCIpatiOn.

4_,. SI«nng gnp .n un,lable 1'O,,"on.RF\'f:RSING AND PARKING

44. CAUSE EXA~W,ER TAKE ACTION.PEDESTRIAN CROSSI:-':G

la.
Fall If) cht..•..·l tr ••tfk: conditions. l'SE or CO!'\TROL61.Fail10stopforpedcs[nanu"ng

45
Improper U'oCof handhrake. ZERRA CROSSING

1<

11.,,11bad ••ard, (or ••ard, 46.Imphlf'l°f ,,'ntrol of foothraLc.
47.

Impr\lp<'r c.'onlfo1 (.lC a'cdC'ralor 62.Fail to !'}ow d(.l\\-n (lO approou.:h tll
It>

Parl In ImprOf"':T p«.hllltm. 41\. Imprllp:r ••.·'m1fnl of dutch.
iZERR." AUXILIARY CROSSISG

49
ImJlhlr-:r cllOtrot o( ~1C"c."rtn~.

\'I,.nn T«:,t J)a'\4"\i J~ 0~
~ri'-lus mt\l.alc."(lrr,)I Rc,ult (Part III

I5.:rI<'U' m"tak,'(s)I Rcsull (Part Cl
.~ !) .U\!,oi ______ fade~ f,l~ l}

"ommllled to Pari Il

I ;\./. I Lt.i: ••t IC~~~~\Il~~d i~.P4~ .C"

lA,H" I fl.j~:.,It I
"'Iln '\\'Ilhnut ,-'I)rr~"\:"tl\C kn"'l.~

L $,.,t ii If, i~•.":,i:f'.: I i ••.,.,\fl. ,f· 111.~.t. to.

~I

'I- 'il~ jl.g. 'f.'; Ulllit Rcmark~'
1•.·" held on

1•••• 1

~ ••t 11 ~ll T,ml.' I (·l..~ntn::H\ na

.-;. ,.l~llt {:

\'~h,d~~(\
[x.amincr's Sl~n~ttur~ and ~llChl..·~king Ollir-:r's Sjgn~lturc and\'~rilkalh)fi Onicer's Sign;Jtun:

·t' tt;~~~..c t\ ""I
q,' If ni: ./\I~ ••• ;,;:1nl'S 1"<> .1\1(; ur ~"F. I~",,;>:li ,~.1. if ~.~ 'r:

In'(rw.:tor·~ Lh,,~cncc ~~J .. w; J,t ~J{ forti ~t~~~I.rt ~)
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CLASS 3 DRIVING TEST ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST
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NAME:

TEST CENTRE:

PDL NO:
-----.

DATE:

'---~--- ...,,---- u_

A penalty is Indicat&d by a tiel< .,// . A tick in a circle 0 indicates 'Immediate Failure'. A

tick in a box [2] carries the number of demerit points shown beside the box. A tick in a box

with a diagonal line ~ carries no demerit point.

One Immediate Failure or accumulation of 20 demerit points constitutes a failure.

DEMERIT ITEM PENALTY

NARROW COURSE

(a) S Courtl!

(b} C'lJnk. Covrse(cl O;r. Ch.npe

,
Strike kerb . , ..

[010 [I]10[lJ10

2

Mount kerb. .000
:3

Require reverse rnovement .fSITJ20[SO] 20

4 Require additional reverse I1luvt!ment

5 Fail to confirm safety

PARKING

6 Strike pole down/Strike pole out of position

7 Strike pole/Strike kerh .

8 Mount kerb

9 Reqll ire additiona I reverse movernent

10 Excel:d stipulated time

11 Fail to t:onfinn safety .

SLOPE/GRADIENT

12 Roll backwards.

(a) Perellel

rn10
ITIJ4

o
lS[I[]2

mOr<' tha" 05 minute,

[ITI2

U]10
[I]] 4

()
ITD2

{hI 1 mEl1:fl! Or m(\ra

()



EMERGENCY STOP

134

13 Incorroct technique

14 Unable to stop within stipulated distance

MOVING OFF

15 Fl:lil to fasten seat-belt

16

Fail to :rolease handbrake

17

Delay in moving off

18

Move off in wrong gear.

19

Insufficient acceleration.

20 Slow in restarting stalled engine

.................'" .. 02......

.lSI]2

................ rsr=rn 2

.fSlJ2

.[SlIJ2
[S[I]2

fORWARD DRIVING

21 Road I10gging

22 F3il to keep a safe following distance .

23 Chan96 lane at bend

24 Fail to k~~p within lane

25 Drive it! a zigzag manner.

26 Fail to overtake when necessary

27 Fail to slow down when approaching road hazards ....

28 Speod too slow

29 Chang4 lane abruptly

30 Changft lane without due care

31 Fail to take precaution against pedestrian/cyclist .

32 Not enough side clearance given to other road users .

33 Stop oon the Pedestrian Crossing .

34 Fail to give W<:JY to pedestrian at Pedestrian Crossing.

35 Orive ••cross the centre line " ...

36 Fail to obey Mandatory/Prohibitory Sign

37 Excee~ speed limit

(e) Str;l'ght Ro~d

.. [.D4

le' FOr tho rQed[I]2

.[.D6
..0]6
...0]6

(1)1 a••nd

0]6
.0]2

lSI]2

LD6
lbl Fo, Irefflc condition

[ITI2
[ITI4

o
LDa
.[1]e
.0]10

o
o
o
o



38

39

40

Fail to give way to traffic with right-of-way .

Cause other vehicles to stow down or take evasive action

Unnecessary stopping

135

JUNCTION

Remain in the junction and causeobstruction

41

42

43

44

45

46

Incorrect positioning

CatlSe inconvenience to cross traffic.

Improper turning

Fail to stop at Stop-line ..

Fail to form up correctly

(s) Wide turn

.tsD2 (h)~'rl1~2

m:::J2

.ITJ6
kl (nCOH&CI lane

[[}t
o
o
o

(~l Side 'o"u

[SJS[]2

SAFETY CHECK

47 Fail to check blind spot ..

48 Tuke too long in checking blind spot

49 Fail to 10Cll< out for traffic.

BRAKING

... fSJSIIIJ4
rsITI2
tbl JunctrOI'l

[S[I]4

50 Fail lO apply br<lke when vehicle is stationary.
(0) SlOe><:

51 Fail to use engine brake .. 02
52 Incorrect braking

DRIVER'S SIGNAL

53 Fail to signal in good time

54 Fail to signal/Give wrong signal

55 Fail to cancel signal

TRAFFIC SIGNAL

(e) Ci'Cuit lhl noed

[S[J]2
1SIIJ4
[S[J]4

56

57

Proceed on Amuer Light/Flickering Green Arrow .

Proceed on Red light.

GENERAL

58 Improper action causing al,;cit.itmt/near accident ..

59 Slow reaction in avoiding danger caused by others.
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SCORE

Number 01 DImmediate

Failures

Numbel (If

Demr.rlt

Points D

-I

I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I

J

RESULT

Signature

Nllmfl __ I
Driving Tester


